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PREAMBLE 
FOREWORD AND PUBLICATION HISTORY 



The Gulf Coast Mariners Association Board of Directors first presented GCMA Report #R-276 at the Towing Safety Advisory Committee 
(TSAC) meeting on Mar. 15, 2001. TSAC is a Federal advisory committee authorized by Congress to advise the Coast Guard while 
representing all facets of the towing industry. 
 
We revised and updated this report since then and presented it at subsequent TSAC meetings. We continued to work with TSAC until 
the Coast Guard determined that they lacked the authority to inspect towing vessels. We then directed this report to the attention of the 
United States Congress asking them to authorize the Coast Guard to inspect towing vessels. We revised this report as follows: 

 Revision #1, Sept. 7, 2001 (for TSAC) 
 Revision #2, Mar. 8, 2002 (for TSAC) 
 Revision #3, Sept. 13, 2002 (for TSAC). 
 Revision #4, Feb. 14, 2003 (for TSAC) 
 Revision #5, August 11, 2003. 
 Revision #6, December 15, 2003. 
 Revision #7, March 1, 2004 (for Congress). 
 Revision #8. Feb. 1, 2005 (for Congress). 
 Revision #9 June 1, 2005 (for TSAC Work Group) 

On September 9, 2004 the President signed the Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation Act of 2004 into law. Section 415 of the Act 
adds "Towing Vessels" to a list of 14 other classes of vessels the Coast Guard must inspect. 

Although the law requires towing vessel inspections, the Coast Guard must first draft regulations that will describe how this will be done. 
Consequently, GCMA now turns its attention to the Coast Guard for definitive regulations to govern towing vessels. 

The new regulations must go through the entire rulemaking process. To follow this progress as it unfolds you should consult Docket 
#USCG-2004-19977 on the U.S. Department of Transportation’s Docket Management Facility at their website: 

http://dms.dot.gov   Then Search for 19977(1) 
[(1) Editorial Note: Keep posted! The USCG is discussing changing this docket # for later phases of the regulatory project.] 

The rulemaking process involves public meetings, publication of a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and a Final Rule. Mariners and boat 
owners not familiar with the system can consult GCMA Report #R-223, Learning to Use Federal Regulations, on our internet website for 
further information. 
[ Editorial note: We post most GCMA Reports on our internet website. Printed copies are available on request.] 

In March 2002, GCMA supplemented Report #R-276 with a 204-page book prepared for TSAC committee members. The book 
contained extensive documentation on safety issues covered in Report #R-276, a comparison with topics covered in the Responsible 
Carrier Program (RCP), and a comparison of existing regulations impacting towing vessels to those regulations our mariners deem vital 
for their continued safety, health, and well being while working on towing vessels. 

 
PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT 
The Gulf Coast Mariners Association (GCMA) represents of hundreds of "lower-level" mariners who work on tugs, towboats, offshore 
supply vessels and small passenger vessels in commercial service. Our Association gives its highest priority to the task of developing a 
fair regulatory approach to ensure a greater degree of workplace safety for all mariners who work on the nation’s more than 5,200 
towing vessels. 

[GCMA Position: Our report urges the U.S. Coast Guard to raise the standards of safety for our mariners working on towing vessels to 
a the same level required on inspected vessels of comparable size and horsepower.] 

http://dms.dot.gov/


We trace the History of the current absence of adequate towing vessel regulations to 1972 (and again in 1994) when the towing industry 
persuaded Congress not to consider a bill that would have inspected towing vessels. 

In many ways the current rulemaking initiative will be the most significant regulatory project for towing vessels since Congress licensed 
operators of towing vessels in Public Law 92-339 known as the Pilothouse Licensing Act on July 7, 1972. Unfortunately, at that time, 
Congress did not authorize the Coast Guard to inspect the towing vessels operated by their new license holders. This oversight 
condemned many of the approximately 32,000 "lower-level" mariners to work on unsafe vessels in a sector of the marine industry that is 
exceptionally risky.(1) [(1)Refer to GCMA Report #R-351, How Safe is the Towing Industry] 

We believe that both the Merchant Marine Personnel Advisory Committee (MERPAC) and the Towing Safety Advisory Committee 
(TSAC), two Federal Advisory Committees, have a role in assisting the Coast Guard to examine all aspects of deplorably unsafe 
existing conditions on many towing vessels. These advisory committees should identify best industry practices and standards to bring 
towing vessels up to the same standards as other classes of inspected commercial vessels. 

In 2001 when GCMA first asked that the Coast Guard undertake a regulatory project to inspect towing vessels, the Coast Guard’s Chief, 
Office of Operating and Environmental Standards (G-MSO), delegated the job of evaluating GCMA’s original report to TSAC. 

Although TSAC accepted the task, its working group moved away from seeking a regulatory approach to a "voluntary" approach based 
on the model of the American Waterways Operator’s (AWO) Responsible Carrier Program (RCP). Most working group members were 
also AWO members. 

The Coast Guard attendees at a TSAC working group meeting were reluctant to embark on a regulatory project that might take as long 
as 12 years to complete. As TSAC continued to meet and discuss our proposal, 

GCMA rejected a "non-regulatory" approach after publishing an extensive comparison between the American Waterways Operator’s 
(AWO)(1) Responsible Carrier Program (RCP)(2) and existing regulations for comparable inspected vessels in 46 CFR Subchapters T & 
L. We believed then (and continue to believe) that existing RCP standards were insufficient in scope and were unenforceable. [(1)The 
American Waterways Operators (AWO) is an industry trade association headquartered in Arlington, VA. (2)The Responsible Carrier 
Program (RCP) is a safety management system that AWO members now must comply with as a condition of membership in their 
association. According to a recent legislative change, 46 U.S. Code §3306j states: "The Secretary may establish by regulation a safety 
management system (SMS) appropriate for the characteristics, methods of operation, and nature of service of towing vessels."] 

Unless federal regulations exist, mariners have no legal means to compel their employers to correct unsafe conditions when there are 
no regulations that specify the type of safety protection mariners can expect. The Responsible Carrier Program recently celebrated its 
tenth anniversary. However, its effects are limited because its provisions are only binding on AWO member companies. Although the 
RCP won national recognition, yet less than 200 out of approximately 1,100 companies that own towing vessels have shouldered its 
obligations through membership in AWO to follow the program. There are no penalties and few effective sanctions for violating the RCP 
as seen from our mariners’ perspective. 

However, we want to make it clear that our complaint with the RCP does not lie with AWO and the best efforts of many of its member 
companies to comply with existing regulations. The problem is a problem of the absence of existing inspection standards for towing 
vessels and the lack of effective, fair, and balanced enforcement by the Coast Guard. In this report, we describe many specific 
"regulatory gaps" in Coast Guard regulations that must be filled. 

[GCMA Position: Working mariners in dangerous workplaces must have the protection of federal regulations rather than voluntary 
guidelines. Mariners on towing vessels waited over 30 years to receive this protection.] 



 
OVERVIEW 
 
The Coast Guard estimates there are between 12,000 and 15,000 licensed towing vessel Masters, Mates and Pilots operating more 
than 5,200 uninspected towing vessels in United States waters. Today, mariners holding several different types of "lower-level" licenses 
operate towing vessels from 265 to 200 feet on broad routes that include oceans, near coastal, inland waters, Great Lakes, rivers, and 
western-rivers. 
Ever since Congress required the Coast Guard to impose a licensing scheme on towing vessel operators in 1972, mariner safety and 
working conditions seldom received more than passing consideration. 

In 1972, although Congress required vessel officers to be licensed, they decided not to require that their towing vessels be inspected. 
This "uninspected" status continued until 2004 with a minor exception of a few large coastal and ocean towing vessels exceeding 300 
gross register tons (GRT). 
Most boat owners avoided building coastwise tugboats of greater than 200 GRT to avoid falling under the Officers Competency Act of 
1938 and under 300 GRT to avoid dealing with vessel inspection regulations. 

The principal regulatory changes that occurred since 1972 were usually very narrow in scope and resulting from adverse public reaction 
to individual high-profile accidents such as oil spills and environmental disasters as well as highway and railroad bridge allisions(1) 
involving towing vessels that caused multiple fatalities. [(1)Refer to GCMA Report #R-293, Revision 2, Towboats and Bridges: A 
Dangerous Mix and #R-308, Revision 3, Violation of the 12-Hour Rules; The Lake Washington SR-520 Bridge Allision.] 

Until the recent legislative change in 2004, newly crafted regulations scrupulously avoided the apparently inviolate "uninspected" status 
of towing vessels. The "uninspected" status of towing vessels was never in the best interests of our mariners because the lack of 
regulatory oversight deprives our mariners of a safe workplace! It allowed the towing industry to conduct its business in a laissez-faire 
business environment. 

Mariner protection on uninspected towing vessels under the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 proved to be very limited and 
governed by a complicated and passive interagency "Memorandum of Understanding"(1) rather than by regulation. For instance, the 
Coast Guard never translated key worker protection regulations such as hearing protection and protection from asbestos into 
regulations by using available "Incorporation by Reference" or other regulatory techniques. Instead, the agency bowing to the wishes of 
industry or its own lack of knowledge of towing vessels and conditions in the field opted to publish unenforceable guidelines in 
"Navigation and Vessel Inspection Circulars" (NVIC) [(1)U.S. Dept. of Labor Directive CPL 2-1.20, Nov. 8, 1996, available as GCMA 
Report #R-347.] 

During the same thirty-year period, other sectors of the marine industry employing our "lower-level" mariners with comparable 
backgrounds and on comparably sized vessels incorporated a number of improved Coast Guard safety standards in vessel 
construction, manning, and operation. For example, the small passenger vessel industry and the offshore oil industry now operate 
"inspected" vessels that must meet rigorous Coast Guard construction, equipment, and safety standards on a continuing basis. The 
Coast Guard accomplished the shift from uninspected to inspected status in a manner that did not drive boat owners out of business. 

[GCMA Comment: Since Congress left towing vessels "uninspected" in 1972, few regulations assure crewmembers that their tug or 
towboat is safely constructed or adequately maintained. In fact, many are old and poorly maintained.] 

The commercial fishing industry with its uninspected vessels demonstrated such an abysmal safety record that Congress intervened in 
1988 to pass the Commercial Fishing Vessel Safety Act after a series of serious accidents. In doing so, Congress specifically rejected 
the well constructed yet unenforceable "voluntary" guidelines prepared by the Coast Guard, and, after extensive hearings, directed the 
agency to regulate the industry properly. 



The improved safety conditions of fishing vessels, reduced fatalities, emphasis on crew safety, and meaningful training since that time 
are commendable. An even greater effort is necessary to improve safety in the towing industry in part because of the nature of the 
cargoes handled by the industry and the deteriorated condition of many existing towing vessels. 

Today, the commercial fishing industry has a set of vessel safety standards that provides its mariners with at least minimal protection 
and curbs many long-standing but inherently unsafe practices. Educational organizations such as the Alaska Marine Safety Education 
Association (AMSEA) have a national impact in their safety training efforts throughout the fishing industry. 

Towing industry management successfully warded off the expense and nuisance of Coast Guard vessel inspection standards for over 
50 years. 

We are pleased to see that AWO finally stepped forward to embrace towing vessel inspection. Some towing companies outside AWO 
were not willing to upgrade their equipment and policies to approach the level called for by AWO’s Responsible Carrier Program. Yet, 
when we reviewed the RCP program in 2002 we found their practices seldom extended beyond the minimum legal requirements of the 
existing regulations. The problem is that the existing regulations are NOT "vessel inspection regulations." If they are enforced at all it is 
by "boarding" rather than "inspection" by Coast Guard personnel. 

The Responsible Carrier Program uses trained "third party auditors" paid for their work by the companies they examine. However, only 
the Coast Guard will have the authority to enforce the inspection regulations. It will take an Act of Congress to change this, and it isn’t 
about to happen in light of the towing industry’s accident record. Meaningful regulation can only occur when solid and enforceable 
standards and vessel inspection regulations are drafted. The purpose of the current rulemaking project is to draft regulations to fill the 
gaping void that GCMA and TSAC euphemistically call "regulatory gaps." 

Our mariners insist upon a proper inspection system – not a self-regulating system like the RCP that allows the fox to supervise the 
henhouse. We need a system where the Coast Guard inspects every single towing vessel for compliance with fixed standards. For the 
most part, these standards already exist in "comparable regulations" for other classes of vessels as we will cite below. Our mariners 
have little respect for a program where a business associate trained by a trade association as an "auditor" visits one or two 
"representative" vessels with specially trained crews and advises the owner to make "voluntary" changes to comply with the spirit of the 
program. 

Because of the specific regulatory "gaps" cited later in this report, our mariners find that they have little legal ground to stand on in many 
cases of accident, injury, or abuse in the workplace – especially when our experience shows many cases where employers do not 
report them to the Coast Guard as required by existing regulations. 

Since the Coast Guard claimed for years that it did not have the statutory authority to extend regulations governing inspected vessels to 
uninspected towing vessels, GCMA formally asked Congress in February 2003(1) to step in to protect our mariners for the reasons we 
detail in this report. [(1)Refer to GCMA Report #R-350] 

Investigations following five major accidents in the past decade shattered a number of myths and encouraged Congress, the Coast 
Guard, and industry to closely examine the high fatality rate in the towing industry, the safety of its vessels, the size and movement of 
its tows, the health and welfare of our mariners, and work-hour standards. 



Licensed towing vessel Masters, Mates, and Pilots now awaken to find that they must shoulder many responsibilities they were never 
trained for in brief "license-prep" classes that permitted easy access to the pilothouse in the past. There are serious gaps in our 
mariners' regulatory training that makes these "lower-level" mariners vulnerable to having their licenses suspended or revoked and their 
livelihood disrupted. These administrative actions including the Coast Guard’s inept handling of merchant marine personnel over the 
years continues to adversely affect the stability of the industry. 

Over the years, the Coast Guard chose to deal primarily with corporate leaders and the towing industry’s trade associations. In dealing 
with the corporate elite, Coast Guard officers seldom deal with the mariners who work on the nation’s tugs and towboats. Consequently, 
our mariners often do not "get the message"(1) – whatever that message may be. [(1)GCMA discusses the impact of this "lack of 
communication" in GCMA Report #R-382, Why Our Mariners Don’t Get The Message.] 

"A "summit" meeting was held on 9 July 1999…Among the issues was a concern that many Coast Guard personnel assigned to units 
on the Western Rivers do not fully understand or appreciate the dynamics of the inland towing industry or the complexities of managing 
a towboat." Not much appears to have changed since then!(1) [(1)Western Rivers Orientation, USCG, G-M, Dec. 30, 1999, p.1] 

 

GCMA RECALLS LANDMARK DECISION 
WHEN  CONGRESS ORDERED USCG TO INSPECT T-BOATS 
 
At 2:10 PM on September 1, 1951, the 42-foot charter fishing boat PELICAN with an incredible 64 persons on board capsized and sank 
in the Atlantic Ocean one mile off Montauk Point on the eastern end of Long Island, New York. The accident occurred in a strong 
northwesterly wind and two-knot current in the vicinity. The catastrophe claimed 45 lives, mostly weekend anglers from the city. An 
accident report issued on October 8, 1951 set in motion a chain of events that slowly changed the small passenger vessel industry 
forever and parallels the challenge facing the towing industry today. 

Up to this point, there was minimal regulation of passenger-carrying vessels under 15 gross tons. The PELICAN disaster changed all 
that. New regulations at 46 CFR Subchapter T (aka "T-Boat" regulations) published in the Federal Register of October 5, 1957 required 
the inspection of a whole class of vessels admeasured at more than 15 but less than 100 gross tons and that were 65 feet in length or 
less carrying more than 6 passengers. A major revision in 1963 broadened the scope of the regulations to include vessels longer than 
65 feet but still less than 100 gross tons carrying one or more passengers for hire. 

Subsequent minor revisions to these regulations made over the next 33 years were unable to keep up with increases in vessel size and 
passenger carrying capacity engineered by owners and naval architects to keep their vessels under the 100 gross ton threshold to take 
advantage of less burdensome government regulations. Nor did these regulations foresee the expanded services offered by many 
vessel owners over wider routes accompanied by a host of technological advances. 

The Coast Guard published two new sets of small passenger vessel regulations, one for T-Boats and one for a new class of larger K-
Boats, on September 30, 1997 after approximately 10 years of study, debate, and rulemaking. 

[GCMA Position: Regulating small passenger vessels is a Coast Guard success story that deserves repeating to improve safety on 
every towing vessel.] 
 

TOWING VESSEL BRIDGE DISASTERS: 
The Amtrak Sunset Limited 



A disaster, similar in its loss of life yet more costly than the earlier PELICAN sinking, occurred on September 22, 1993. The Amtrak 
Sunset Limited passenger train en route from Los Angeles to Jacksonville derailed and slammed into a bridge abutment. The tracks 
beyond the bridge abutment shifted 28 inches after the bridge they were on was rammed 10 minutes earlier by the towboat MAUVILLA 
and its tow lost in thick fog. 

While crossing the Big Bayou Canot Bridge, north of Mobile, Alabama, at 72 miles per hour the 11-unit train struck the bridge. The 
center bridge span crumbled and three locomotive units and the first four passenger cars plunged into the bayou. Because of this 
tragedy, 47 passengers and AMTRAK train crew lost their lives and many more were injured. 

The response to this accident concentrated upon the real and perceived faults of the towing vessel operator-licensing program in effect 
for the preceding 20 years. The criticism of the program was well deserved and long overdue. 

Corrective action on training and licensing problems took place almost immediately. However, almost a year later, on August 4, 1994, 
Coast Guard Commandant Kramek in a letter to the Secretary of Transportation accompanying a Towing Vessel Inspection Study 
recommended (in part) that: "The Secretary advise Congress that Coast Guard inspection of towing vessels would not be the best use 
of resources in preventing marine casualties involving towing vessels." 

The towing industry apparently ducked the regulatory bullet. In return, its trade association, the American Waterways Operators, 
delivered a promise of industry action in the form of the Responsible Carrier Program (RCP). It is clear to our mariners that the 
Responsible Carrier Program in place for 10 years was inadequate because the Coast Guard never promulgated comprehensive and 
enforceable towing vessel inspection standards in place. 

Recent Highway Bridge Disasters 
Bridge allisions between tows and bridges are quite common. This bridge allision accident was not the first or the last of this type of 
accident. Two of the most recent accidents resulted in the destruction of portions of the Queen Isabella Causeway Bridge in September 
2001 with a loss of eight lives and the Interstate 40 bridge allision at Webbers Falls, OK, in May 2002 with a loss of 14 lives. 

Another bridge allision, the second in two years, knocked out a major bridge across the Des Plaines River in Joliet, IL, a city of 106,000 
in May 2003 for six months.(1) 
A bridge allision in 2000 involving the tow of the M/V CHINOOK near Seattle closed portions of the heavily traveled bridge across Lake 
Washington for several weeks. It appears that the Captain fell asleep at the wheel – a common problem considering the 84-hour 
workweek resulting from the "two-watch" system employed on most towing vessels. The bridge is a major commuter route to and from 
Seattle. [(1)Refer to GCMA Report #R-293, Towboats and Bridges: A Dangerous Mix. (2)GCMA Report #R-308, Rev. 3, Violation of the 
12-Hour Rules: The Lake Washington Bridge Allision.] 

 

TOWING VESSEL POLLUTION DISASTERS 
M/V Emily J. & T/B Morris J. Berman 
On January 7, 1994, the tug EMILY J towing the tank barge MORRIS J. BERMAN lost control of its barge when the towing hawser 
parted. The barge grounded near San Juan, Puerto Rico, holed itself on rocks, and polluted the beaches at the height of the island's 
tourist season with 620,000 gallons of oil. 

The Coast Guard responded with narrowly focused regulations prescribing towing hawser standards. The Coast Guard repeatedly 
followed a piecemeal, reactive approach after each major accident rather than the comprehensive proactive approach that GCMA 
advocates in this report. 

[GCMA Comment: The Coast Guard’s narrow interpretation of the cause of each towing vessel accident coupled with industry’s adept 
use of the media and pre-emptive public relations campaigns diverted both the public and Congress from the need for basic regulatory 
reform between 1994 and 2004.] 



The M/V Scandia & T/B North Cape 
On January 19, 1996, the old single-screw tug M/V SCANDIA caught fire during a gale and grounded along with its oil tow, the tank 
barge NORTH CAPE. Oil from the grounded tank barge polluted the entire Rhode Island coast and ruined the local fisheries with 
818,000 gallons of home heating oil. 

After a public outcry, the Coast Guard promulgated narrowly focused regulations limiting certain specific towing practices in the waters 
of the First Coast Guard District. Industry battled the comprehensive but costly towing vessel engineroom fire suppression proposal 
every inch of the way. Consequently, the Coast Guard replaced their proposed rule with stopgap measures that offer considerably less 
protection for the mariners serving on these towing vessels. 

Buzzards Bay Oil Spill - 2003 
An article in the June/July 2004 issue of Professional Mariner (PM) blew the lid off an oil-spill that occurred on April 27, 2003 off the 
Massachusetts coast involving the tug EVENING TIDE and the inspected tank barge BOUCHARD 120. 

Reports in other trade journals mentioned briefly that Bouchard Transportation Co. agreed to plead guilty to violation of federal law and 
pay a criminal fine of $10 million. However, PM mentioned some of the details of the case that we did not appear in print elsewhere. 

The size of the fine, $10 million for a 55,000-gallon oil spill, eclipses the $7+ million previously paid for the 1996 SCANDIA– NORTH 
CAPE oil spill in neighboring Rhode Island of over 828,000 gallons. Points revealed in the PM article of particular concern include: 

• "The EVENING TIDE’S mate allowed the boat to drift off course and toward the rocks when he left the pilothouse for an extended 
period to work at the stern of the towboat." [Our mariners have serious concerns related to the two-watch system, lookout issues, and 
adequate vessel manning among others.] 

• The mate failed to monitor the radio and thereby missed a warning call sent by a nearby vessel. 

• Other employees previously questioned the company about the mate’s competency to no avail. 

The Boston Globe reported in June 2003 that: "…critics in New England and elsewhere are worried over the prevalence of retired Coast 
Guard employees that go on to work for the marine industry they (once) regulated. Bouchard has hired as a consultant (a) retired Coast 
Guard Assistant Commandant for Marine Safety and Environmental Protection." Our mariners believe that Congress needs to 
reconsider the ethics of the "revolving door" policy. 

 

USCG BRINGS OSVs UNDER REGULATION 
 
In the early 1970s, even though "T-Boat" regulations were well developed and enforced in most parts of the country, enforcement of 
these and other regulations in the oil patch in Louisiana and Texas proved to be a daunting problem for the Coast Guard. The offshore 
oil industry, through its trade association, appealed to Congress for assistance in dealing with the Coast Guard and for an on-site study 
of industry problems. 
The resulting study and report by Captain C.T. Newman ("The Newman Report") in 1973 accommodated the industry along the lines of 
accepting the existing "T-Boat" regulations as guidelines for future regulations. The match between a rapidly emerging offshore supply 
boat industry and traditional cargo ship regulations for the larger "supply boats" up to 300 tons was not a match made in heaven. 
Working through Congress, the industry in public law 96-378 agreed to work toward inspecting all its vessels as long as existing vessels 
used in the industry were accepted into an "inspected" status using reasonable guidelines. 

Public law 96-378 also affected mariner licensing and documentation in that it brought U.S. mariner licenses for vessels up to 1,600 
GRT into line with existing U.S. treaty obligations. By 1983, most crewboats, utility boats, and offshore supply boats were operating 
under inspection regulations in 46 CFR Subchapter T or Subchapter I. 



Following a well-publicized series of accidents involving loss of life, self-elevating "liftboats" became inspected oilfield vessels by the 
early 1990s. The Coast Guard is still struggling to get a handle on liftboat accidents today. 

The offshore oil industry completed the change from uninspected to inspected vessel status in about five years. The results represented 
a solid safety achievement for the entire industry and for those mariners working on the recently inspected vessels. Unfortunately, this 
change did not apply to the industry’s towing vessels. 

 

Recent OSV Regulations 
 
Following their entry into a vessel inspection program, the offshore oil industry’s trade association sought to establish a separate 
classification for "offshore supply vessels" that would recognize the differences between vessels working in the offshore oil industry and 
typical small passenger vessels and cargo ships governed by other sets of regulations. The Coast Guard agreed and embarked on 
what turned out to be a 10-year path that led up to creation of a new 46 CFR Subchapter L for offshore supply vessels (OSV) that was 
published in the Federal Register of September 19, 1997. 

The offshore oil industry has reason to be pleased with its existing Subchapter L regulations since they are exactly what they agreed 
upon in their dealings with the Coast Guard. However, few outside the industry, and certainly no group representing mariner 
organizations, had any effective input on these regulations when during the regulatory process. This is because neither an effective 
mariner Association such as GCMA nor a trade union existed within the industry until the formation of GCMA in April 1999. Since that 
date, GCMA suggested only a few modest changes to those regulations. Unfortunately, the Coast Guard refused to consider those 
suggestions for the past 5 years. 

[GCMA Position: Working mariners have unique needs and interests that must be included in the towing vessel inspection regulatory 
package. It is better to attend to these concerns while drafting the rulemaking rather than to try to amend established rules later.] 

 

USCG IS CHALLENGED TO DRAFT TOWING VESSEL STANDARDS 
Congress Outlines Its Expectations 
Creating meaningful "standards" for towing vessels no longer automatically requires a direct and rigorous government inspection 
program. There are recognized and tested alternatives. 

Congress outlined specific regulatory areas in the Joint Explanatory Statement of the Committee of Conference for §415 of the Coast 
Guard and Maritime Transportation Act of 2004 as follows: 

"…Section 3306 of Title 46 details the items that are to be regulated under the chapter to secure the safety of individuals and property 
on board the vessel. This includes design, construction, alteration, and repair of the superstructures, hulls, fittings, equipment 
appliances, propulsion equipment, machinery, lifesaving equipment, firefighting equipment, and vessel stores and supplies of a 
dangerous nature. 

"The Coast Guard may prescribe different standards for towing vessels than for other types of inspected vessels. Similarly, the Coast 
Guard can prescribe different standards for the various types of towing vessels based on size, horsepower, type of operation, (and) 
area of operation. For example, the Coast Guard can prescribe different standards with regard to propulsion machinery and hulls for a 
towing vessel pushing barges down the Mississippi River than for vessels that provide towing assistance for recreational vessels." 



When we first introduced GCMA Report #R-276 on March 15, 2001, we challenged to the Coast Guard to pick up the ball and run with it 
before the public demanded action. We soon discovered that they were unwilling to take any initiative unless directed to do so by 
Congress. Congress gave the marching order on Sept. 9, 2004 

Alternative Inspection Programs 
Starting in 1957, at the direction of Congress following the PELICAN disaster, the Coast Guard imposed a rigorous inspection program 
on small passenger vessels. This program raised standards throughout the small passenger vessel industry. 

Like any new project, vessel inspection is labor-intensive. By the mid-1990s, the Coast Guard, responding to budgetary pressures, 
approved several alternatives to the vessel inspection program. 

The Streamlined Inspection Program (SIP), first developed for use in the offshore oil industry, emphasized crew involvement not only in 
the inspection process but also in maintaining the vessel in a good state of repair between annual inspections. This alternative reduced 
the inspection workload for the Coast Guard and, at the same time, was less intrusive in company operations. A positive result was that 
the mariners who were involved in the program became more knowledgeable of the regulations that govern the industry. These 
mariners, as well as company management, became more actively involved in maintaining their vessel on a daily basis to meet formal 
Coast Guard regulatory standards. 

Other alternatives to a pure Coast Guard inspection program are now permitted under 46 CFR Part 8 as "alternate compliance 
programs" (ACP) utilizing approved classification societies such as the American Bureau of Shipping (ABS) and Det Norske Veritas 
(DNV). Many boat owners believe these programs have fewer undesirable effects on vessel operations than direct USCG inspections. 

GCMA believes that the AWO’s Responsible Carrier Program (RCP) and the "audits" it requires of its member companies could 
compliment or reinforce (but not substitute for) a formal USCG vessel inspection… 

 If it meets third-party requirements comparable to those of classification societies in 46 CFR Part 8. 

• Only after the Coast Guard strengthens existing regulations so they are comparable to those of small passenger vessels and offshore 
supply vessels. 
[GCMA Position: In order to adequately protect our mariners, regulatory standards for every towing vessel must be comparable to 
those for commercial vessels of comparable size and horsepower.] 

Old Regulations Never Die… 
While not all companies are created equal or are endowed by their corporate creators with the promise of success, not all "uninspected" 
vessels and the mariners who served on them were treated equitably in the past. 

"Subchapter C"(1) that regulated uninspected towing vessels for over 30 years became a regulatory backwater. It held a hodge-podge of 
disconnected regulations for a number of unrelated types of vessels whose only common thread was that the Coast Guard never 
inspected them. The only attention they received was an occasional "boarding" or "rescue." [(1)46 CFR Parts 24, 25, & 26.] 

The existing regulations that govern towing vessels are neither complete nor comprehensive. This report details the "regulatory gaps" 
that must be filled to give our mariners working on towing vessels the same protection as mariners working on comparably sized and 
powered inspected vessels – nothing more and certainly nothing less! 

Integrated Rulemaking 
A recently created "Part" in the Code of Federal Regulations(1) became a convenient dumping ground for a fragmented group of new 
towing vessel regulations. These regulations, limited in scope and narrow in perspective, govern firefighting and hawser towing issues 
that apply specifically to towing vessels. [(1)46 CFR Part 27.] 



Other regulations for navigational safety equipment, charts, publications, towline and terminal gear, tests and inspections, and voyage 
planning were dumped in a completely different CFR volume.(1) [(1)33 CFR Part 164.] These scattered regulations are a direct result of 
Congressional reaction to major accidents rather than any proactive or comprehensive rulemaking. They are evidence of a piecemeal 
approach and knee-jerk reaction following many of the towing vessel disasters recited above! Although these regulations passed 
through the regulatory process, the Coast Guard must review them again and integrate them into a comprehensive set of rules. 

Many regulations that govern towing operations do exist, but they are scattered all over titles 33 and 46 with no apparent rhyme or 
reason. They must be collected in one place or at least adequately referenced. 

Our mariners and their employers must be able to look and find regulations that govern this class of vessels in one place in the Code of 
Federal Regulations without law-library reference skills to find them or a college degree to understand them! The Coast Guard 
regulations must require that copies of the new regulations on board every towing vessel. The Coast Guard is capable of performing 
this regulatory task. GCMA directs this matter to the docket for the regulatory team to consider and respond to. 

Mariner Survival in an Unsafe Industry 
Mariners who work on towing vessels have good reason for concern. Many boat owners sadly neglected workplace safety on towing 
vessels for over 30 years because neither OSHA nor the Coast Guard took initiatives to regulate it. 

Not only did our mariners’ workplace remain unregulated, it also can be unsafe and unsanitary. 

An internal Coast Guard G-MVI report dated May 12, 1994(1) (as reported in the TSAC meeting of May 6, 1994) indicated an estimated 
average annual fatality rate of 72 persons per 100,000 as compared to 47 per 100,000 for the fishing industry and well above the 9 per 
100,000 national industry average. This stands in stark contrast to the false public image of safety generated by the towing industry’s 
trade association. It turns out that working on towing vessels is one of the most dangerous occupations in the nation according to the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics. [(1)GCMA reproduced this document in GCMA Report #R-351.] 

Working mariners ought to be pay close attention to this regulatory project. The towing vessel inspection rulemaking provides the first 
opportunity in over 30 years for mariners to make certain that regulations that protect them emerge from the Coast Guard’s existing 
regulatory disorganization. Mariners should attend scheduled public meetings on this rulemaking whenever possible, ask questions, and 
share their views for change by submitting written comments to the docket. 

 

IS THE RCP READY FOR THE NEXT STEP? 
Feedback From the Responsible Carrier Program 
GCMA is wary of the Responsible Carrier Program (RCP) prepared by the American Waterways Operators (AWO). Although adhering 
to RCP standards is now a requirement for membership in AWO, the RCP does not favorably impress many of our mariners who work 
on boats participating in the program. 

Mariners report to us that there are significant shortcomings in this program now billed as a "Safety Management System." Mariners 
point out that the RCP shifts the burden of compliance from company administrative offices and field supervisors directly to its mariners 
on the boat by generating extensive and time-consuming paperwork on vessels that are already undermanned and overworked. 

Although the RCP is a professional work-product and the AWO member companies approve it as the core of their corporate safety 
policies, it does NOT turn these policies into statutes that are enforceable. 



Our mariners found through hard experience that they cannot obtain satisfaction either through the AWO or the Coast Guard in cases 
where their employer violates voluntary RCP guidelines. On the other hand, USCG Investigating Officers can enforce a violation of RCP 
rules in an action against a mariner’s license as "Misconduct"(1) that is defined as. "…behavior which violates some formal, duly 
established rule…" [(1)46 CFR §5.27.] 

GCMA Reviewed the RCP 
The American Waterways Operators describes its RCP as "living program" that is flexible and seeks to improve its performance year by 
year. However, when GCMA reviewed the program in spring 2002 that program kept strictly within the bounds of existing regulations. 
The problem is that few existing regulations directly relate to the type of vessel inspection required of most other classes of vessels. The 
RCP contains voluntary guidelines that individual employers may or may not enforce at their convenience. These guidelines are not 
enforceable because no Coast Guard regulations back them. 

The new towing vessel inspection rulemaking will generate extensive new regulations to inspect towing vessels for the first time – and 
these regulations will be enforceable by law. 
Most mariners who worked only on towing vessels did not realize is that the Coast Guard accepted far lower standards for towing 
vessels than for comparable "inspected" vessels. Many licenses trapped them into working only on towing vessels and restricted them 
from working on inspected vessels. Our mariners realize that the "partnering" deal between former Commandant Kramek and the 
American Waterways Operators signed in 1995 cheated them and left them without the power to control their own destiny. 

It is the specific differences in regulatory coverage between "inspected" and "uninspected" vessels, the "regulatory gaps," that 
Congress now directs the Coast Guard to fill. 
Expanding the Role of the RCP 
The Coast Guard can no longer afford to direct its resources to enhance and expand a voluntary scheme that cannot solve problems 
that they must address. The RCP never attacked the fundamental problems of the towing industry. The USCG must build a substantial 
regulatory framework to guarantee a safe workplace for our mariners. This must become the primary objective of this rulemaking 
project. Expanding the RCP to cover these new regulations is a secondary role. It is primarily an industry task – but one that will involve 
every towing vessel owner, not just AWO members. 

There is no good reason and no worthwhile purpose to criticize the RCP without allowing this voluntary program the opportunity to 
adjust to the new regulations that Congress directed the Coast Guard to draft. While a Safety Management System is desirable and 
useful in drawing attention to management’s responsibilities, providing the regulatory framework to support such a system is clearly the 
Coast Guard’s first and most important order of business. 

An enhanced version of the Responsible Carrier Program (or comparable Safety Management System) would ensure that its member 
companies provide vessels that exceed the Coast Guard’s minimum standards. This would be a commendable organizational 
undertaking. However, the minimum standards generated by this rulemaking must reflect the same standards that apply to all U.S.-flag 
inspected vessels of comparable size and horsepower operated by all towing companies. 

Toward an Industry-Wide Safety Management System 
The direct reach of the Responsible Carrier Program extends only to those association members who agree to accept and abide by its 
standards. Apparently, many members embrace the existing standards, although some companies are willing to take shortcuts to 
capture business opportunities. 

The RCP is an important step in the right direction – but only the first step. Although only about 185 towing companies are AWO 
members, recent regulatory projects show over 1,100 operating companies exist in the towing industry. 



GCMA pointed out that many towing-vessel operating companies are NOT AWO members and apparently have no desire to join the 
trade association. It is fair to say that some members as well as non-members of AWO continue to operate substandard equipment, in 
an unsafe manner. 

[GCMA Comment: Unregulated sub-standard vessel owners put the health, welfare, lives, livelihood, and licenses of our mariners who 
continue to work for them at risk.] 

Corporate Sleaze 
Reports by the Environmental Protection Administration and investigations by the Coast Guard Investigative Service show that at least 
one RCP company violated the Clean Water Act by pumping a mixture of oil and water into the Mississippi River over a 5-year period. 

Our mariners report another company pumped barge loads of wastewater collected from oil and gas wells into open lakes, bays and 
sounds in south Louisiana at night endangering the health of the public that consumes the area’s seafood. 

Knowledgeable GCMA members claim that manning on some of the vessels owned and operated by towing companies is notoriously 
substandard. Although the AWO established a set of standards for uninspected towing vessels that meet minimal existing regulatory 
requirements, their ability to enforce these standards is limited to the power of persuasion. 

Only the Coast Guard has the authority to engage in law enforcement. The Coast Guard’s job is easy when there are no regulations to 
enforce while the towing industry happily governs itself and dumps on many of its unfortunate employees. 

The Coast Guard’s laissez-faire attitude allowed the towing industry to run itself without significant regulation for the past 30 years. The 
AMTRAK Sunset Limited accident killed 47 members of the public brought considerable pressure to bear on both the Coast Guard and 
the towing industry. However, in a letter dated August 8, 1994(1) The Coast Guard Commandant stated in part: "The inspection study 
concludes that a full inspection program is not a cost effective way to reduce towing vessel casualties." Congress may now realize that 
it received bad advice and that inspection may be the only way to save this industry from destroying itself. [(1)GCMA file #A-193-5] 

Following the Bayou Canot accident, Coast Guard officials allied themselves closely with towing industry management in an attempt to 
leverage their agency’s relatively small commitment of resources and talent to show maximum results. Management showed its 
willingness to appease the Coast Guard by preparing its Responsible Carrier Program in the face of a full-blown inspection program. 

Cooperative Towing Vessel Examination Program  (CTVEP) = Another Dose of Voluntary Fluff 
During the post-Bayou Canot period, the Coast Guard also introduced with considerable fluff and fanfare the Commercial Towing 
Vessel Examination Program (CTVEP). This program also contained voluntary guidelines. Although the program "looks good on paper", 
the fact is that the Coast Guard never funded adequately in all parts of the country. Consequently, some Marine Safety offices worked 
closely with industry to encourage voluntary participation in this program while other offices without the resources did not participate at 
all. 

As an enticement, a number of vessels displayed Coast Guard CTVEP decals that offered a nebulous degree of immunity against 
random law-enforcement boardings except in cases of the most blatant infractions. As time passed, our mariners reported that Coast 
Guard boarding teams slapped decals on their vessels with only a perfunctory Coast Guard survey of their vessel. 

We surveyed all the Coast Guard Marine Safety Offices in spring 2000 and published the results on May 24, 2000 as GCMA Report #R-
282. Our survey sent to every Coast Guard Marine Safety Office in the country showed that in the preceding year, only 657 of 5,218 
commercial towing vessels were "examined" under this program. 

The Coast Guard’s "Revolving Door" 



During the past decade, many Coast Guard commissioned officers retired into management positions in the towing industry. Although 
these officers may have brought with them technical and managerial skills developed over the years at government expense, their most 
marketable skills were cashing in on useful agency "connections." Few brought any practical mariner skills developed over the years of 
working in a very specialized business. The reason for this is that the Coast Guard offers no comparable maritime expertise in 
commercial vessel towing comparable to that found in the towing industry. As a result, both the Coast Guard and industry management 
remained blissfully ignorant of and blatantly disregarded important interests and safety concerns of our mariners working on towing 
vessels. 

The Coast Guard formalized its relationship with the towing industry’s trade association by signing a "safety partnership." The American 
Waterways Operators (AWO) offices are located across the Potomac River and within a few minutes drive from Coast Guard 
Headquarters. 

Although this "partnership" may be well intentioned, and as the Responsible Carrier Program became well established after 1995, the 
number of spectacular towing vessel accidents continued to draw the attention of more of the American public. 

Even as Congress learned of repeated accidents involving uninspected towing vessels, the towing industry continued to promote the 
myth of its good safety record. However, public relations talk of safety seldom impresses our mariners in the towing industry when they 
see many towing companies practice "safety" only when convenient to do so. 

Mariner Complaints About TSAC 
Congress provides for federal advisory committees such as the Towing Safety Advisory Committee (TSAC) to furnish expertise to the 
Coast Guard in many areas. However, AWO clearly dominates TSAC. Consequently, for over five years, our mariners had no success 
in making any changes submitted to TSAC or even directly to the Coast Guard through the channels we were expected to use. 

Example: GCMA presented a problem to the Towing Safety Advisory Committee several years ago. Several of our mariners briefly 
operated a small, sub-standard towing vessel that they expected to follow the Responsible Carrier Program (RCP) guidelines since its 
owner was an AWO member. This vessel regularly pushed a "six-pack" tow on the lower Mississippi River and Gulf Intracoastal 
Waterway. However, this vessel operated without a sign of the presence of any engineroom doors whatsoever. 

Our frustration over the impotence of both the Coast Guard and AWO emerged after two Coast Guard Marine Safety Offices in Port 
Arthur, TX, and Morgan City, LA, were told of this clear safety violation but unable to find an applicable regulation, policy or any other 
reason to curtail the voyage of this vessel for safety reasons. 

This inaction occurred several years after a joint Coast Guard/AWO Quality Action Team (QAT) produced an outstanding videotape on 
the dangers of "downstreaming." The video vividly demonstrated the need to close all doors on a towboat’s lower deck (including 
engineroom doors) to prevent the boat from sinking if a downstreaming maneuver goes awry. The video cited dozens of such accidents 
including fatal accidents where crewmembers drowned as a result of not closing deckhouse doors. 

The video made it clear that, if there are no doors to close, the towboat cannot be made safe enough to operate in the river environment 
where it operated. 
GCMA, although not represented on TSAC, presented slides as a member of the public, illustrating the problem. Coast Guard officials 
and committee members listened politely but never raised a finger to initiate any action. 

USCG Lost Control of the Towing Industry Safety 
The Coast Guard surrendered any control over safety in the towing industry by using persisting in using a "voluntary" approach to 
vessel safety just as it lost control over the fishing industry in the 1980s with the same type of approach. Congress understands that 
times have changed, and "Homeland Security" now requires tighter control over an industry that runs amuck. 



However, in spite of our suggestions over the years, GCMA has no reason to believe that the Coast Guard makes any effort to outreach 
to the large number of towing companies outside the AWO. We have seen no evidence of any concrete plans to spend any time and 
resources to outreach and involve these smaller business entities in the inspection rulemaking procedure. Nor do we see any outreach 
to the towing industry’s 32,000 or more mariners whose insights could contribute to the new vessel inspection regulations. 

The Coast Guard and Congress 
We do not believe that the Coast Guard adequately informed Congress of their lack of involvement in towing vessel issues over the past 
30 years. Our Association experiences constant bureaucratic fumbling that discourages our mariners from reporting unsafe conditions. 
Because of the absence of vessel safety regulations, our mariners’ complaints seldom result in the Coast Guard’s imposition of civil 
penalties. Our mariners experienced this lack of interest on a daily basis because towing vessel remained "uninspected" vessels in spite 
of the fact that Congress charged the Coast Guard with "…general superintendence over the merchant marine of the United States and 
of merchant marine personnel…" 

The law(1) states, in part: "In the interests of marine safety and seamen’s welfare, the Secretary shall enforce this subtitle and shall carry 
out correctly and uniformly administer this subtitle."(1). [(1)46 USC §2103] 

Requiring inspection of towing vessels will help administer this segment of the merchant marine uniformly only if the resulting 
regulations are comparable to regulations that all other classes of inspected vessels must meet. We did our best in this paper to point 
out areas we believe need regulation. 

[GCMA POSITION: A comprehensive body of regulations based on lessons learned must govern all towing vessels and must protect all 
mariners that work on them.] 

It should disturb Congress that a large number of smaller towing vessel owners not represented by a trade association may not 
understand that they will be expected to follow new vessel safety regulations until after they are signed, sealed, and delivered without 
their input. Since the mariners who work on tugs and towboats also deserve a voice in the regulatory process, this paper will address 
many outstanding concerns. 

The regulatory process itself allows for everybody's input not just input from an "old boys clique" of well placed vessel owners and 
operators and Coast Guard officers, many of whom never worked a day in their lives on a commercial towing vessel. This regulatory 
process is now in motion. 

In spite of the fact that AWO’s Responsible Carrier Program exists and apparently meets the Coast Guard's current expectations, it will 
take years to create meaningful regulations for all towing vessels. 

GCMA points to two "models" of comprehensive regulations that already govern small passenger vessels and offshore supply vessels 
and the similarities (rather than the differences) between these vessels and towing vessels. 

Initiating the regulatory process sooner rather than later has merit because it may sidetrack inevitable knee-jerk reactions from the next 
towing disaster that probably will occur at the worst possible moment – or may already have happened as you read this paper.(1) 
[(1)Refer to GCMA Report #R-340, Oversize and Overloaded Tows Cause Safety Problems.] 

 

ALTERNATIVES TO FULL USCG INSPECTIONS 
One alternative to a full Coast Guard inspection program is the Streamlined Inspection Program (SIP). This is a less intrusive program 
than a full-fledged formal inspection program. The SIP originated in the offshore oil industry. It is used to some extent in the small 
passenger vessel industry. However, a recent NTSB report stated: "according to the Coast Guard, only 29 small passenger vessels had 
enrolled in the SIP as of October 2003 (representing 0.29% of the 10,125 small passenger vessels the Coast Guard inspects.)(1) 
[(1)NTSB/MAR-04/01, GCMA file #M-519] 



Another alternative is the Alternate Compliance Program (ACP) using approved classification societies as allowed in existing Coast 
Guard regulations at 46 CFR Part 8. 
While AWO suggests using its own trained vessel "auditors" to perform inspections, we are concerned about the conflict of interest in 
the close relationship between these auditors and the companies that pay for their services. Video testimony of the Chief Executive 
Officer, dispatcher, auditor, and other employees of a major inland towing company about the allision of four of their loaded barges with 
the Queen Isabella Causeway Bridge in south Texas shocked our mariners. It also cast serious doubt that RCP auditors could act as 
truly independent third parties. 

Citing this and other reports from our mariners, we urge the Coast Guard to follow a different route. We urge Congress not to change 
the law and thereby allow a clear conflict of interest to weaken the new inspection program. 

Nevertheless, we believe that companies could use these trained auditors to great advantage to assist office personnel and vessel 
personnel to prepare their vessels for inspection by conducting a "pre-inspection" or relieve mariners who must operate the vessel from 
the paperwork burden that accompanies the inspection process. 

Before considering any alternatives, there must first be an agreed-upon set of vessel inspection standards in the form of new federal 
regulations. 
Bringing vessels under "inspection" (i.e., under a comprehensive set of standards) could follow the same path followed in the offshore 
oil industry under public law 96-378. While the process was not painless, it could and did shut down "unsafe" operations in short order 
until those operations met safety requirements for granting an initial Certificate of Inspection. We believe that this is an important first 
step and that it should start immediately with the effective enforcement of all existing regulations in every Marine Safety Zone. This 
would provide a minimum level of protection for our mariners. This would help ensure that the safety and welfare of our mariners will not 
be delayed by the time it takes to draft new regulations that may consume several years. 

 

WHY CHANGE EXISTING STANDARDS? 
Captain Bill Beacom summarized most of the complaints from working mariners about the Responsible Carrier Program center in an 
article quoted from Workboat magazine: 
"…I suggest that the AWO must make all Responsible Carrier Program audits completely random with a representative sampling of 
boats. To do this, the following criteria must be met: a random auditor must be picked by lot, not by the company, 30 percent of the 
boats must be audited instead of the present 10 percent, boats must be picked at random by the randomly selected auditor, not by the 
company which can then choose its best boats to inspect, and the timing of the audit must be random in order to ensure that special 
audit-trained crews are not used on the boats to be audited. 

"Until the above conditions are met, the AWO Responsible Carrier Program has no credibility. No amount of posturing can change that 
fact." 
These comments do not imply that this change could be done overnight. A 30% audit rate implies a responsible and thorough audit 
once about every three years. 
[GCMA Position: Our mariners expect a 100% inspection rate each year.] 
We can only wonder why the Coast Guard was willing to settle for so much less in the Responsible Carrier Program for so many years. 
However, an important point is that RCP already exists and need not be invented from scratch. However, it must change to reflect the 
new regulations Congress has ordered and as a management tool for companies that are fully committed to safety. 

 

WE MUST CHANGE SOME LAWS AND REGULATIONS 



An individual or an organization like GCMA can participate in the rulemaking process by petitioning the Coast Guard to make rule 
changes. Over the past 5 years, GCMA petitioned the Coast Guard and opened the docket in a number of areas of concern to lower-
level mariners as cited in this report. We also made several requests for the Coast Guard to request Legislative Change Proposals 
(LCP) from Congress. We will continue to do so. 

Unfortunately, most of the results of our petitions and Legislative Change Proposals documented our belief that the Coast Guard cannot 
and will not assist our lower-level mariners in their quest for greater safety in the towing industry. It further reinforced our belief that our 
mariners had to seek help directly from Congress to solve safety-related problems.(1) [(1)As stated in our letter to Admiral Collins of Sept. 
30, 2003.] 

 

TSAC NEVER COMPLETED WORK ON REGULATORY GAPS 
In a letter to Commandant (G-MSO-2) dated March 12, 2001 GCMA asked that creating meaningful towing vessel inspection standards 
be included on the Agenda for the next Towing Safety Advisory Committee (TSAC) meeting on September 26-27, 2001 and that it be 
proposed for TSAC committee tasking at that time. 

A working group under TSAC member Mr. Mario Munoz assembled at Coast Guard Headquarters on January 16-17, 2002. Mr. Munoz 
drafted a Task Statement that was presented at the next TSAC meeting on March 13-14, 2002 in San Francisco and was accepted by 
TSAC. A second subcommittee meeting convened in Washington on August 13-14, 2002. 

GCMA was disappointed that, although a thorough review of GCMA Report #R-276 should have been an obvious starting point, the 
working group decided to start from scratch and put together their own list of "regulatory gaps" to explore. The working group’s list did 
provide additional areas that needed to be explored in greater detail. 

Although GCMA Report #R-276 sought regulatory approaches to solve specific problems, the working group decided to explore 
voluntary approaches that did not involve writing new regulations for towing vessels. While the discussions on non-regulatory 
approaches were useful and productive, GCMA urged a comprehensive set of new regulations similar to those governing small 
passenger vessels are necessary. On October 28, 2002 GCMA wrote to the Commandant and asked the Coast Guard to draft a 
Legislative Change Proposal (LCP) to regulate towing vessels. 

In a letter dated November 13, 2002, Vice Commandant T.J. Barrett replied in part: "With regard to your request to bring towing vessels 
under inspection, your October 28 letter provides some insightful and well thought out background information for pursuing a Legislative 
Change Proposal. As you know, this matter has been referred to the Towing Safety Advisory Committee. In fact, I understand that you 
are part of the Advisory Committee’s working group on this issue. I encourage you to continue to participate. We will await the final 
report on this tasking from TSAC, and consider it along with information you have provided, before making a final decision on the 
pursuit of a legislative change to bring towing vessels under a formal inspection program. In addition, as you are aware, you may also 
seek legislative action on your own." 

TSAC continued to review this report (#R-276) at its semi-annual meetings but never completed a final working group report for 
consideration by TSAC. In retrospect, turning this matter over to TSAC to play with was useless. Consequently, on March 1, 2004 
GCMA submitted "Revision 7" of this report as a direct appeal to Congress. 

[GCMA Position: Earlier editions of this report asked Congress to amend 46 U.S. Code §3301 to include towing vessels in the list of 
"Vessels subject to inspection." Section 415 of the Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation Act of 2004 enacted our request.] 

 

OSHA AND WORKPLACE SAFETY ON TOWING VESSELS 



The Supreme Court decision on Chao, Secretary of Labor v Mallard Bay Drilling, Inc. decided on January 9, 2002(1) expressed judicial 
concern for workplace safety on uninspected vessels. [(1)Refer to GCMA Report #R-390, a reprint of the Supreme Court decision.] 

In the past, in the absence of regulations protecting mariners in their workplace, some mariners and their attorneys turned to OSHA for 
protection. The Supreme Court in the Chao case examined workplace safety on an uninspected drilling barge operating on inland 
waters in Louisiana. The case involved conflicting jurisdiction between OSHA and the Coast Guard. A footnote to the decision 
addressed the Occupational Safety and Health Act's fundamental purpose as being "...to assure so far as possible every working man 
and woman in the nation safe and healthful working conditions."(1) This is a worthy goal for both the Coast Guard and OSHA. [(1)GCMA 
Report #R-300, Opinion of the Court, p. 9, footnote 9.] 

Changing Roles of OSHA and the Coast Guard 
GCMA examined additional mariner concerns that OSHA regulates for workers in other industries. We found existing workplace safety 
regulations do not even come close to protecting our mariners working on towing vessels. 

OSHA and the Coast Guard regulated different areas that affected formerly uninspected towing vessels, an interagency Memorandum 
of Understanding (MOU)(1) delineating the duties of each agency. [(1)Refer to GCMA Report #R-347 that reproduces the MOU.] 

The new "inspected" status of towing vessels places the burden of enforcing workplace safety for these vessels squarely on the 
shoulders of the Coast Guard. However, it still appears to leave workplace safety of most barges (except inspected tank barges) in 
limbo between the Coast Guard and OSHA. 

Since many personnel accidents involve falls from barges, the lack of effective USCG or OSHA regulation of workplace safety on 
barges remains a serious problem for our mariners and still remains to be addressed. 

Unfortunately, for mariners, OSHA coverage of workplace safety issues was limited to uninspected vessels working in state waters and 
did not extend to the outer continental shelf. Furthermore, OSHA did not have access to uninspected towing vessels or dry cargo 
barges unless they were alongside a dock or in a shipyard. This was a significant shortcoming that deprived our mariners of adequate 
protection. 

GCMA worked on behalf of our mariners with both agencies to use the existing but cumbersome MOU protect our mariners working on 
uninspected towing vessels. Now, even the MOU that created as many problems for mariners as it solved, must be rewritten because of 
the new law inspecting towing vessels. We can only hope that these agencies afford greater protection to our mariners. 

"Equal Protection" for Our Mariners 
GCMA urged the Coast Guard to consider the safety and welfare of our mariners on the same level as Coast Guard personnel working 
on cutters in areas such as safe potable water, asbestos mitigation, and smoking. As regards work hours, we found that the Coast 
Guard often abused their own personnel.(1) .[(1) GCMA Report #R-305, Revision 1, Betrayed – A Call for Increased Congressional 
Oversight of the USCG.] 

Through a very large oversight obvious for over 30 years, the Coast Guard never afforded our mariners serving on towing vessels the 
basic regulatory protections of safe and healthful working conditions. They could have stood up for our mariners, drafted Legislative 
Change Proposals on our behalf, but never did so. Although the Supreme Court decision did not point fingers at either the Coast Guard 
or OSHA, it is now clear that the Supreme Court intended for the future to bring changes by one or both federal agencies. In the Coast 
Guard and Maritime Transportation Act of 2004, Congress placed the burden of adequately regulating towing vessels on the shoulders 
of the Coast Guard rather than OSHA. 

Workplace Issues on the Outer Continental Shelf 

http://gulfcoastmariners.org/r-documents/r390.htm


As regards the outer continental shelf (OCS), Congress specifically tasked the Coast Guard with providing meaningful workplace 
regulations for all who work there. Although the Coast Guard admits it is 20 years late in developing workplace safety regulations 
mandated by Congress, they are still working on an OCS rulemaking package.(1) [(1)Docket #USCG-1998-3868, Outer Continent-al Shelf 
Activities.] 

Several years ago, GCMA posed questions in the rulemaking docket as to whether the proposed workplace safety regulations will apply 
to towing vessels working on the OCS remained unaddressed. This may clarify the issue in light of Congress’ ordering the Coast Guard 
to bring towing vessels under inspection. 

GCMA supports the proposed improvements in workplace safety not only on the outer continental shelf but in all waters where our 
mariners serve. It is clear that "lower-level" mariners on uninspected towing vessels do not have effective workplace protection in many 
areas and that meaningful, effective, and immediate change is necessary. Among other areas we identify the following in this report. 

•    Hearing Protection. (Item #55 below) 
•  Asbestos Removal. (Item #57 below). 
•  Inspect Dry Cargo Barges For Workplace Safety. (Item #72 below) 
  
 
THE BOTTOM LINE FOR OUR MARINERS: 
Our Mariners Focus on 
Specific Safety Issues and Remedies for Inspecting Towing Vessels 
In the remainder of this report, we explore the "regulatory gaps" between existing Coast Guard regulations that govern inspected and 
uninspected vessels from the standpoint of health, safety, and welfare of mariners who serve on tugs and towboats. In doing so, we 
assert that our mariners were shortchanged for the past 30 years by the absence of enforceable standards governing construction, 
maintenance, and operation of towing vessels. In this paper, we focus primarily on safety issues. 

Numbering of these issues is random. For continuity, we connect numbering from earlier editions. Numbers like this [+15] or comments 
like "see Item #72" indicate consolidation of two or more topics. 

Additional information: GCMA prepared a number of research reports that are available free of charge on our internet website. 

Comparable regulations: Our mariners who work on towing vessels ask for very little that is "new." For the most part, regulations 
already exist in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) for other classes of inspected vessels of comparable size and horsepower. Our 
mariners expect the Coast Guard to review these regulations and adapt them to towing vessels. 

 1. COMPREHENSIVE TOWING VESSEL REGULATIONS. 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103; 3305; 3306; 3307, and §3301 as amended by §415 of the Coast Guard and Maritime 
Transportation Act of 2004.] 
[Regulation: Add a new requirement to existing 33 CFR §164.72 requiring copies of the new towing vessel inspection regulations to be 
carried aboard the vessel.] 
Mariners who work on towing vessels have a right to a safe workplace. Unfortunately, glaring differences exist between workplace 
safety on inspected vessels like small passenger vessels or offshore supply vessels and on many towing vessels. These differences 
result from the fact that government regulators (e.g., USCG, OSHA, and USPHS) did not inspect towing vessels for over three decades. 
The "regulatory gaps" include inadequate safety regulations and ineffective enforcement. 

These "regulatory gaps" adversely affect the safety, health, and welfare of thousands of our mariners who work on towing vessels. The 
Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation Act of 2004 offers the first hope for mariners serving on these vessels in over 30 years. 



The Act places workplace safety in the hands of the Coast Guard. It is no longer caught in the same no man’s land between the Coast 
Guard and OSHA where thousands of "uninspected" and ignored dry cargo barges still remain. However, our mariners are caught in a 
dangerous situation when Congress allows them to continue to work on an inspected towing vessel and, at the same time, on 
"uninspected" barges. 

Even the American Waterways Operators recognizes the word "uninspected" is synonymous with "unsafe" – although they are not yet 
willing to apply the term to thousands of barges their members own. 

Where regulatory deficiencies continue to exist, our mariners often must work under substandard and even dangerous conditions. 

Congress tasked the Coast Guard with drafting a comprehensive set of federal regulations to establish minimum inspection standards 
for every towing vessel. These new regulations need to be at least as comprehensive as the regulations governing other classes of 
inspected vessels. 

Towing vessel personnel already must comply with many regulations – but very few of them are "vessel inspection" regulations. 

License exams. The Coast Guard needs to place greater emphasis on these regulations when approving license preparation courses 
and exams. In practice, insufficient knowledge of these regulations often adversely affects our mariners after a serious accident occurs. 

Comprehensive regulations. For reasons of job security, towing vessel personnel need access to a comprehensive set of laws and 
regulations written in "plain English" they can refer to in one location in the Code of Federal Regulations. Fortunately, "plain English" is 
now enshrined in Federal rulemaking procedure. Unfortunately, many of the federal regulations governing our mariners still exceed the 
12th grade readability level. 

The Coast Guard must require (i.e., by regulation) those Parts of the Code of Federal Regulations that apply to towing vessels and their 
operations (as well as Title 46 U.S. Code) to be carried aboard each towing vessel for mariners for study, review, and reference. 

Regulatory training. Since so few towing vessel inspection regulations currently exist, when the Coast Guard promulgates new towing 
vessel inspection regulations, each licensed mariner must be instructed in their contents. 

Consider this precedent: When the Coast Guard promulgated new oil pollution regulations in 1973, they provided an explanatory 
pamphlet and an "open-book" test on the new regulations. 

Instead of burdening the Coast Guard and mariners with such an exercise, we respectfully suggest that each licensed towing vessel 
officer (also including each licensed apprentice mate/steersman as part of his/her apprenticeship) read the explanatory pamphlet or 
view a suitable video presentation. Then require written certification of completion be sent by mail to the Regional Examination Center 
within 90 days after the new regulations are announced. This would ensure that each licensed towing vessel officer read the new 
regulations (or at least acknowledge that they exist and are binding upon his vessel). 

Companies should be encouraged to supplement this minimal introduction with formal and informal instruction in the provisions of the 
new regulations as they apply specifically to their vessels. 

The National Maritime Center must prepare comprehensive questions and answers on the content of the new regulations and include 
them in all new towing license or endorsement exams immediately after the regulation’s effective date. This may require amending 
existing 46 CFR Table 10.910-2 in Columns 10, 11 & 12 as part of the Final Rule defining the apprentice mate/steersman written 
exams. 

Additional information on the need to maintain on board reference material is available in GCMA Report #R-382, Why Our Mariners 
Don’t Get the Message on our internet website. 

 2 & 3. PROFESSIONAL PLANS & PLAN REVIEW 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103, 3201, 3205, 3306, 3307, 3703.] 



[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR §176.402 for small passenger vessels; 46 CFR §126.230 for offshore supply vessels. 

Unlike inspected vessels, many existing towing vessels often were constructed without the professional knowledge and guidance of a 
naval architect and, in many cases, even without plans. This is in contrast to inspected vessels that are constructed from plans that 
undergo "plan review" at the USCG Marine Safety Center. 

Many towing vessels were constructed without watertight bulkheads as reflected by a number of recent accident reports of towing 
vessels sinking in a matter of seconds rather than minutes – with some sinkings accompanied by fatalities. 

Routine, hurried, or poorly supervised repairs often breach existing watertight bulkheads on many towing vessels thereby impairing the 
vessels’ watertight integrity. These conditions exist because the vessels were never required to face annual Coast Guard inspections. 
One of the most important aspects of an impartial Coast Guard inspection is that it safeguards the lives of the crewmembers working on 
these vessels. 

To help ensure the safety and health of our merchant mariners, every new towing vessel must undergo inspection by the Coast Guard 
during construction. The owner and/or the naval architect still must provide additional quality control beyond inspection requirements. 

Serious defects may appear at any time in existing towing vessels that never underwent this process. In addition, the high number of 
towing vessels sinking (607), capsizing (115) and flooding (593) from 1992 through 2004(1) clearly calls for the Coast Guard to pay 
much closer attention to stability, seaworthiness, and operational considerations of many of the existing vessels that they should have 
told Congress years ago. [(1)USCG statistics were reproduced in GCMA Newsletter #28, p.8.] 

Now that these vessels are coming under inspection, the Coast Guard must oversee their stability and seaworthiness to protect the 
mariners who sail on them. Defects, shoddy construction, and shortcuts in vessel construction and repair exist because vessel owners 
were not required to meet rigorous inspection standards. 

The treatment of our injured and disabled mariners has become a national scandal. The Coast Guard has understood for years that the 
idea of building towing vessels in a back yard without plans, dumping it in the water, and putting it to work must give way to more 
professional standards. 

As with other classes of inspected vessels, the Coast Guard or a recognized classification society must monitor construction or major 
reconstruction of every towing vessel. New regulations must require all existing towing vessels to be thoroughly surveyed, audited, and 
inspected during the initial inspection process. The Coast Guard must address every major safety concern before issuing an initial 
Certificate of Inspection. 

 4. TOWING VESSEL STABILITY AND TESTS. 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103, 3306, 3703.] 
[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR §131.930 for OSVs; 46 CFR Part 179, Subdivision Damage Stability, and Watertight Integrity, and 
46 CFR §174.140 already exist. These regulations should be considered in light of the "plain wording" that appears in 46 CFR Part 28, 
Subpart E for uninspected fishing vessels. The applicability of 46 CFR Part 174, Subpart E, Special Rules Pertaining to Tugboats and 
Towboats, and must be expanded to apply to all towing vessels, not just those few large towing vessels inspected under Subchapter I. 
Regulations must be crafted to specifically to apply to towing vessels.] 

Unlike inspected vessels, many uninspected towing vessels had no regulations that required stability testing and did not have to meet 
the rigorous stability requirements of inspected vessels. Towing vessel owners added raised pilothouses, heavy deck machinery, and 
made other major structural conversions at will. There was no requirement to have a naval architect perform a basic stability review. 
Consequently, the Coast Guard must oversee stability testing on many towing vessels before issuing them an initial Certificate of 
Inspection. The Coast Guard must do this to protect the safety of the crew before allowing these vessels to continue in service. 



Unlike other vessel problems, stability problems are invisible to mariners – especially to those untrained in stability issues. The Coast 
Guard encountered this problem in dealing with the uninspected fishing industry vessels in the 1980s and 1990s. However, they never 
applied this knowledge to uninspected towing vessels. 

Judging by the shocking statistics on capsizing, sinking, and flooding only recently revealed and cited above, the Coast Guard needs to 
pay close attention to towing vessel stability at the time of their initial inspection. 

Unlike inspected vessels, the Coast Guard was not required to and did not issue a stability letter, stability booklet or other stability 
advice to guide most towing vessel officers. Our mariners safety requires that this must be included in any new set of regulations. 

In light of the numerous incidents of towing vessels, flooding, capsizing, and sinking, GCMA requested the Coast Guard to evaluate the 
raw data they provided on sinking, flooding, and capsizing and make it available to the public for full consideration in the towing vessel-
inspection rulemaking docket. 

On an uninspected towing vessel, a crane, a rescue boat davit, an elevated pilothouse, or a heavy towing winch may be installed and 
other significant structural changes may be initiated and heavy machinery placed in operation without calculating (or even 
understanding) the effects on undamaged vessel stability to say nothing of vessel stability in a damaged condition. There is no 
assurance that a person suitably trained in vessel stability will operate this equipment. This leads to situations where licensed officers 
may not recognize and evaluate stability issues on the towing vessel and, thereby place their crew and vessel at risk. 

We are aware of a several accidents where the tugboat’s master did not recognize or question the stability of the tows he was required 
to move. In both cases, the unstable tow overturned and in one of the cases with fatalities. 

 5. ROUTE AND SEAWORTHINESS CONCERNS 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103, 3205, 3306, 3307.] 
[Comparable Regulations: 46 CFR §176.110; 46 CFR §126.220.] 
The Certificate of Inspection of an inspected vessel lists the routes that any inspected vessel may operate on as well as any other 
restrictions regarding the conditions under which the vessel may operate. 

As "uninspected" vessels, towing vessels never were restricted by limiting the routes where they could operate safely. This shortcoming 
often placed the crews of these vessels in peril. 

Towing companies frequently dispatch their vessels on assignments that clearly exceed their capabilities. One outstanding example 
was the dispatch(1) and subsequent allision of the underpowered towing vessel M/V BROWNWATER V that was unable to control its 
tow and took down the Queen Isabella Causeway Bridge near Port Isabel Texas in 2001 with 8 fatalities. This places not only our 
mariners but also members of the public at risk. Our mariners expect new Coast Guard inspection procedures to control this problem. 
[(1) e.g., management shortcomings.] 

Until the requirement that towing vessels undergo inspection, many marginally seaworthy vessels can continue to operate on any route 
without adequate professional consideration of the vessel's capability or seaworthiness for that route. 

In the towing industry, business decisions rather than sufficient concern for crew safety, often dictate vessel assignments. Blaming the 
vessel’s master for a resulting accident often unfairly targets the master who is obliged to carry out his employer’s instructions as an 
"employee at will." 

The fact that a licensed officer could lose his job if he does not do as his employer orders him to do often becomes a mariner’s 
overriding consideration because of the leverage of his paycheck upon him and his family. 

The Coast Guard’s existing administrative law system often fails to balance the employer’s and the mariner’s responsibilities to follow 
the law. It is much easier, less time consuming and involves less legal talent to punish the mariner in an administrative hearing than to 
attempt to punish the employer with a civil penalty. 



Action: Assign routes based upon safety evaluations by professional mariners, naval architects, and classification societies. 

 6 & 7. UPDATE MANNING REGULATIONS. 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S.C. §2101, 2103, 3306, 3703, 8101, 8104, 8301, 8304, 8502, 8503, 8701, 8702, 8904, 8905(b), 8906, 
9102. Refer to Item #74 for discussion of 46 U.S. Code §8905(b)] 

[Regulatory Action Requested: 46 CFR Part 15, Manning Requirements: Subparts C & D must replace Subpart E for Towing Vessels] 

Archaic Terminology: Nothing points more directly to a need to overhaul outdated regulations than the archaic terms in 46 CFR Part 
15 that still govern the "hours of service" for crewmembers on towing vessels. These terms are coal passer, fireman, watertender, etc., 
that vanished with steam towing vessels over fifty years ago. Manning and/or watchstanding regulations for towing vessels need to be 
updated, and our mariners need to be as fully involved in the process as management. 

The Certificate of Inspection. The Coast Guard never issued Certificates of Inspection (COI) to "uninspected" towing vessels in 
domestic service. 
In international service, a COI is a "Safe Manning Document" and issued by the Coast Guard to U.S.-flag vessels. This document 
clearly and unequivocally spells out the size of the crew the vessel must carry and the qualifications individual crewmembers must hold. 
When a towing vessel is on an international voyage, the Coast Guard must now issue a "Certificate of Safe Manning" to comply with 
Annex 2 of IMO Resolution A.481(XII). 

All towing vessels, even those in domestic service, will now have a Certificate of Inspection to clarify both the vessel’s hours-of-
operation as well as the size of the crew and the qualifications of each crewmember. 

The manning and/or watchstanding regulations in 46 CFR Part 15, Subpart E (Manning Requirements-Uninspected Vessels) were 
extremely difficult to read, comprehend, and apply to individual towing vessels and, consequently were frequently abused to the clear 
detriment of our mariners. They are a symbol of past abuses and are best forgotten! 

With towing vessels changing from the OLD "uninspected" to the NEW "inspected" status, this ought to result in a change from the 
applicability of Subpart E (Manning Requirements – Uninspected vessels) to the applicability of Subparts C (Manning Requirements – 
All Vessels) and Subpart D (Manning Requirements – Inspected Vessels). Many of these changes will depend upon how Coast Guard 
rulemakers interpret the changes in the manning regulations. Therefore, we must point out that: 

1) The OLD manning regulations differed markedly from Coast Guard policies governing other classes of comparably sized commercial 
vessels since they often required fewer licensed officers and led to manning abuses. 

2) The manning regulations have a manning "breakpoint" at 100 gross tons that was often violated and seldom enforced. 

3) The OLD manning regulations, especially 46 CFR §15.705(d) as interpreted by the Coast Guard, allowed discrimination against 
licensed towing vessel officers by allowing them to be assigned by "two watch system" standards regardless of the length of the 
voyage. 

4) The OLD manning regulations showed that the Coast Guard had either very little first-hand information or little interest about manning 
commercial vessels. 
Through its present policy of "partnering" with towing industry management, the Coast Guard depends on management and trade 
associations whose principal concerns center around reducing crew costs rather than assuring mariner safety. The undermanning that 
results leads to numerous work-hour abuses since the vessel’s unlicensed crewmembers are not limited in the number of hours they 
may work – at least in inland waters. 



We find particularly egregious that the American Waterways Operators’ "Responsible Carrier Program" continues to advocate that "All 
other crewmembers(1) permitted to work no more than 15 hours in any 24-hour period or more than 42 hours in a 72-hour period, except 
in an emergency." This leads to an abusive 99 to 105-hour workweek that represents "Third World" working conditions. [(1) i.e., other 
than licensed officers limited to 12-hours per day.] 

Our mariners also find the "call watch" system as it applies to both deck and engineroom personnel is an egregious and intolerable 
practice that the new towing vessel regulations have an opportunity to eliminate. It is no wonder why there is such a shortage of 
available candidates for jobs on towing vessels. This practice is particularly egregious in respect to those deck and engine 
crewmembers assigned to a "call watch." 

Since unions do not represent a vast majority of tug- and towboatmen, they cannot engage in collective bargaining with their employers 
to obtain services of additional crewmembers when faced with an overwhelming workload. This means that mariners lack any effective 
and meaningful appeal route to seek to increase the crew size if the job demands more help to the point where life and limb may be at 
risk. 

New manning requirements go hand-in-hand with towing vessel inspection. Mariners need adequate manning standards including 
trained engineers and cooks trained and certified in sanitation and safe food handling (FH). 

Additional information on this topic is available in these GCMA Reports on our internet website: 

 Report #R-375, Crew Endurance: The Call-Watch Cover-up. 
 Report #R-395, Revision 1, Safe Potable Water and Food Service for Commercial Vessels of Less Than 1,600 Gross Register 

Tons: An Appeal to Congress. 
 Report #R-369, 12-hour Rule Violations: The Winkler Case. 
 Report #R-370, 12-hour Rule Violations: The Verret Case. 

Report #R-308, 12-hour Rule Violations: The Lake Washington SR-520 Bridge Allision and Report #R-406, Coast Guard Assesses 
Civil Penalty Against Company for Violating 12-Hour Rule.  

•  Report #R-412, Towboat Engineer’s Death Points to Need for Changes in the Law. 
  

 8. ACCOMMODATION SPACES. (Also see Item #34) 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103, 3306; 11101.] 
[Comparable Regulations: 46 CFR §177.700; 46 CFR Part 126, Subpart B.] 
On towing vessels, new regulations must define accommodation spaces.(1) At the minimum, they must include dining areas, lounges 
and recreation spaces, wash rooms, toilet spaces, and sleeping quarters. [(1 Consider the definition at 46 CFR 125.160] 

Considering the sorry state of many existing towing vessels, especially older vessels, and the fact that towing vessels never were 
subject to inspection, the regulations for comparable vessels are simply inadequate. 

Consequently, prescriptive regulations such as those at 46 CFR Part 126 Subpart B, Particular Construction and Arrangement, are 
reasonable standards that apply to other "lower-level" American merchant mariners and should be available to our mariners. There are 
also comparable Canadian standards(1) to consider for inclusion in new regulations. [(1)Refer to GCMA Report #R-387.] 

Towing vessels have no regulations governing the size and specifications of the accommodation spaces for the crew. New towing 
vessel regulations must address these specific issues among others. The Coast Guard either must have or seek the authority to apply 
them accommodation standards to existing vessels with deficient, unsanitary, or otherwise substandard crew quarters: 

 Two means of escape from each accommodation space. (See Item #21, below) 
Ergonomics, including clear headroom and adequate floor area in sleeping spaces excluding floor areas too narrow or confined for a 
person to stand in.  



•  Furnishings including lockers with hasps for padlocks to safeguard personal possessions. 

•  Accommodation spaces may not be used for storage other than personal gear of its seamen. 

•  Safety includes adequate fire protection. [Example, on one towing vessel, combustible paints and thinners were stored in a wooden 
closet in a narrow corridor adjacent to the master’s and the pilot’s stateroom. A fire in that closet would block egress from those rooms 
with no outer route to exit to safety available] 

•  Smoke alarms to protect all accommodation spaces. (See Item #34, below). 
  

 Carry or install carbon monoxide alarms for crew protection against Carbon Monoxide poisoning. On many occasions, towing 
vessels must wait with their engines running and with the wind blowing exhaust smoke into the pilothouse and/or room-type air 
conditioners and air-handling units. This is an unhealthy and potentially lethal situation. Officers should be alert to this danger 
and have ready access to operable meters that warn of the threat of carbon monoxide poisoning. 

Heat or flame detector in galley with range hood extinguishing system.  
•  .Fire resistant, asbestos-free deck, paneling, and overhead coverings. 
•  Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) whose minimal operating conditions are specified. 

•  Means to control of excessive external noise in accommodations to improve sleep quality and ensure that it is uninterrupted. 

•  Sanitary, vermin-proof, and rustproof construction throughout. 
•  Minimum illumination of living spaces with control of light for off duty sleeping and reading. 

•  Sanitary construction of toilet spaces that are capable of containing liquid overflows and dispersing odors. 

•  Gastight bulkheads to protect accommodation spaces from engineroom fumes. 
•  Insulation adequate to protect mariners from condensation on bulkheads and from external heat and cold. 

•  Specify minimum size of bunks, limit stacking of bunks to two bunks, provide ladders, steps, and handholds to upper bunks, and 
require lee rails for vessels used on waters other than rivers. 

•  Specify adequate seating for crewmembers in sleeping room. 
•  Sleeping curtains fitted to each bunk where more than one person occupies a room. 
•  Crew rooms limited to 4 persons. 
•  Weathertight construction of living spaces. 
•  Sanitary inspections for vermin and hygiene must be formally addressed in federal regulations as they have been for other 
commercial vessels. 
  

 9. SANITARY INSPECTION. (Also see Item #52). 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103, 3205, 3306, 3307, 3308.] 
[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR §131.515; 46 CFR §176.818.] 
In addition to an inspection before receiving its initial Certificate of Inspection, 46 U.S. Code §3308 requires the inspection of 
"…crewmember accommodations on each vessel subject to inspection at least once a month or when the vessel enters United States 
ports to ensure that the accommodations are – (A) of the size required by law and regulation (See Item #8, above); (B) properly 
ventilated and in a clean and sanitary condition; and (C) equipped with proper plumbing and mechanical appliances required by law and 
regulations, and the appliances are in good working condition." 



The intent of Congress to protect our mariners appears to be quite clear. However, our experience and reports from mariners indicate 
that the Coast Guard interpreted this statute and 46 U.S. Code §3307 strictly and never applied these statutes to "uninspected" towing 
vessels. Nor did they ever seek authority to do so in the past 35 years! 

The existing Responsible Carrier Program only "audits" a small percentage of vessels each year that means that unsanitary conditions 
can exist for years on certain vessels without correction. We have examples of where this took place. 

This relegated many of our mariners, especially on older and smaller towing vessels, to live in filthy and squalid conditions. In addition, 
health, sanitation, and personal hygiene are not a significant part of any USCG license exam course. 

The Coast Guard requires a sanitary inspection for "T-Boats "at each inspection for certification and at every other vessel inspection, 
quarters, toilet and washing spaces, galleys, serving pantries, lockers, and similar spaces may be examined to determine that they are 
serviceable and in a sanitary condition." This is an annual not a monthly exam. 

Our mariners expect the Coast Guard to remedy these shortcomings in the new towing vessel inspection regulations by requiring 
substandard vessels to upgrade vessel sanitation to the same level as required on all inspected vessels. Since monthly Coast Guard 
inspections are unlikely, masters of towing vessels should be instructed and furnished checklists including USCG-approved guidelines 
to make periodic sanitary inspections of the vessel. 

Crewmembers should be allowed and encouraged to report violations to their employer, and if not attended to promptly, to the OCMI. 
Signed and dated checklists should be retained on board for one year. 

In this regard, it is useful to note that the Canada Shipping Act, Towboat Crew Accommodation Regulations contains requirements 
worthy of application to American-flag towing vessels: 

"46. (1) The owner of a ship shall require the master, or any officer appointed by the master for the purpose, to inspect every part of the 
crew accommodation at intervals not exceeding 30 days. 

(2) Subject to subsection (3), the owner of a ship shall ensure that the master causes to be entered in the ship's official logbook a record 
of 
(a) The time and date of every inspection made in accordance with subsection (1); 
(b) The name of the person making the inspection; and 
(c) Particulars of any respect in which the crew accommodation or any part thereof was found not to comply with the requirements of 
these regulations and the action taken to remedy such non-compliance. 

(3) In the case of a ship for which an official log is not required by the Act, the owner of the ship shall ensure that the master signs a 
statement each time the ship is inspected in accordance with subsection (1), to the effect that the ship has been inspected and the 
statement shall 

(a) Include the details required to be entered in a log book by subsection (2); and 
(b) Be retained with the ship's official papers. 
"48. The Minister of Transport may designate as an inspector any person in the Public Service of Canada who, in his opinion, is 
qualified to be so designated. 
"49. (1) An inspector may at any reasonable time go on board and inspect any ship where he has reason to believe that any provision of 
these Regulations has been contravened. 

(2) Where 
(a) A member of the crew of a ship complains to an inspector that a contravention of these Regulations has taken place on that ship, or 

(b) An officer of an organization that represents owners of or persons employed on ships complains to an inspector that a contravention 
of these Regulations has taken place on any ship, an inspector shall investigate the circumstances giving rise to the complaint. 

(3) Every complaint referred to in subsection (2) shall, where required by an inspector, be in writing and signed by the person making 
the complaint. 



(4) Where an investigation is made pursuant to this section, any person in possession of a ship's logbook shall, when requested to do 
so by an inspector, produce that log book, furnish a true copy of any entry therein and produce any other document in his possession 
relating to the ship. 

(5) No person shall obstruct or hinder an inspector in the carrying out of his duties or functions under these Regulations. 

(6) The owner of any ship boarded pursuant to subsection (1) and every person found on board the ship shall give an inspector all 
reasonable assistance in his power to enable the inspector to carry out his duties and functions under these Regulations and shall 
furnish the inspector with such information as he may reasonably require. 

We received reports of Coast Guard boarding parties boarding towing vessels and asking crewmembers how they could endure living in 
such filthy conditions – without the authority (or concern) to make them improve the observed unsanitary and/or unsafe conditions. 

The Coast Guard enforces basic sanitation policies on their own cutters. We ask: Why are there two standards – one for our 
government employees supported by our taxpayers and another, inferior system, for our mariners who are taxpayers? 

If the Coast Guard finally requires a Safety Management System for towing vessels, the existing statutes require adequate sanitation 
policies to safeguard our mariners’ health in the workplace. We expect these statutes to be enforced. 

 10. SURVIVAL CRAFT (Consolidates Items #35 & 36) 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2104, 3306.] 
[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR §133.105 thru §133.75; 46 CFR §160.151-35 thru §160.151-57; 46 CFR §175.400; 46 CFR 
Part180, Subpart E.] 
Unlike inspected vessels, "uninspected" towing vessels were not required to carry any survival craft, only life jackets and ring life buoys. 
However, §415 of the Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation Act of 2004 changed the status of towing vessels from "uninspected" to 
"inspected." 

In the past, providing and maintaining survival craft on a towing vessel took place on a voluntary basis. Many towing companies still 
provide no survival craft on their vessels. To cite only one example, in the 1993 sinking of the tug THOMAS HEBERT 35-miles off the 
New Jersey Coast, it was only the availability of a voluntarily installed inflatable life raft saved the life of the master and the mate in 40°F 
water in late winter. It is also fortunate that the inflatable liferaft was in serviceable condition because no regulation required (and still 
does not require) voluntarily installed inflatable life rafts to be serviced annually. 

Our mariners expect the new towing vessel regulations to require each inflatable life raft and inflatable buoyant apparatus to be 
unpacked and professionally checked by an approved service facility once a year to prove that it is in good working order. 

On the tug THOMAS HEBERT, neither the officers nor the crew were trained to use the liferaft. They made some errors that could have 
been life-threatening, but they survived because of a timely rescue. However, lifesaving drills still are not required on most towing 
vessels by current Coast Guard regulations. 

The Coast Guard previously claimed to "lack the authority" to require survival craft to be carried on uninspected towing vessels, or to 
require adequate inspection and maintenance of voluntarily provided survival craft, or to require training in their use and deployment. 
This was a travesty against our mariners. However, it was symbolic of over 30 years of regulatory neglect towing vessels received from 
the Coast Guard between 1972 and 2005. 

The Gulf Coast Mariners Association expresses its unequivocal disgust with senior Coast Guard officials supervising the Towing Safety 
Advisory Committee (TSAC) as well as with TSAC itself for never bringing this matter to the attention of Congress and requesting the 
requisite authority to protect our mariners when we first brought this matter to their attention five years ago. 



Our mariners expect that new towing vessel inspection regulations will require each towing vessel, regardless of route, to have at least 
one Coast Guard-approved survival craft capable of holding every crewmember on the vessel. In addition, and respecting the views of 
the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) as repeatedly expressed for comparably sized commercial vessels, this survival craft 
must be able to support all members of the crew out of the water (to avoid hypothermia, shark attack, snake bite, etc.) until help arrives. 

We point out that traditional life floats and buoyant apparatus are not suitable lifesaving appliances because they require survivors to 
remain in the water and subject to hypothermia since no seawater temperature provides the heat equivalent to a person’s body 
temperature of 98.6°F. 

GCMA sent the following resolution to TSAC in 2000 (that was ignored) and then petitioned Congress when we were unable to make 
any progress in dealing with the Coast Guard on this issue. 

RESOLUTION 
GCMA offers this resolution to urge requirements for survival craft for uninspected towing vessels: 

WHEREAS our Association's membership contains many members who work on uninspected towing vessels serving on river, inland, 
near-coastal and ocean routes in all climates and weather conditions… 

WHEREAS our Association's overriding concern is for the safety, protection, and welfare of all licensed and unlicensed crewmembers 
serving on these vessels… 
WHEREAS existing Coast Guard regulations fail to provide approximately 32,000 crewmembers(3) serving on approximately 5,200 
uninspected towing vessels(1) with any type of survival craft for use in an emergency similar to the craft required on inspected 
commercial vessels of comparable size, tonnage, or horsepower… 

WHEREAS certain survival craft allowed on commercial vessels of comparable size, tonnage or horsepower also fail to provide the out-
of-water survival craft recommended by National Transportation Safety Board(5)… 

WHEREAS statistical research presented by the Coast Guard for regulatory purposes shows that American society is willing to pay 
$2,700,000(2) to save just one life. Nevertheless, the Coast Guard has failed to offer a meaningful regulatory initiative for almost thirty 
years that would protect mariners on uninspected towing vessels by providing adequate and seaworthy out-of-water survival craft with 
suitable capacity and capable of protecting the entire crew from hypothermia and/or drowning… 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT THE GULF COAST MARINERS ASSOCIATION petitions the United States Congress to 
require suitable survival craft by statute for all uninspected towing vessels that prevents immersion in the water of all crewmembers on 
board the vessel and that satisfies the National Transportation Safety Board's safety recommendations. 

[(1)Excludes new "inflatable" buoyant apparatus which provide out-of-water. protection. (2)CGD 94-041, 59 FR 53756, Oct. 26, 1994 et al. 
as updated in 1995 by DOT. (3)Towing Vessel Occupational Safety Study, Planning Staff, Office of Marine Safety, Security and 
Environmental Protection, June 1994, p4, §IV, 2a. (4)NTSB recommendations #M-86-61 and #M-94-26.] 

We categorically reject any survival craft that requires a crewmember to enter and remain in the water awaiting rescues for every 
reason cited by the NTSB in the 1985 M/V PILGRIM BELLE accident, NTSB/MAR-86/08. 

Additional information: Refer to these GCMA Reports on our internet website: 
 GCMA Report #R-390, Loss of the Tug THOMAS HEBERT off New Jersey Coast with Loss of Life Fails to Bring Needed 

Changes. 
 GCMA Report #R-354, Revision 1, Lifesaving Issues for Lower Level Mariners, A Direct Appeal to Congress. 



 GCMA Report #R-386 is a "Comparative Report" commissioned by Transport Canada that found one area of "major differences 
between the two countries’ regulations for towboats…" included "Lifesaving Equipment…Life rafts and additional lifejackets are 
required only on Canadian towboats. Additionally, on the larger representative towboat an emergency vessel is required on the 
Canadian vessel but not in the U.S." 

 11. TOWING VESSELS ON INTERNATIONAL VOYAGES 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103; 3205; 3306; 3307.] 
Our mariners expect that new vessel inspection regulations will ensure that any towing vessel will be properly designed, equipped, 
adequately manned for towing service, and inspected before it leaves port on any international voyage. 

Towing vessels often engage in international voyages and openly display the laxity of the U.S. regulations that govern these vessels to 
foreign port state officials. For example, dilapidated OSVs(1) no longer fit for inspected oilfield service surrendered their Certificates of 
Inspection and then operated as towing vessels to the detriment of the safety of their crewmembers. [(1)Example: Refer to M/V Adele 
Candies and barge American Gulf II – GCMA major case file] 

 12. MAN OVERBOARD & ABANDON SHIP DRILLS 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2104; 3306.] 
[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR §185.520; 46 CFR §185.524; 46 CFR Part 131, Subpart E, Tests, Drills and Inspections.] 

The Coast Guard did not require that fire drills be held on towing vessels until January 19, 2000 following the SCANDIA–NORTH CAPE 
accident. 
Unlike inspected vessels, existing regulations still do not require towing vessels to conduct "man overboard" or "abandon ship" drills and 
instruction notwithstanding the frequent fires and documented cases of mariners falling overboard both from towing vessels and the 
(mostly) uninspected barges they tow. 

In the absence of a safe manning document on inspected towing vessels requiring a minimal number of crewmembers, there is no 
assurance that a towing vessel manned with only two crewmembers (i.e., a master and a deckhand) is properly equipped(1) to recover 
the deckhand if that person falls overboard. This is an unaddressed but serious safety issue especially for fleet boats whose owners 
elect to operate with only a two-man crew working in swiftly flowing river waters. [(1)Refer to Items #77, 78, & 79 below.] 

In 1996 the USCG and AWO jointly released a report on deck crew safety(1) that found "…of the 106 fatalities not resulting from vessel 
casualties, some 83% resulted from crewmembers falling overboard from a boat or barge…with deck crewmembers under the age of 25 
incurring the highest fatality rate of any other age category." 

"The QAT’s analysis revealed that falls overboard resulting in fatality tend to occur in roughly equal numbers from barges and towing 
vessels; generally during clear weather; at any time day or night; while the vessel is underway; and during the performance of routine 
tasks, such as line handling, deck maintenance, or moving on the vessel." [(1)Report on the Coast Guard - AWO Quality Action Team on 
Towing Vessel Crew Fatalities, Dec. 30, 1996, GCMA File #A-424.] 

While the report exhaustively studied the fatality records to determine the cause for these accidents, it is remarkable that it never 
resulted action to develop regulations to conduct realistic drills and provide suitable equipment to recover the mariners that fell 
overboard. It is clear that fatalities from falls overboard has not been satisfactorily addressed by corporate management, the 
Responsible Carrier Program, or the Coast Guard to the clear detriment of our lower-level mariners – primarily deckhands. 

Although the Coast Guard and industry management overlooked these regulatory shortcomings, our Association works to protect all 
lower-level mariners and is unwilling to let this issue slide without adequate rulemaking to require training and realistic and practical 
man overboard drills on every towing vessel. 

 13. REPAIRS AND ALTERATIONS 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103; 3205; 3306; 3307.] 



[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR Part 176, Subpart G, Repairs and Alterations; 46 CFR §126.150; 46 CFR §126.160.] 

On towing vessels the Coast Guard did not routinely check the quality, adequacy and completeness of repairs made following 
accidents, fires, groundings or sinkings. These repairs were seldom subject to review or approval by a Coast Guard inspector before the 
vessel returns to service. As a result, our mariners were often obliged to sail on unsafe and unseaworthy vessels. 

We want to make the point that unless a qualified third party checks all necessary repairs, the vessel’s crew may be placed at risk of 
injury or death. 
The environment also may be at risk of pollution. On inland waters, the health of the public is put at risk by contamination of public 
drinking water supplies by petroleum and chemical products spilled or pumped from towboats and barges. The danger also comes from 
raw, untreated sewage, and dirty bilge water that is still discharged into our waterways by towing vessels with inadequate or inoperable 
Marine Sanitation Devices that do not comply with 33 CFR Part 159. 

Finally, public and private waterways infrastructure is placed at risk when a towing vessel sinks, runs aground, loses control of its tow or 
attempts to traverse a government-maintained river channel in extreme low water conditions. 

 14. UNSAFE MOVEMENT OF DAMAGED VESSEL 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §3205;3306; 3307.] 
[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR §176.202; 46 CFR §126.120.] 
Action: New towing vessel regulations must require the same "permission to proceed" that other classes of inspected vessels must 
comply with. 
Damaged "uninspected" towing vessel never required Coast Guard "permission to proceed to another port for repairs" (CG-948) after 
an accident. Unsafe movements could result in sinking, damage to the environment, channel blockage, or further development of other 
unsafe conditions. It is only reasonable for the Coast Guard to have sufficient control of the nation’s waterways to to prevent unsafe 
vessel movements that could block major channels or result in pollution. 

 15. TOWING VESSEL STABILITY (Consolidated with Item #4) 
 16. DRYDOCKING 

[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103; 3205; 3306, 3307.] 
[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR §126.140; 46 CFR Part 176, Subparts F, G &H.] 
While classed as uninspected vessels, towing vessels did not have to go on drydock for hull inspection at regular intervals as required 
of inspected vessels. Our mariners expect that the Coast Guard will require each towing vessel to be drydocked at regular intervals and 
then participate at both scheduled drydocking conducted for inspection purposes and drydocking conducted for emergency repairs and 
other purposes. Starting with an initial drydocking as part of the inspection process, our mariners will receive a measure of protection 
they were denied during the past three decades. This lack of attention is attested to by the shocking record of sinking, flooding and 
capsizing (cited above) that has yet to be analyzed by cognizant Coast Guard officials. 

When previously "uninspected" towing vessels were drydocked for normal maintenance and repair, many vessels, especially those 
under 79 feet in length, were not surveyed to determine whether all necessary hull repairs were undertaken or completed. 

Existing regulations do not require periodic ultrasonic testing to determine hull plate thickness on towing vessels. Consequently, a 
number of mariners reported that hull plating on their towing vessels seriously deteriorated over time and through neglect and that 
sailing on these vessels put their crewmembers’ lives at risk. 

Existing regulations do not require towing vessel owners to make all repairs necessary for the safety of the vessel and its crew when the 
vessel hauls-out at a shipyard. Patchwork repairs such as installing doubler plates or welding on fuel tanks without first gas-freeing 
them that would never be permitted on an inspected vessel were often performed. 

In the past, owners could postpone or abort repairs on towing vessels for almost any business reason – often placing both the crew and 
the vessel at risk. Greater attention to vessel integrity should improve crew safety to the levels seen on other classes of inspected 
vessels. 



GCMA formally requested the Coast Guard months ago to analyze their data on vessel sinking, capsizing, and flooding events and 
present their findings for full regulatory consideration in the towing vessel inspection rulemaking docket. 

 17. HOT WORK 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103, 3205, 3306, 3307.] 
[Comparable Regulations: 46 CFR §176.710, Inspection and Testing Prior to Hot Work; 46 CFR §126.160, Tests and Inspections 
During Repairs or Alterations During Riveting, Welding, Burning, or Other Hot Work.] 

[Industry Standards: NFPA 306.] 
Tests and inspections of towing vessels under provisions of NFPA 306 during repairs including welding, burning, or other hot work often 
while classed as uninspected vessels were easy to avoid. Dangers from fire and explosion exist when making repairs under unsafe 
conditions and without adequate and qualified supervision. The fact that a vessel was "uninspected" meant that unsafe repairs often 
were undertaken and resulting accident statistics seldom reported to the Coast Guard. The absence of regulations restricts legitimate 
Coast Guard safety investigations to uncover the cause of accidents. 

 18. INSPECTION vs BOARDING. 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103, 3205, 3306, 3307; 70106.] 
[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR Part 126, Subpart A; 46 CFR Part 176, Subparts D & E.] 
Boarding Program. Random examinations by Coast Guard Boarding Teams are often cursory in nature and are conducted primarily 
for Law Enforcement rather than marine safety purposes as is evident from their qualification manual.(1) [(1)Refer to COMDTINST 
M16247.3B, Boarding Officer/Boarding Team Member Personnel Qualifications.] 

Boarding team officers and boarding team members making a brief visit may not be prepared to review many of the important marine 
safety areas that a USCG Marine Inspector would concentrate on including: 

• Vessel structure. 
• Watertight integrity. 
• Main and auxiliary machinery. 
• Fire detection and extinguishing equipment. 
• Safe electrical installations. 
• Steering apparatus. 
• Required and voluntarily installed lifesaving equipment as well as the condition of work vests. 
• Bilge system pumps and piping. 
• Proper operation of the sanitation system and pollution prevention equipment. 
• Pressure vessels and appurtenances. 
• Sanitary condition of the accommodation spaces. 
• Fire hazards. 
• Fuel line installation and shutoffs. 
• Lights and shapes required by the rules of the road. 
This is not to say that these items are "off limits" but, rather, they may not be checked in the same, comprehensive manner or with the 
same background and knowledge that a Marine Inspector or Classification Society Surveyor would follow. Unsafe conditions may still 
exist on the vessel after a boarding and cursory examination even though the boarding team gives the vessel a "clean bill of health." All 
these items are of relatively small interest to a boarding team that concentrates on a port security mission, for example. An involved 
boarding may even detract from the thrust of that mission. 



One source of confusion to many mariners is that there are few existing regulations that require towing vessels to follow the same 
safety practices required on vessels of comparable size and power. Derisive comments from boarding teams like, "How can you guys 
live in a pigpen like this" are no substitute for necessary remedial leadership by Coast Guard personnel. However, in the past, there was 
no statutory requirement for the Coast Guard to conduct a "sanitary inspection" on a towing vessel while it remained in an "uninspected" 
status.(1) [(1)Refer to 46 U.S .Code §3308; 46 CFR §131.515; 46 CFR §176.818, 176.820, 176.830.] 

The immediate impact of a "boarding" falls directly upon the licensed Master rather than on the vessel's owner because it occurs without 
warning or suitable time for advance preparation. Since a "boarding" is an armed visit, it can unnecessarily upset the routine aboard the 
vessel including interrupting sleep patterns of a vessel that is likely to be undermanned but still "legal." It is a form of harassment that 
should be reserved for law enforcement rather than marine safety purposes. Making a "big fuss" over minor and often transitory 
regulatory infractions does not hide the Coast Guard’s record of inattention to major marine safety issues they have ignored for years. In 
fact, it causes considerable mariner resentment. 

Reference Publications. Current regulations do not require the basic regulatory and statutory references used by boarding teams to be 
available on board towing vessels for reference by vessel personnel. Unfamiliarity with the regulations automatically places a towing 
vessel officer at a disadvantage when facing an armed, book-toting Coast Guard boarding party. Our mariners expect new towing 
vessel inspection regulations to require current copies of the new regulations and statutes aboard all towing vessels for reference. 

Inspection Program. When the Coast Guard drafts new towing vessel inspection regulations, our mariners expect Coast Guard 
inspectors who are trained and fully cognizant of every regulation that governs this class of vessels to conduct formal inspections. 
Vessel personnel and inspectors need not be distracted by the same kind of "law enforcement" concerns faced by an armed boarding 
party. 

This change should allow company management time to make adequate pre-inspection preparations using their selected vendors and 
trained auditors(1) for this purpose. If conducted properly, this should lessen the stress placed on the towing vessel’s officers and crew. 
[(1)GCMA believes this is a suitable duty for trained RCP auditors.] 

The employer, who solely determines what he can (or will) spend on maintaining his towing vessel, needs to be more fully involved in 
preparing for "dockside" and "dry dock" inspections rather than having to coping with unexpected problems uncovered during 
"underway" examinations far from home base by armed Coast Guard Boarding Teams. 

CTVEP Decals. The practice of handing out Coast Guard decals under the Cooperative Towing Vessel Examination Program (CTVEP) 
without first conducting a regulatory exam (as reported by a number of our mariners) diminished the value of these decals and the 
Coast Guard’s credibility in matters of maritime safety in the eyes of our mariners. 

Additional Information: 
 GCMA Report #R-282, Cooperative Towing Examination Program (CTVEP). Survey of USCG Boardings of Uninspected. 

Towing Vessels. 
 19. STREAMLINED INSPECTION PROGRAM 

[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §3103; 3306; 3316; 3703.] 
[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR Part 8, Subpart E. NVIC 2-99 provides additional information on the Streamlined Inspection 
Program.] 
The benefits of the Coast Guard's "Streamlined Inspection Program" (SIP), namely the increased familiarity of vessel officers and crew 
with Coast Guard safety regulations, did not apply to towing vessels when they were classed as uninspected vessels. 

The Streamlined Inspection Program only exists when meaningful and comprehensive inspection regulations are in place and are 
enforced. Our mariners expect the regulatory process to provide this type of regulation. 



A SIP can function only if vessel owners are willing to work with the Coast Guard and train their employees to the level required by this 
program. Although there are significant paperwork burdens, many mariners find the program is rewarding because it mandates full 
compliance with existing regulations at all times. The Coast Guard can expel companies that cheat from the program.] 

Expenses accrue to participants in any inspection and auditing program such as the Streamlined Inspection Program (SIP). The large 
number of companies that do not participate in the Responsible Carrier Program avoided making this financial commitment to ensure 
safe working conditions for their mariners. This program might serve as an attractive alternative to these companies who do not chose 
to pay for membership in a trade association. 

20. Shortcomings of Boarding Programs 
[Consolidated with Item #18, above] 

 21. MEANS OF ESCAPE 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103, 3306.] 
[Comparable Regulations: 46 CFR §177.500; 46 CFR §127.240.] 
Unlike inspected vessels, there is no assurance to crewmembers serving on a towing vessel that there are two adequate, workable, and 
unlocked means of escape from every compartment normally occupied by or worked in by vessel personnel. This is because there were 
no governing regulations requiring such safety features while towing vessels remained "uninspected" vessels. 

Our mariners expect the new towing vessel inspection regulations will remedy these shortcomings. The "means of escape" 
requirements are standard on other classes of inspected vessels. There are a number of incidents of mariners blown out of pilothouse 
windows by air pressure as they sought escape from their sleeping quarters as they climbed to the pilothouse when there was no direct 
means of egress from lower decks. 

At the other extreme (as previously mentioned), there are no regulations that require a towing vessel to have watertight or even 
weathertight engineroom doors that can be closed in an emergency to prevent flooding or even to have suitable closures to starve 
oxygen from an engineroom fire. As a result, many towing vessels sank and others damaged or destroyed by engineroom fires. One of 
the best-known examples was the loss of the tug SCANDIA by fire that left her tank barge to ground and pollute the Rhode Island coast 
with 828,000 gallons of home heating oil. 

 22. VENTS AND VENTILATION 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103; 3306.] 
[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR §127.250 for enclosed spaces and 46 CFR §127.260 for accommodations. 46 CFR §177.600; 46 
CFR §177.620; 46 CFR§182.465, §182.470]. 

Unlike other inspected vessels, towing vessels have no regulations applicable to vessel design, construction, or repair that require that 
all enclosed spaces in the vessel to be adequately vented or ventilated or to require that openings can be closed and ventilation 
stopped in case of fire. This shortcoming defeated a recent rulemaking attempt that sought to provide meaningful engineroom fire 
suppression systems in many existing towing vessels. 

Coast Guard fire professionals recommended the installation of these fire suppression systems in all towing vessels as a result of the 
SCANDIA fire that triggered a subsequent pollution disaster. Boat owners opposed the scheme because of the cost of retrofitting air 
intakes and outlets that could be closed and sealed in case of fire. 

In addition, the inadequacy or mechanical failure of fans and blowers in the engineroom or other machinery space allows a temperature 
rise that can damage equipment as well as make it virtually impossible to work in these spaces. GCMA report #R-412(1) details from 
court transcripts how these conditions, coupled with poor management practices, led to an engineroom fatality. [(1)GCMA Report #R-
412, Towboat Engineer’s Death Points to Need for Changes in the Law.] 

http://gulfcoastmariners.org/r-documents/r412.htm


A "Comparative Report"(1) commissioned by Transport Canada found one area of "major differences between the two countries’ 
regulations for towboats…" included this statement: "Canadian Requirements specify required air changes, closures, ducting material 
and duct routing. (These are) not addressed in U.S. regulations." [(1)Available as GCMA Report #R-386 on our internet website..] 

 23. GUARDS AND RAILINGS 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103; 3306.] 
[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR §127.310; 46 CFR 127.320; 46 CFR §127.330; 46 CFR §177.900; 177.920; 177.960; 177.970.] 

When while towing vessels were "uninspected," there was no assurance that owners installed protective guards in dangerous places, 
especially around main engines or auxiliary equipment. 

Furthermore, there was no assurance that handrails or storm rails placed in and on deckhouses or were properly welded, maintained or 
otherwise secured in place. On a number of towing vessel, our mariners reported serious discontinuities of guardrails whose welds 
completely rusted away. One of our Directors displayed photographs of these dangerous conditions to the TSAC committee several 
years ago yet attracted little attention or comment. 

On some towing vessels, unsafe methods of boarding barges and other towed vessels and offshore platforms are common. These 
problems need attention. Crewmembers often are pressured to use unsafe boarding and line handling procedures under marginal sea, 
and weather conditions. This, added to poor footing on towing vessels and uninspected barges leaves mariners at risk of debilitating 
back injuries, strained muscles, and hernias. 

On inland tows, making high/low couplings resulting from the difference in height between towboats and empty and loaded barges often 
is left to a single deckhand working alone. He must climb and move heavy rigging back and forth from one level to another. This results 
in a number of back injuries. 

Until the passage of §415 of the Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation Act of 2004, matters concerning occupational safety and 
health on uninspected towing vessels fell under the purview of the U.S. Department of Labor rather than the Coast Guard. Department 
of Labor Directive 2-1.20, became the governing document. However, the control exercised by the Department of Labor over towing 
vessels on OSH issues was both minimal and ineffective in protecting our mariners who had occasion to call upon the agency. 

The Coast Guard seldom extended itself to enforce OSH standards on uninspected towing vessels – which is contrary to the stated 
Congressional purpose of the OSH Act and to the lasting detriment of our merchant mariners. 

 24. Glazing Materials. (Consolidated with Item #70) 
 25. VITAL SYSTEMS SURVIVABILITY 

[Applicable Statute: 46 U.S. Code §3306.] 
[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR §128.130.] 
Our mariners expect the towing vessel-inspection rulemaking process to identify and suitably regulate each "vital system" on every 
towing vessel to ensure their safety and health while working aboard the vessel. These vital systems include: 

• Fuel oil fill, storage, transfer, metering and piping system. 
• Fire main system including strainers, hoses and nozzles. 
• Fixed fire extinguishing or suppression system. 
• Bilge pumping system. 
• Ballast system, if applicable. 
• Steering system. 
• Propulsion systems and their controls. 
• Electrical power generation and distribution system. 
• Potable water system. 
• Sewage system. 



At the time of a towing vessel’s initial inspection for certification, trained Coast Guard inspectors must evaluate all "vital systems" 
necessary to guarantee each existing towing vessel’s survivability. These systems must be evaluated for their suitability based on a 
thorough knowledge of previous vessel accidents including collisions, fires and sinkings. Repairs and replacements may be necessary 
to bring these vessels up to the standards of other commercial vessels of comparable size and horsepower. These systems must be re-
inspected annually to ensure that they are properly maintained. 

Experienced Coast Guard marine inspectors and experienced classification society surveyors are most likely to be familiar with the 
standards that govern comparable inspected vessels. 

 26. WATERTIGHT INTEGRITY 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103, 3306, 3703. 
[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR Part 174, Subpart E. 46 CFR §131.893, §131.899. 46 CFR §179.310, 46 CFR §179.320; 46 CFR 
§179.330, 46 CFR §179.340; 46 CFR §179.360.] 

On existing towing vessels, at the time of its initial inspection for certification, an inspector must examine the adequacy of the collision 
bulkhead as well as the installation and integrity of all watertight bulkheads. He must examine each penetration through an existing 
bulkhead, evaluate, and order its repair when necessary to ensure that it does not defeat the watertight integrity of the bulkhead it 
penetrates. 

Watertight doors and hatches on or below the main deck normally closed while underway offshore must have working alarms or 
indicator lights to indicate if they are left open. Loss of towing vessels by flooding through open engineroom doors(1), open or poorly 
sealed hatches, open engineroom doors, and loose manhole covers is a common occurrence both offshore and in inland waters. 
Openings must be suitably marked to warn against these dangers. [(1) Company policies must be enforced – especially regarding 
"downstreaming" dangers.] 

A "Comparative Report"(1) commissioned by Transport Canada found one area of "major differences between the two countries’ 
regulations for towboats…" included "specifically, Canadian requirements for watertight and/or weathertight closing appliances for crew 
access openings" where USCG regulations governing uninspected towing vessels contain no enforceable regulations on this subject. 
Our mariners expect Coast Guard regulators to rectify the obvious regulatory shortcomings. [(1)Available as GCMA Report #R-386.] 

 27& 28 ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS, EMERGENCY AND PORTABLE LIGHTING. 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §3306; 3307, 3703.] 
[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR Parts 129 & 183.] 
On towing vessels, all electrical equipment and installations must be suitable for the conditions the vessel encounters, provide service 
under normal and emergency conditions, protect our mariners from hazards including electrical shock and fire, and prevent ignition of 
flammable vapor. 

On towing vessels, there must be adequate battery-powered sealed emergency lighting that automatically recharges itself and 
automatically activates in case of power loss so as to direct crewmembers to an outside exit, even in the event of a vessel capsize or 
sinking. There also must be an adequate number of portable lanterns (e.g., flashlights) for each crewmember. 

On existing towing vessels, the cables and wiring must be suitable and capable of carrying the current that passes through it. All circuits 
must be clearly marked, identified, and not overloaded by electrical appliances. Inspectors at the time of initial certification must verify 
that installation of all electrical circuits meets accepted marine electrical standards. This will reduce or eliminate the possibility of our 
mariners being injured as a result of electric shock. 

Each of the vessel's radios must be on a separate circuit and powered by a suitable storage battery. 

Battery banks can give off explosive and toxic gases that could harm the crew. Each battery bank must be inspected for proper 
ventilation and all explosive and toxic gas hazards must be suitably marked. 



Meaningful electrical inspections by knowledgeable and experienced inspectors will provide an improved level of safety for all 
crewmembers. However, since none of this was provided by regulation for towing vessels when they were classed as uninspected 
vessels, electrical standards must be brought up to the same standards as other commercial vessels as the first priority of vessel 
inspection. 

When dealing with electrical energy, it is better to be safe a hundred times than to die once (to paraphrase Mark Twain). 

 29. ANCHORS AND GROUND TACKLE 
[Applicable Statute: 46 U.S. Code §3306.] 
[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR §130.240 but this requirement should not be limited to vessels greater than 100 gross tons.] 

Each towing vessel must have an adequate anchor and ground tackle that the crew can handle safely with the available equipment. 
This ground tackle must be able to hold the towing vessel) in the waters it navigates under all foreseeable circumstances. 

Providing proper ground tackle and machinery to handle it is an important crew protection(1) measure. [(1) "Crew protection" does not 
consider anchoring the tow as well as the towing vessel.] 

For the purpose of crew protection, an effective sea anchor or suitable equivalent should be provided for towing vessels on ocean and 
coastwise routes. 
30. Internal Communications System 
(Status: Now required by 46 CFR §27.205.) 
31. PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM 
[Applicable Statute: 46 U.S. Code §3306.] 
[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR §184.610 – although this regulation does not speak to the need to address crewmembers on a 
tow.] 
Status: A public address system under certain circumstances can replace a General Alarm under 46 CFR §27.201(b)(1-4). However, 
this regulation does not go far enough. 
Towing vessels should have a public address system with talk-back capabilities to contact crewmembers working on barges or on deck 
for instructions and safety warnings. In lieu of such a system, each crewmember should have a working hand-held radio if such a radio 
can provide an equivalent level of safety (e.g., can be keyed automatically if both hands are in use, for example, when handling lines.) 

32. ALARMS 
[Applicable Statute: 46 U.S. Code §3306.] 
[Comparable regulation: 46 CFR §130.450. Requirement for engineroom fire detection alarms was added to the regulations at 46 
CFR §27.203. 46 CFR §130.460(a)(4); 46 CFR §182.530. 46 CFR §28.250.] 

Towing vessels that have unmanned or periodically-manned enginerooms (i.e., do not carry dedicated engineers trained engineers on 
duty 24 hours a day) need machinery alarms in both the engineroom and the pilothouse to signal…: 

 Loss of propulsion power. 
 Loss of steering control. 
 Low lube oil pressure for main engine(s) and generator(s). 
 Bilge high water level alarm. 
 Loss of control air pressure. 
 Abnormally high water jacket temperatures for main engine(s) and generator(s). 
 Low lube oil temperature and high oil temperature for each marine gear and turbocharger with a pressurized oil system. 

 Loss of electric power or a Hertz meter. 
Engineroom fire.  

 Hydraulic fluid low level. 
 Engineroom doors open. 



Comments: Regulations require that an uninspected fishing vessel 36 feet or more in length have a visual and audible alarm at the 
operating station. This indicates high water in any space with a thru-hull connection, a machinery space bilge, a bilge well, shaft alley 
bilge, or other space subject to flooding from seawater piping within the space or a space with a non-watertight hatch on deck. 

Small Passenger Vessels 26 feet or longer have a comparable regulation with an additional provision that, "A visual indicator must be 
provided at the operating station to indicate when any automatic bilge pump is operating." This should be required on towing vessels 
considering the common use (and failure) of these pumps and the current tendency to cut corners by not assigning a trained engineer(1) 
to be responsible for the engineroom on many towing vessels and in light of the numerous towing vessel sinkings that have occurred. 
[(1) Refer to GCMA Report #R-401, Revision 1, Crew Endurance and the Towing Vessel Engineer – A Direct Appeal to Congress.] 

 33. BILGE PUMPING SYSTEMS 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §3306; 3703.] 
[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR §56.50-50 for OSVs. 46 CFR §182.500; 46 CFR §182.510; 46 CFR §182.520.] 

Like other classes of inspected vessels, our mariners expect new towing vessel inspection regulations to require a towing vessels' bilge 
pumping system to be piped to every compartment with bilge strainers easily accessible for cleaning in each compartment. Our 
mariners also expect a requirement for installation of at least one dedicated bilge pump solely to pump the bilges. 

Our concern over the large number of sinking and flooding towing vessels dictates that improved bilge pumping and piping systems 
must become an important regulatory consideration, perhaps more so on towing vessels than on other commercial vessels of 
comparable size. 

Coast Guard raw accident statistics indicate that 607 sinking, 593 flooding, and 115 capsizing cases occurred between 1992 and 2004. 
GCMA requested (in Docket #USCG-2004-19977) that these 1315 "occurrences" be the subject of a Coast Guard inquiry for use in the 
towing vessel inspection rulemaking project. We do not know whether our request will be honored. 

Status: A new regulation effective April 29, 2005 at 46 CFR §27.301 requires a fixed or portable fire pump but fails to address bilge-
pumping systems. 
34. SMOKE DETECTORS IN ACCOMMODATION SPACES. 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103; 3306.] 
[Comparable regulations: None, yet.] 
GCMA believes that new towing vessel inspection regulations should require that towing vessels have smoke detectors(1) in all crew 
accommodation spaces to immediately alert crewmembers to fire from smoking in bed, electric heaters, short circuits, and other causes. 
Widespread public awareness campaigns recommend widespread home use of these simple, inexpensive devices. [(1)Refer to UL 
Standard 117, single station smoke detector.] 

Comment: This comment recognizes that fire detectors will be required under new 46 CFR §27.203 to detect engineroom fires. 
However, fire detectors are not the same as smoke detectors. 

We make this comment in reference to the NTSB report NTSB/MAR-96/01 of a fatal fire on board the U.S. fish-processing vessel 
ALASKA SPIRIT at Seward, Alaska, on May 27, 1995. Conclusion # 6 states: "Because heat rather than smoke detectors were used, 
the crew was not provided with sufficient early warning of the fire, which led to the death of the vessel’s Master and allowed the fire to 
go out of control." Also, the resulting NTSB recommendation #M-96-5: "Install smoke detectors in accommodation spaces on all your 
vessels, regardless of whether heat detectors are installed." 

35. NTSB and GCMA on Survival Craft. (see Item#10) 
36. Annual Servicing of Liferafts. (see Item #10) 

 37. LOGBOOKS 

http://gulfcoastmariners.org/r-documents/r401/r401.htm


[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §3306; 6101; 10104; 11301.] 
[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR §131.610; 46 CFR §131.620; 46 CFR §131.630] 
Status: Section 409 of the Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation Act of 2004 amends 46 USC §8904 by adding the following 
verbiage: 
"(c) The Secretary may prescribe by regulation requirements for maximum hours of service (including recording and recordkeeping of 
that service) of individuals engaged on a towing vessel that is at least 26 feet in length measured from end to end over the deck 
(excluding sheer). 

Comment: Our mariners expect that the new towing vessel inspection regulations will require a detailed towing vessel logbook to track 
compliance with new regulations. The logbook must be available for examination by inspectors, investigators, and boarding teams. 
Actual hours of service must be shown to allow officials to reach meaningful conclusions about fatigue and illegal hours of service. 

GCMA requested a Coast Guard rulemaking initiative to require such a logbook in a formal petition to the Commandant on March 28, 
2000 and entered in the Coast Guard Docket #USCG-2002-12581(1)zip. in August 2002. [(1)This Docket on the internet at: 
http://www.dms.dot.gov] 

The Coast Guard told us they lacked the statutory authority to require logbooks other than for Official Logbooks granted in 46 USC 
§11301. Consequently, we took this important request directly to Congress where it received the attention it deserved. 

A comprehensive list of all items required to be logged should also be provided and include onboard drills.(1) GCMA’s preference for the 
contents of the logbook is the same as those recommended by AWO in the Responsible Carrier Program (RCP). [(1)Refer to NTSB 
recommendation M-98-112.] 

We also suggest that the requirement to use an Official Logbook on towing vessels greater than 100 gross tons on intercoastal and 
foreign voyages be specified by regulation. However, we suggest the responsibility for turning this logbook in to the Coast Guard at the 
end of the voyage should be transferred from the Master to the company that operates the vessel as they are better staffed and 
equipped (e.g., access to postage mailing envelopes, etc.) to comply with this administrative requirement. 

Consider the recent court ruling(1) in Public Citizen v. Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration. The United States Court of Appeals 
for the District of Columbia remanded a Final Rule on "hours of service" trucking regulations to the FMCSA to (inter alia) reconsider the 
use of Electronic On Board Recorders (EORBs) to record hours of service in place of paper logbooks. [(1 July 16, 2004] 

Action: The Coast Guard should formally consider the installation of electronic on board recorders to record hours of service to limit 
work-hour abuses on towing vessels. 
Additional information on EORBs and a summary of this case appears in GCMA Report #R-407, Court Overturns New Hours of 
Service Trucking Regulations. 

 38. BROADCAST NOTICE TO MARINERS 
[Applicable Statutes: 33 U.S. Code §1222(5); 1223, 1231; 46 U.S. Code §2103; 3703.] 
[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR §185.320; 46 CFR §131.620. 46 CFR §131.910 which should be extended beyond "printed" 
material to include broadcast notices because of their availability and timeliness. 33 CFR §164.80(c)(3)(i) requires the use of the Local 
Notice to Mariners in voyage planning for voyages seaward of the baseline of the territorial sea. However, these voyage-planning 
requirements are not applicable to the Western Rivers or inland waters] 

Action. GCMA asks the Coast Guard to visit this issue in the current towing vessel inspection rulemaking! We seek a regulatory 
requirement for the officer of the watch to listen to Coast Guard Broadcast Notices to Mariners (BNM) on a regular basis in order to 
avoid the hazards reported by these broadcasts. The same is true of weather reports issued by the National Weather Service.(1) 

BNM contain extremely important, timely, and authoritative safety information. It is a waste of public funds, federal resources, and a 
disservice to the taxpayers to make these important services available and yet not require their use by licensed officers utilizing public 
waterways. 

http://www.dms.dot.gov/


Additional information on this topic appears in GCMA Report #R-311, The Loss of the OSV CHERAMIE BOTRUC-26 With Two 
Fatalities where a licensed officer’s failure to heed NWS and USCG broadcast weather warnings led directly to the loss of his vessel 
and two crewmembers’ lives. 

 39. CORRECTLY USING AN AUTO PILOT 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103; 3306; 6101; 10104] 
[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR §131.960; 46 CFR §185.360.] 
Provide regulations that govern the proper use of any autopilot installed on a towing vessel similar to those that apply to other classes of 
inspected vessels. 
For additional information refer to these two GCMA reports on our internet website: 

 Report #R-326, Revision 1, Autopilots, Watchkeeping, and Route Planning. 
 Report #R-390, Loss of the Tug THOMAS HEBERT off the New Jersey Coast with Loss of Life Fails to Bring Needed Changes. 

40. TOW RELEASE MECHANISMS 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103; 3306; 3307.] 
[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR §132.360; 46 CFR §181.600.] 
For the safety of the mariners, tugs and towboats need a fast and effective way to release towing hawsers, face wires and other lines 
and wires under strain when an emergency arises. 

Examples: 
• Sinking of the tug THOMAS HEBERT that was tripped by its coal barge carrying 8,500 tons of coal when the steering jammed as the 
vessel proceeded on autopilot on March 7, 1993 off the New Jersey coast with the loss of 5 lives. 

• The towboat TANA LYNN pushing a loaded deck barge struck the Simmesport (LA) Railroad Bridge on the Atchafalaya River on 
March 8, 2003 and turned over when it could not free its face wires in a timely manner. 

Sharpened fire axes should be available and placed nearby for rapid availability for firefighting purposes as well as to sever towing 
hawsers and other fiber towing connections in an emergency. Existing regulations do not require that towing vessels be equipped with a 
fire ax. 

Action: These regulations need to be changed. Where chain and wire towing cable is in use, a gasoline-powered "chop saw" or a 
cutting torch capable of severing the towing connection needs to be required by regulation if another means of quick release does not 
exist. This is necessary to ensure the safety of the crew of the towing vessel. 

Quick release towing hooks offer safe release functions under full load operations. Hydraulic or pneumatic remote control from the 
operating station is available and desirable. 
The type of emergency release gear depends upon the towing operation. However, an effective means of quickly severing or releasing 
the towing connection must be required by regulation to protect our mariners. 

. Additional information: 
• Report #R-390, Loss of the Tug THOMAS HEBERT off the New Jersey Coast with Loss of Life Fails to Bring Needed Changes. 

• GCMA News, Issue #21, Feb. 2004, pgs. 4-7. Simmesport Railroad Bridge Snares Unwary Mariners. 

41. LINE THROWING EQUIPMENT 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §3305; 3306; 3307.] 
[Comparable regulation: 46 CFR §133.170; 46 CFR §160.031 and §161.040.] 
All towing vessels in offshore service, not just those over 150 gross tons, should carry suitable line-throwing equipment. 

 42. SAFE POTABLE WATER 
[Applicable Statutes: §416, Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation Act of 2004.] 
Although the Coast Guard maintains a detailed potable water policy for all Coast Guard cutters and shore units, they never bothered to 
regulate potable water used by the mariners they superintend. 

http://gulfcoastmariners.org/r-documents/r326.htm


If water is not of satisfactory quality and purity for drinking and cooking purposes, vessel owners need to supply bottled water and 
adequate wash water for use by the crew, passengers and industrial workers using the vessel. 

On December 27, 2002, GCMA petitioned the Coast Guard for rulemaking to ensure that safe potable water is a requirement on vessels 
of less than 1,600 gross register tons. We presented details of the potable water issue in Docket #USCG-2005-20052 that you can view 
on the Internet at http://www.dms.dot.gov. After the Coast Guard tried to pass the buck to the Department of Health and Human 
Services, and they failed to take any initiative, GCMA appealed directly to Congress for relief. 

Additional information: 
 GCMA Report #R-395, Rev. 1, Safe Potable Water & Food Service for Commercial Vessels of <1,600 GRT. 

Status: Section 416 of the Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation Act of 2004 amends 46 USC §3305 ("Scope and Standards of 
Inspection") by "ensuring a vessel subject to inspection" (that now includes towing vessels) "has an adequate supply of potable water 
for drinking and washing by passengers and crew." "In determining the adequacy of the supply of potable water…, the Secretary shall 
consider…the size and type of vessel…the number of passengers and crew on board…the duration and routing of voyages; 
and…guidelines for potable water recommended by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the Public Health Service." 

A Coast Guard potable water rulemaking project should affect towing vessels as well as other classes of vessels. The rulemaking on 
this issue will be in addition to the towing vessel inspection rulemaking since the problem affects other classes of inspected vessels. On 
May 27, 2005 GCMA formally requested that the Coast Guard synchronize these two projects to ensure that potable water systems on 
towing vessels are inspected and water quality tested when issuing the vessels’ initial Certificate of Inspection. 

The health problem: Tugs and towboats take on water from a number of different sources including hoses on docks, water barges, and 
from other vessels, etc. Many of the tanks used to store potable water are steel tanks with or without appropriate coatings that are of 
undetermined age and may be in poor condition. Rust is often a serious and visible problem – visible in drinking water glasses, 
commodes, washbasins, plumbing stains and as it affects clothes washed in washing machines. Many tanks have deteriorating 
coatings and many systems do not even provide for the basic filtration of solids. Rust also causes the tops and sides of potable water 
tanks to deteriorate and allow contaminants to enter the damaged tanks. 

Water treatment consists almost exclusively of pouring undetermined and unregulated quantities of bleach into the storage tanks at 
undetermined periods – a questionable practice at best. 

Almost all of the 5,200 towing vessels were "uninspected" vessels and as such were not subject to even the most rudimentary Coast 
Guard sanitary inspection either at the time of construction or on any regular basis thereafter. Builders constructed many existing 
potable water tanks on a bulkhead common with fuel or ballast tanks or with an adjacent polluted bilge. Few hose spigots are even 
equipped with inexpensive vacuum breakers that could prevent contaminated water from flowing back to potable water tanks. Some 
vessels do not have dedicated water hoses that are used for no other purpose than to fill drinking water tanks. Tanks and associated 
plumbing often leak while homemade repairs may compromise the integrity of the system. 

The Coast Guard clearly knows of this health problem yet ignored it. In October 1999, the Commandant promulgated the latest version 
of COMDTINST M6240.5 titled "Water Supply and Wastewater Disposal Manual" to "provide standards and public health information for 
Coast Guard personnel responsible for producing, storing, monitoring, and using potable water and wastewater systems at afloat and 
ashore units." This Manual "applies to all active and reserve, afloat and ashore commands." The document’s Table of Contents clearly 
shows the broad extent of the agency’s knowledge. This book also provides clear evidence that the Coast Guard has an active concern 
for its own regular and reserve personnel without one iota of concern to lower-level merchant mariners it superintends. 

 43. STORING COMBUSTIBLES ON TOWING VESSELS 

http://www.dms.dot.gov/


[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103;3306; 3307.] 
[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR §92.05-10. 46 CFR §177.405(d); 46 CFR §132.310. 46 CFR §118.400(a)(5)(6).] 

Inspected vessels are required to have paint lockers made of steel or other non-combustible material. These lockers are for storage of 
paint, grease, gasoline for outboards, and pump engines, etc. These lockers must be protected by installed fire extinguishing 
equipment. 
Under no circumstances should combustible or flammable materials be stored in accommodation spaces as we have documented in 
reports to the Coast Guard.(1) [(1)Refer to letter #KCMA1111.1P, Dec. 13, 2003.] 

Additional information is available in this report by the National Transportation Safety Board: Fire Aboard the Tug Scandia and the 
Subsequent Grounding of the Tug and Tank Barge North Cape on Moonstone Beach, South Kingston, Rhode Island, January 19, 1996. 
NTSB/MAR-98/03, pgs.37-38 (analysis). GCMA File #M-099. 

 44. FIREFIGHTING EQUIPMENT 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §3306; 3307.] 
[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR Parts 132 & 182.] 
Status: In the wake of the SCANDIA-NORTH CAPE disaster a number of changes were made in fire suppression and firefighting 
regulations for towing vessels. 
In the past, towing vessels were only required to carry portable fire extinguishers. They will still be required to carry these units and they 
will be listed on the vessel’s Certificate of Inspection. 

New regulations (effective April 29, 2005) also require a fixed fire pump, fire main, hoses and nozzles OR a portable fire pump with fire 
hoses and nozzles on all towing vessels. Any portable pump must be stowed outside the machinery space for ready access. [46 CFR 
§27.301] 

Towing vessels in inland or coastal towing with construction contracted before August 27, 2003, ALSO must carry an approved B-V 
semi-portable fire extinguishing system OR a fixed fire extinguishing system to protect the engineroom of the vessel. [46 CFR §27.303] 

Towing vessels in inland or coastal towing with construction contracted after August 27, 2003 must have an approved B-V semi-
portable fire extinguishing system AND a fixed fire extinguishing system to protect the engineroom of the vessel. There are several 
exceptions. [46 CFR §27.305] 

Comments: Portable fire pumps as envisioned by the regulations are not interchangeable with bilge pumps used to pump barges. Most 
portable fire pumps are NOT comparable to the fixed fire pump installations with fire mains hoses and nozzles on inspected vessels. 
Since we do not believe that many fire pumps will meet specifications and pass inspection, this should gain the attention of vessel 
inspectors on the initial inspection for certification. We are concerned that portable fire pumps may require too much time to assemble 
and place in operation. This may compromise the safety of our mariners by letting a small fire get out of control. 

Boat owners who have gasoline and diesel bilge pumps used to pump barges will find that these pumps cannot maintain a discharge 
pressure of 60 psi as required by 46 CFR §27.301(e)(1). This is an enforceable inspection requirement. 

Unless a portable fire pump is a "dedicated" fire pump, it will likely have fittings with iron pipe threads (IPT) that do not match the NST 
threads used on fire hose. The incompatibility between IPT and NST threads posed a major problem when offshore supply vessels 
came under inspection twenty-five years ago. 

Unless the portable pump can bypass the water, shutting off the flow at the nozzle may damage the pump seals. Equipping a portable 
pump with a smoothbore nozzle will not comply with 46 CFR §27.301(e)(3). 

Allowing gasoline fire (or bilge) pumps on an inspected vessel will mean that these pumps and their gasoline storage cans must be 
stored safely in a paint locker or equivalent space with fixed fire protection – unless the gasoline is stored in approved safety cans. 

There is no mention in 46 CFR §27.301 of: 



A strainer that is needed on any portable pump that draws quantities of water from a large body of water.  

•  There is no mention of the non-collapsible suction hose required on a fire pump, its length, and the difficulty of stowing this hose 
outside the engineroom particularly on a small towing vessel. 
•  There is no mention of the required suction hose diameter to support a 1.5-inch diameter fire hose to deliver the required 80 gpm flow 
at 60 psi as required by 46 CFR §27.301(e)(1). 
  
There are no minimum fire drill standards established as to the time it will take to assemble and fuel the fire pump, find and lay out the 
fire hose and nozzle and place the portable fire pump into action. This time will vary according to the number of crewmembers available 
for the task. It would be safe to say that, in light of the small crew size on many towing vessels, that only one person at a time is 
available to perform this task. The time it might take to assemble the equipment and move it into position to fight the fire could allow the 
fire to go out of control. 

Since the fuel for many engineroom fires is diesel fuel, water is of questionable value on this type of fire. 

Action: We believe the Coast Guard needs to re-evaluate these recent regulatory changes during the towing vessel inspection 
rulemaking project since they seem to provide little or no protection for our mariners. In light of the large number of destructive towing 
vessel fires, we respectfully submit that crew protection, such as offered by true fire-suppression systems, should be reconsidered as 
offering the most important fire protection and firefighting consideration. 

Action: We request that the Coast Guard assemble and publish its data on towing vessel fires and make that data available in the 
regulatory record for this rulemaking. 
Fixed fire pumps should be operable from outside the engineroom. This is covered adequately by existing 46 CFR §27.301(b) but only 
as it applies to the machinery spaces on a towing vessel. Fires also take place in accommodation spaces that require protection from 
whichever fixed or portable system is available. 

Additional information: Refer to NTSB/MAR-95/03. Fire Aboard U.S. Small Passenger Vessel Argo Commodore, San Francisco Bay, 
CA, Dec. 3, 1994. Conclusion #8: "Smoke in the engineroom would have prevented the master from using the vessel's fire pump and its 
fire hydrant, both of which could only be operated from inside the engineroom." Also see NTSB recommendations M-98-110 & 98-111. 

 45. RESPIRATORY PROTECTION GEAR 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code§3306; 29 U.S. Code §653; 655; 657.] 
[Comparable regulations or standards: NFPA-306, Standard for the Control of Gas Hazards on Vessels. 46 CFR 96.35-10; 46 CFR 
Part 98, Subpart 98.25, Anhydrous Ammonia. 29 CFR §1910.134; 29 CFR §1910.146. 30 CFR §250.490.] 

Require by regulation self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) and fire-suits as well as full training in how to use them on towing 
vessels that operate beyond the boundary line.(1) [Refer to NTSB recommendation M-98-109 . (1)NTSB recommends this for all towing 
vessels.] 
Require by regulation adequate H2S warning notices, detectors, and SCBA for crew protective gear for all crewmembers wherever 
hydrogen sulfide gas is likely to be encountered in the area. One example is when working near oilfield installations required to be 
marked by Minerals Management Service regulations(1) or moving or handling petroleum barges or loading or unloading products where 
this danger exists). [(1)30 CFR §250.490.] 

Require by regulation that towing vessels have on board and use air and flammable gas testing equipment and furnish SCBA before 
any confined space entry on barges or towing vessels where tests indicate the oxygen level is not safe for workers (i.e., <19.5% or 
>22%) or where unsafe levels of flammable gases exist. 

Additional information: 
 GCMA Report #R-378, Hydrogen Sulfide: A Danger to Mariners. 

 46. PYROTECHNIC DISTRESS SIGNALS 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2104; 3306; 3307.] 



[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR §133.60(b); 46 CFR §160.136; 46 CFR §180.68; 46 CFR §185.614.] 

Unlike inspected vessels, uninspected fishing vessels, and recreational vessels, there were no requirements for towing vessels to carry 
pyrotechnic distress signals including smoke signals, red flares, and rocket propelled parachute flares when classed as uninspected 
vessels. Our mariners expect the new towing vessel inspection regulations need to address this issue. 

 47. STEERING SYSTEMS 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103; 3205; 3306; 3307.; 6101.] 
[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR § 130.130; 46 CFR §130.140; 46 CFR §176.814; 46 CFR §182.610; 46 CFR §182.620. 46 CFR 
§185.320.] 
Steering systems are of vital importance to each towing vessel. Because the flanking rudder systems (and other types of steering 
systems) installed on many towing vessels may be of greater complexity than steering systems of other comparably sized vessels, we 
point out that there are still no regulations that specifically govern the installation and maintenance of these systems on towing vessels. 

33 CFR §164.80(a)(1)now requires that steering systems be checked before any voyage of more than 24 hours in duration. This 
existing regulation falsely assumes that no steering accidents will take place within the first 24 hours after a towing vessel enters 
service. That aspect of this regulation does not make much sense. 

Action: The existing regulation at 33 CFR §164.80(a)(1) needs to re-evaluated as a part of the new towing vessel inspection 
rulemaking process. We suggest the wording from 46 CFR §185.320. 

48. FIRST AID KITS 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103; 3306.] 
[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR §28.210; 46 CFR §160.041; 46 CFR §184.710..] 
Unlike inspected vessels, existing regulations do not require that towing vessels carry first aid kits suitably stocked with provisions 
commensurate with possible needs for the vessel's intended voyage. On the other hand, uninspected fishing vessels not only require 
first aid kits but also training and certification in first aid and cardiopulmonary resuscitation. 

Action: Our mariners expect the Coast Guard to correct this egregious oversight when drafting the new towing vessel inspection 
regulations. 

 49. MARKINGS 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103; 3306; 6101.] 
[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR Part 131, Subparts B & H. 46 CFR §185.602; §185.604; §185.606; §185.608; §185.610; §185.612; 
§185.614.] 
Unlike inspected vessels, towing vessels were not required to mark or stencil escape hatches, emergency exits, fuel shutoff stations, 
watertight doors, and emergency lighting (if installed) when they were classed as uninspected vessels. Many towing vessels were not 
required to display draft markings. 

Markings are important to crewmembers newly assigned to the vessel. In addition, the name of the vessel must be marked on each of 
the vessel's life jackets, ring life buoys, and survival craft to assist in Coast Guard search, rescue, and recovery operations. 

The towing industry chooses not to offer formal training to many of the personnel it assigns to handle important engineroom duties on a 
part-time basis (i.e., "deckineers"). Consequently, the Coast Guard should require every important valve, panel board, electrical 
apparatus, control, meter, gauge, fill, vent etc. to be adequately marked and/or labeled so that a mariner can follow instructions to 
perform important engineroom functions without the watch officer leaving his primary duty station in the pilothouse unattended to 
supervise him in the engineroom. 

Additional information: GCMA Report #R-401, Revision 1, Crew Endurance and the Towing Vessel Engineer – A Direct Appeal to 
Congress. 

 50. FATIGUE. (Also see Items #64 & 67 below.) 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §8104(h).] 



[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR Part 15, Subpart C (Manning Requirements; All Vessels) & Subpart D (Manning Requirements; 
Inspected Vessels) to replace Subpart E (Manning Requirements; Uninspected Vessels).] 

Because they are "employees at will," many licensed "lower-level" mariners must work in excess of the legal requirements of 12 hours 
per day. We consider this policy abusive because it may force the licensed mariner to violate the law and thereby place his license at 
risk of suspension or revocation. Loss of license means loss of livelihood for a mariner and affects not only the mariner but his 
dependents as well. 

The civil penalty for "Failure to comply with requirements for working hours" (i.e., violation of 46 CFR §15.710) is $10,000 – but few 
companies were ever prosecuted for doing so and fewer yet pay the full penalty. 

In light of the potential for fatigue-induced accidents, raising the civil penalty to, say $100,000, and increasing the pressure on the Coast 
Guard to prosecute corporate offenders who exploit their mariners might discourage this type of work-hour violation. 

Example: The M/V ROBERT Y. LOVE Interstate I-40 bridge allision at Webbers Falls, OK, in May 2002 killed 14 people and cost 
taxpayers $30,000,000. The Coast Guard accident investigation determined that the master violated 46 U.S. Code §8104(h). 

As regards unlicensed mariners, the Responsible Carrier Program in Section V.B states: "All other crewmembers on a towing vessel 
should be permitted to work no more than 15 hours in any 24-hour period or no more than 42 hours in a 72-hour period, except in an 
emergency or drill." 

Currently, no statutes or regulations govern the work hours of many unlicensed mariners such as deckhands, engineers and tankermen 
serving on inland towing vessels. Although the Coast Guard took no steps to rectify this abuse by requesting a statutory change, GCMA 
considers this policy as abusive on the part of employers even though it may not violate any existing regulations. 

The Coast Guard ignores this problem by failing to adequately investigate most mariner complaints. 

Action: Reasonable work-hour statutes and regulations for unlicensed crewmembers are necessary for the health, safety and welfare 
of our mariners. If the Coast Guard lacks the authority to regulate this problem, our mariners expect them to submit a Legislative 
Change Proposal to Congress seeking that authority. Observing no movement on this front for the past five (5) years, GCMA presented 
this matter to Congress directly in a number of reports and documents (listed below). 

The Coast Guard sets work-hour limits for its enlisted personnel. Our mariners expect no less consideration for our lower-level 
merchant marine personnel under the Coast Guard’s statutory superintendence. 

Additional information: 
 GCMA Report #R-375, Crew Endurance: The "Call Watch" Cover-up. 
 GCMA Report #R-362, Revision 1. Fatigue and Crew Endurance. 
 GCMA Report #R-308, Revision 3. Violation of the 12-Hour Rules: The Lake Washington Bridge Allision. 

 GCMA Report #R-406. Coast Guard Assesses Civil Penalty Against Company for Violating 12-Hour Rule. (A follow-up report of 
GCMA Report #R-308 above). 

 GCMA Report #R-401, Revision 1, Crew Endurance and the Towing Vessel Engineer – A Direct Appeal to Congress. 

 The GCMA "Yellow Book" titled Mariners Speak Out on Violation of the 12-Hour Workday.(R-201) pdf* 

 51. COLD WEATHER AND COLD WATER PROTECTION FOR DECK CREWS 
[Applicable Statute: 46 U.S. Code §3306(a)(2)] 
[Comparable regulation: 46 CFR §25-25-5(e); 46 CFR §28.110; 46 CFR 199.273.] 
GCMA asked the Coast Guard through the Towing Safety Advisory Committee to consider a requirement that would provide flotation 
and cold weather protection for towing vessel deckhands when operating in cold water and/or cold air conditions. The article cited below 
describes our request.(1) [(1)Source: Coast Guard/Industry Gets Chance to Rectify Oversight, Waterways Journal, Aug. 30, 1999, p. 4 
(editorial).] 



"Problem solvers are sometimes asked to find solutions when they do not have all of the necessary data they need. That apparently 
was the contributing factor when the Coast Guard attempted to clarify cold-water areas for which current or proposed regulations 
requiring lifesaving equipment for cold waters on commercial vessels would be based. The focus is Navigation and Vessel Inspection 
Circular (NVIC) 7-91.pdf. 

"A letter to Vice Adm. James Card, Vice Commandant, said "Unfortunately, these guidelines [the NVIC] did not take into account water 
temperatures that are found in various rivers – only those found along the coasts." The writer, Richard A. Block, editor of the National 
Association of Maritime Educators (NAME) newsletter, said the omission is a "significant shortcoming." 

"Block cites a 1996 Quality Action Team report. It says, "Nearly 71 percent of all inland sector towing vessel fatalities resulted from falls 
overboard; that these falls occurred from both barges and towing vessels in roughly equal numbers; and that significantly higher fatality 
rates were found in the younger, less experienced population of workers." 

"Enclosed with the April 29 letter to Adm. Card was a document titled River Temperatures Along the Mississippi River and Tributaries. 
Included in the document are recorded engine cooling-water intake temperatures on selected dates and locations aboard a working 
riverboat and systematically recorded. "The Coast Guard has gone on record that temperatures falling below 59°F are significant for 
regulatory purposes in NVIC 7-9l." Block wrote. His association believes the thinking behind the NVIC should apply upon rivers just as it 
does in coastal areas. After all, cold water is cold water wherever found. In rivers, it may be swiftly flowing cold water and, therefore, 
even more dangerous. 

"Block said the association is not aware that the temperature document was ever available to, or used by, the Quality Action Team, so it 
was offered for Coast Guard consideration. A page of the document provided for The Waterways Journal listed Lower Mississippi River 
temperatures recorded in 1998 and 1999. They were recorded on the first and 15th of each month. The list for 1998 shows the following 
water temperatures: January 1, 48 degrees, New Orleans; January 15, 50 degrees, St. Francisville; February 1, 45 degrees, New 
Orleans; February 15, 46 degrees, Baton Rouge; March 1, 46 degrees, New Orleans; March 15, 46 degrees, Natchez; April 1, 52 
degrees, Memphis. In mid-April temperatures rose above the 59-degree level and remained there until mid-October when they reached 
56 degrees at Dubuque. November readings at St. Francisville remained above the mark, but on December 1 dropped to 56 degrees. 
The reading was the same at New Orleans on December 15. Readings taken in 1999, January through March 15, were all in the 40s at 
Natchez, New Orleans, and Baton Rouge. 

"It was pointed out that in south Louisiana during the winter, the Coast Guard outfits its small-boat crews with effective cold weather 
insulated flotation gear similar to Coast Guard-approved anti-exposure coveralls.(1) [(1)Now required by §410 of the Maritime 
Transportation Security Act of 2002.] 

"Adm. Card's July 14 response said Block made a good point about the weather-resistant working suit and that "The use of these suits 
would be a prudent safety measure during cold weather and one that the Coast Guard would encourage. He said he was forwarding a 
copy of his letter to the American Waterways Operators for discussion by their membership. "I will also see that it is discussed at the 
next Towing Safety Advisory Committee meeting and the next AWO/USCG Partnership meeting," he wrote." 

Comment: GCMA is distressed that neither TSAC nor AWO ever acted on this recommendation. 
Falling off a tug, towboat, or its tow is dangerous any time of year at any location. Sometimes victims are crushed between barges, 
between barges and lock walls, or are sucked under a vessel underway. If a victim manages to reach the surface unscathed, it would 
be prudent to outfit him so he would not succumb to the cold. 

Action: Require by regulation adequate cold-weather gear with USCG-approved flotation on towing vessels where water temperatures 
drop below 59°F as NVIC 7-91 recommends. 



46 CFR §25-25-5(e) (no longer applicable to towing vessels) states: "Each vessel not carrying passengers for hire may substitute an 
immersion suit for a life preserver, buoyant vest or marine buoyant device required under paragraphs (b) or (c) of this section. Each 
immersion suit carried in accordance with this paragraph must be of a type approved under subpart 160.171 of this chapter." 

Since immersion suits are cumbersome to work in, we suggest that a USCG approved type V anti-exposure work suit (the type currently 
furnished to Coast Guard small boat personnel) be required on towing vessels when water temperatures are 59 degrees F or below as 
cited in NVIC 7-91. 

Our mariners expect that the Coast Guard to consider this as part of the new towing vessel inspection regulations AND update NVIC 7-
91 to include cold water data from major navigable rivers and lakes. If the Coast Guard continues to provide "guidelines" in its 
Navigation and Vessel Inspection Circulars, that advice needs to be correct, up to date, and relevant to all mariners it affects. 

 52. SANITARY FOOD SERVICE TRAINING. (Also see Items #9 & 42). 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §8904(b) – as part of the CEMS "Demonstration Project" cited in §409 of the Coast Guard and 
Maritime Transportation Act of 2004.]] 
Cooks. Although not usually listed separately on a vessel’s Certificate of Inspection, there is an need to have trained, healthy cooks, to 
provide balanced, nutritious meals, and sanitary food service for all towing vessel crews where food is handled, stored and cooked on 
board. This applies to every towing vessel. 

On many smaller towing vessels (e.g., less than 6 crewmembers), unlicensed personnel (e.g., deckhands, engineers, and tankermen) 
prepare the meals. These mariners do not have any food-handler training or often sufficient time to prepare a nutritious meal under 
sanitary conditions. 

Reports from our mariners indicate that there are more crewmembers going to the hospital than ever for food poisoning. A sandwich 
made with bad meat or food that is not stored properly is the cause of most problems. These problems not only cause illness but also 
require other overworked crewmembers to "carry the load" for the sick mariner. 

Many older mariners are on a diet prescribed by a doctor for various health issues. In most cases, these are the Masters, Mates or 
Pilots that have to renew their licenses every five years and whose health should be of greater concern to their employers. There is no 
way they can stay on their prescribed diet on a towing vessel if nobody has the dietary training to prepare the meals their diet calls for. 

A trained cook can help these crewmembers maintain their diet. A cook can also save the towing company money when ordering 
groceries by maintaining an inventory and ordering only the food the crew needs. 

Adequate food. The statute covering provisions, 46 U.S.Code §10303(a), states: "A seaman shall be served at least 3 meals a day that 
total at least 3,100 calories, including adequate water and adequate protein, vitamins and minerals in accordance with the United States 
Recommended Daily Allowances." Unfortunately, this statute only applies to seamen who "sign articles" – possibly a statutory oversight. 

However, the problem our "lower-level" mariners face is not usually the quantity or quality of the food provided as much as it is with poor 
food handling, basic sanitation, hygiene, and freedom from communicable disease on many towing vessels. 

The crux of the problem is that a person who carries out any duty as a "food handler" must be trained to handle food in a safe and 
sanitary manner when cooking or serving food for others. Dietary training and training in food preparation is necessary as part of Crew 
Endurance Management training since a knowledge of food and food intake is an important factor in CEMS. 

Unfortunately, the Coast Guard traditionally ignored basic sanitation and hygiene issues on towing vessels. On some vessels, the 
situation is totally out of hand. 
GCMA asks the Coast Guard to establish a "food handling" curriculum to address the problems cited above and to require (i.e., draft 
regulations as part of the towing vessel inspection regulatory package) every mariner serving on a towing vessel to obtain this training. 



46 CFR §12-25-20 covers the merchant marine entry rating called "Food Handler." This rating does not currently apply on inland waters 
or on vessels under 100 GRT. If it did, it only requires certification that a food handler (FH) is free from communicable diseases. 

 53. TRAIN TOWING VESSEL ENGINEERS 
[Applicable Statute: Coast Guard enforcement on behalf of mariners of applicable provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health 
Act of 1970, 29 U.S. Code §651 to 678.] 
[Comparable Regulations: 29 CFR Part 1910 (see below).] 
Many towing vessels operate with small crews. Masters and pilots cannot leave their post in the pilothouse and make or supervise 
engine repairs or adjustments while underway(1) Nor should deck watch officers be expected or allowed to work in the engineroom 
beyond the end of their watch in violation of 46 USC 8104(h). [(1)Refer to NTSB/HAR-94/03, U.S. Towboat CHRIS, Collision with the 
Judge William Seeber Bridge, New Orleans, LA May 28, 1993. In this accident, the Captain went to the engineroom to supervise a new 
deckhand to change a fuel filter while leaving the engine in gear pushing the bank. His barge came loose and struck a bridge bent 
collapsing the span and killing one person.] 

An employer should be required to train at least one unlicensed crewmember to perform every type of required engineroom task on 
each watch. These individuals become the vessel’s de facto engineers. 

Although the Officers Competency Act of 1938 that accepts the Officers Competency Convention of 1936 requiring licensed deck 
officers on vessels in excess of 200 GRT, this statute only applies to vessels on oceans and coastwise routes. The vast majority of 
existing towing vessels were purpose-built to remain below the 200 GRT threshold. In addition, the Act does not apply on inland waters 
and western rivers where the largest towboats approach 1,600 GRT. 

Statutes and regulations should require at least minimal formal training for any person serving as a towing vessel engineer so that he 
can maintain, adjust or simply monitor the main engine(s), pumps, hydraulic and pneumatic systems, and generating equipment. That 
person should be well versed in electrical safety, proper use of all hand and power tools available to him, and knowledgeable through 
training in pollution prevention while taking on bunkers. 

Engineers are also responsible for maintaining machinery in the engineroom as well as deck machinery. This machinery includes bilge 
pumps, stuffing box packing on propeller shafts, deck winches, capstans, rescue boat launching equipment, etc. 

When untrained deckhands ("deckineers") must perform these duties on a part-time basis, duties such as handling lines, making or 
breaking tow, or cooking for the crew are often neglected when other duties crowd them out. A review of accidents in our files show that 
unexpected sinking and capsizing are often traced to flooding that went unnoticed while the engineroom was unmanned and the deck 
crew was otherwise occupied. 

Additional information. GCMA worked hard to develop the following reports available on our website: 

 GCMA Report #R-401, Revision 1, Crew Endurance and the Towing Vessel Engineer. This report reviews and updates several 
historic documents dating back to the early 1970s when Congress last dealt with this subject. 

 Report #R-412, Towboat Engineer’s Death Points to Need for Changes in the Law. 
Action: Formal training for tug and towboat engineers must be supported by statute and regulation and include the areas listed below 
to provide for the safety of our mariners. 
The subjects listed are generally those subjects required at the "oiler" level on many inspected vessels. Proof of satisfactorily 
completing this training must be required before any mariner is permitted to perform any function in an unmanned engineroom on a 
towing vessel. "Licensing," if appropriate should be discussed only after sufficient personnel receive adequate engineroom "survival" 
training: 

• First Aid and CPR 
• Respiratory Protection 
• Tank Safety and Testing 
• Confined Space Entry. 
• Lifesaving equipment training. 
• Firefighting School. 

http://gulfcoastmariners.org/r-documents/r412.htm


• Liquid Cargo Training. 
• Pollution Prevention and Control. 
• Damage Control. 
• Vessel Construction. 
• Tools and instruments. 
• Piping Systems and Components. 
• Lubrication including Filters and Strainers. 
• Diesel engines. 
• Basic Electricity. 
• Pneumatics including Air Compressors and Air Systems. 
• Hydraulics. 
• Steering Gear. 
• Deck Machinery – Winches, Capstans and Cranes. 
Comparable guidelines: NVIC 1-78, Automation of Offshore Supply Vessels of 100 Gross Tons and Over. 

Comparable regulations: We believe formal safety training is necessary in these areas in light of the fact that the Coast Guard never 
seriously enforced most OSHA standards on towing vessels – to the detriment of our mariners. 

 29 CFR §1910.147 
 29 CFR §1910.169 - Air receivers. 
 29 CFR §1910.212 - General requirements for all machines. 
 29 CFR §1910.243 - Guarding of Portable Power Tools. 
 29 CFR §1910.244 - Other Portable Tools and Equipment. 
 29 CFR §1910.253 - Oxygen-Fuel Gas Welding and Cutting. 
 29 CFR §1910.254 - Arc Welding and Cutting. 
 29 CFR §1910.332 - Training (electrical shock) 
 29 CFR §1910.334 - Use of (Electrical) Equipment. 
 29 CFR §1910.335 - Safeguards for Personnel Protection. 

 54. Lockout/Tag Out Procedures. (Consolidated with Item #53.) 
 55. ASBESTOS REMOVAL 

[Applicable Statute: 46 U.S. Code §2103. Coast Guard enforcement on behalf of mariners of applicable provisions of the Occupational 
Safety and Health Act of 1970, 29 U.S. Code §651 to 678.] 

[Comparable Regulations: 29 CFR §1915.1001; 29 CFR §1926.58.] 
Many mariners work on older vessels that still contain asbestos. Any work involving asbestos dust contamination or asbestos removal 
should be shipyard work done without the assistance of mariners because our mariners do not receive the training or equipment OSHA 
requires to perform tasks of this nature safely. 

Comments on regulations and guidelines. While OSHA has regulations governing this area (29 CFR §1915.1001) the Coast Guard 
only provides unenforceable "voluntary guidelines" to protect our mariners against these hazards. The Coast Guard guidelines appear 
in NVIC 6-87 and include excerpts from OSHA regulations at 29 CFR §1926.58. However, the Coast Guard does not have its own set of 
regulations and depends on non-enforceable guidelines. 

Under a Memorandum of Understanding with OSHA signed on March 3, 1983, the Coast Guard became the lead agency for controlling 
asbestos on inspected vessels. Since towing vessels have become "inspected" vessels, the responsibility for asbestos abatement for 
the nation’s 5,200 towing vessels now falls upon the Coast Guard. 

Our mariners expect the Coast Guard to either adapt OSHA asbestos control regulations through Incorporation by Reference 
procedures in the new towing vessel inspection regulations or draft their own regulations and then enforce them as towing vessels are 
brought under inspection. 



Unfortunately, the Coast Guard appears to show more concern for its own personnel in the area of asbestos protection than it does for 
protecting the merchant mariners it is charged with superintending under 46 USC §2103. COMDTNOTE 6260 published in 1996 is a 
detailed manual that introduces and defines the problem, outlines an asbestos management plan, identifies where asbestos may be 
found, and describes approved repair, removal and disposal procedures. 

All of this left our mariners working on towing vessels holding the bag without adequate protection for at least the past 22 years. Our 
Association received distressing word that employers exposed our mariners to large quantities of asbestos dust on inspected vessels. 
When GCMA notified the cognizant Coast Guard Marine Safety Office it received no satisfaction and no follow-up. 

Action: We believe the Coast Guard already has adequate statutory authority. We request Coast Guard rulemaking on this issue as it 
affects towing vessels. Willful or accidental violation of asbestos regulations should obligate the employer for employee medical health 
monitoring and treatment after exposure..(File #GCM-102) 

 56. NON-REPORTING OF ACCIDENTS & INJURIES 
(Consolidated with Item #76.) 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code§2103; 6101; 6301; 6305; 10603.] 
[Existing Regulations: 46 CFR §4.05-1(a)(6). Our experience shows this regulation is inadequate and that the Coast Guard poorly 
enforces it to the serious detriment of our mariners.] 
In August 1994, the USCG Research and Development Center issued an interim report titled: U.S. Coast Guard Marine Casualty 
Investigation and Reporting: Analysis and Recommendations for Improvement. 

The data analysis revealed a number of problems with the collection and entry of marine casualty data in general, and human factors 
data in particular. The problems were discussed in terms of the requirements for an accurate and reliable database, and suggestions 
were made for addressing these problems. These problems persist a decade after the report was published. 

Personal injuries. GCMA demonstrated to the Coast Guard that countless personal injuries of lower-level mariners were not reported 
to the Coast Guard as required by existing regulations at 46 CFR §4.05-1 and §4.05-10. 

We also noted that the existing USCG regulations are far less comprehensive than regulations enforced by OSHA in most industries. 

GCMA attorneys presented evidence to a Federal District Court in Lafayette, LA, to the Department of Transportation Inspector 
General, and to Coast Guard Headquarters where a major marine employer failed to report 44 serious mariner injuries in an eight-year 
period to the Coast Guard. These injuries were serious enough for mariners to file suit in various courts – where our attorney uncovered 
the records. 

The Coast Guard Marine Safety Office failed to punish the offending company for failing to report these personal injuries. From data 
subsequently furnished by the Coast Guard, we estimated that this omission skewed the USCG personal injury statistics submitted by 
the industry during an eight-year period by approximately 25%. 

Nevertheless, the Coast Guard expressed little concern about this revelation and took no meaningful action. This leads us to the 
conclusion that our mariners cannot even count on the first step of fair treatment from cognizant Coast Guard officials. 

GCMA determined that other companies are lax in their personal injury reporting practices and that this inevitably works to the detriment 
of our mariners. The Coast Guard’s dismissal of our allegations clearly shows that that Coast Guard is neither willing nor able to enforce 
existing accident reporting regulations. 

We are also aware of a number of instances where vessel Masters filed reports with their employers but these reports were never 
forwarded to the Coast Guard within the five-day period (or ever) as required by existing regulations. 



We have seen additional cases where boat owners and their attorneys fabricated accident reports months after the accident and then 
filed them with and Coast Guard officials who accepted them. Our mariners invariably suffer when company attorneys prepare accident 
reports months after an injury occurs and when Coast Guard officials accept such reports without question. This is nothing less than 
dereliction of duty on their part. 

GCMA Petitioned the Coast Guard to allow an injured party to submit his own report to the Coast Guard if he believes the "owner, 
agent, master, operator, or person in charge" (i.e., those persons currently authorized to submit such a report) did not do so. The Coast 
Guard established Docket #USCG 2002-12580 that you can view on the Internet at http://www.dms.dot.gov. 

On July 16, 2004 the Coast Guard (G-MOA) informed us that: "The current regulation, specifically 46 CFR §4.05-1, does not set 
limitations as to who may submit a report of marine casualty. An injured party is not prohibited from making a report to the Coast 
Guard….I have determined that the appropriate action in this instance is to release a Policy Letter to ensure that proper emphasis is 
given to any casualty report submitted to the Coast Guard regardless of the source." To the best of our knowledge, the Coast Guard did 
not write such a Policy Letter. 

We respectfully disagree. We notified the Coast Guard that we are not satisfied with this solution because a mariner and his lawyer 
have much more convenient primary access to a Federal regulation rather than an obscure Coast Guard staff document as a "policy 
letter." [(1)File #GCM-56] 

In addition to our original petition filed on September 7, 2001(1) we filed an additional petition on August 8, 2002 with the U.S. 
Department of Labor seeking "Improved Record Keeping and Accident Reporting for Lower-Level Mariners." 

GCMA believes the OSHA accident and injury recording, reporting system is far superior to the Coast Guard’s system and that its 
industry-wide implementation would dramatically improve personal injury record keeping in the marine industry to the great benefit of 
our working mariners. 
GCMA Goals: We continue in our efforts to change 46 CFR §4.05-1(a)(6) to allow or to require any injured mariner to submit a report 
(i.e., USCG Form 2692) directly to the Coast Guard. However, for a permanent solution and a safeguard to both employers and 
employees, we note that 46 U.S. Code §10603 requires notifying: "…the Master or individual in charge of the vessel or other agent of 
the employer regarding any illness, disability, or injury suffered by the seaman when in service to the vessel not later than seven days 
after the date on which the illness, disability, or injury arose." There is also a statutory requirement to post a placard informing 
crewmembers of this duty. Unfortunately, this only applies to fishing industry vessels. 

Action: We ask the Coast Guard to submit a Legislative Change Proposal to Congress to extend the coverage of 46 U.S. Code 10603 
to every mariner on all classes of vessels. GCMA will ask Congress to require the Coast Guard to adopt OSHA Occupational Injuries 
and Illnesses reporting procedures (i.e., Form 300 series). 

Vessel accidents not reported. Some towing companies require their licensed officers to prepare company accident reports on 
company forms. Management then decides whether it will notify the Coast Guard on CG Form 2692 within 5 days as required. We 
discovered a number of instances where CG-2692 were never filed as required. 

We note that over the years general lack of concern over reporting accidents and personal injuries on towing vessels has not been 
conducive to generating meaningful statistics for this sector of the maritime industry. 

 57. HEARING PROTECTION 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103. Coast Guard enforcement on behalf of mariners of applicable provisions of the 
Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, 29 U.S. Code §651 to 678.] 

[Comparable regulations and guidelines: 29 CFR 1910.95, Hearing Protection; U.S. Coast Guard NVIC 12-82.] 

Noise exposure and hearing loss problems are serious problems that have called for regulatory attention since the early 1980s. 

http://www.dms.dot.gov/


Lower-level mariners working on towing vessels (and other vessels under 1,600 GRT) never received the same protections Congress 
provided other American workers under the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 and OSHA Regulations for occupational noise 
exposure. 

Although the Coast Guard was fully cognizant of IMO Resolution A.468(XII), Code of Noise Levels Aboard Ship, and even issued their 
own extensive "guidelines" in NVIC 12-82 based on that resolution, they failed to introduce comprehensive and enforceable regulations 
to protect our mariners’ hearing or even incorporate significant OSHA regulations "by reference" to protect our mariners. In over three 
decades, the Coast Guard has done nothing to protect the hearing of mariners on the nation’s towing vessels. Some of our mariners 
report conditions on some vessels are so noisy that they must wear earplugs when they sleep! 

At our request, the Coast Guard opened Docket #USCG-2003-15771 that you can view on the Internet at http://www.dms.dot.gov on 
July 28, 2003. On September 24, 2004 we received a letter from Coast Guard Captain Raymond J. Petow (G-MSE-1) that stated in 
part: "…the Coast Guard does NOT plan to initiate an isolated rulemaking on protecting mariner hearing…A more effective way to deal 
with this issue is a comprehensive rulemaking that considers the entire vessel as a system. In the case of towing vessels, recent 
legislation has created just such an opportunity." 

Action requested: We hereby request that the Coast Guard include this item in the towing vessel inspection rulemaking agenda. This 
shortcoming needs to be addressed and corrected for the health and welfare of our mariners. Even if the Coast Guard takes this first 
step for towing vessels, similar steps are necessary for other classes of vessels under 1,600 gross tons such as small passenger 
vessels and offshore supply vessels. 

Additional information appears in GCMA Report #R-349, Protecting Mariners’ Hearing. 

 58. NEED FOR CONSISTENT ENFORCEMENT OF EXISTING REGULATIONS. 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103. OSH Act of 1970.] 
[Comparable Regulations: 46 CFR Subchapters K, L &T; 29 CFR Part 1915.] 
Congress assigned the task of superintending merchant marine and the authority to do it to the U.S. Coast Guard. 

Failing to enforce existing regulations encouraged owners and operators of substandard vessels to continue to profit from violating the 
safety regulations. This seriously undercuts ethical carriers who comply with existing laws, regulations, and industry safety-management 
systems such as the Responsible Carrier Program (RCP). 

Substandard operators continue to endanger our mariners’ safety and health by providing unsafe and unhealthy workplaces and 
conditions of employment abuse our mariners. 
USCG Enforcement Replaces OSHA on towing vessels. Enforcement of laws and regulations for towing vessels came under full 
control of the U.S. Coast Guard as a result of the Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation Act of 2004. This Act effectively placed 
responsibility for enforcing occupational safety and health regulations for all towing vessels in their hands. This means that the Coast 
Guard must not only draft new towing vessel inspection regulations but also enforce OSHA standards on towing vessels. Unfortunately, 
regulators largely ignored workplace standards on towing vessels for 35 years! 

The purpose of the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 as stated by Congress was "…to provide for the general welfare, to 
assure so far as possible every working man and woman in the nation safe and healthful working conditions and to preserve our human 
resources…."(1) Our mariners who work on towing vessels expect the Coast Guard to live up to this longstanding Congressional 
declaration of purpose and policy. [(1)29 USC §651] 

Our mariners expect the Coast Guard to request the necessary inspector billets from Congress in a timely manner and then train or re-
train the number of vessel inspectors necessary to carry out a vigorous initial towing vessel inspection program. This includes long-
ignored OSHA standards. 

Company-appointed "auditors" should stay out of the inspection process beyond a role in an approved Safety Management System that 
calls upon them to train mariners or to (themselves) assist in preparing towing vessels to meet USCG inspection standards. 

http://www.dms.dot.gov/


Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) is an example of one area regulated by OSHA. Many OSHA regulations need to be 
"Incorporated by reference" into the new towing vessel inspection regulations. Two areas previously mentioned are 1) Hearing 
Protection and 2) Asbestos Removal regulations. Another Example follows: 

The Coast Guard conducted an investigation(1) into a 2003 casualty on a towing vessel(2) where a mariner was repairing a navigation 
light on a mast. The mariner climbed the mast, fastened the lanyard around the mast, leaned back supported by the safety belt and 
began working. For personal fall protection, the mariner used a body belt and a positioning lanyard taken from a storage location on the 
towing vessel. Just minutes into the repair the lanyard parted. The mariner fell to the deck approximately 40 feet below and sustained a 
broken leg, arm, ribs and contusions to his head and back. [(1)Source: USCG Safety Alert, November 5, 2003, Washington, DC. 
(2)Direct all questions related to this accident to the USCG MSO Hampton Roads, (757) 668-5540.] 

Important regulatory issues regarding the use, training, and storage of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) were discovered. 
Specifically: 
• Effective January 1, 1998, OSHA deemed body belts unacceptable for use as part of a personal fall arrest system. 

• The manufacturer's instructions for the proper use, care and inspection schedule for the body belt and positioning lanyard were not 
followed. 
• The marine employer did not adhere to the OSHA requirements of 29 CFR §1915.159 for personal fall arrest systems. 

• The marine employer did not adhere to the requirements of 29 CFR 1915.160 for positioning device systems. 

• The marine employer did not adhere to the requirements of 29 CFR 1915.152, general requirements for training and documentation. 

Investigators determined that the positioning lanyard was manufactured in November 1993. The manufacturer's instructions called for 
semi-annual inspection and removal from service no later than November 1998. 

Further investigation revealed that company policy prohibited the use of a body belt for personal fall protection and required the use of a 
full body harness; however, the vessel never was provided with a body harness and instead retained two body belts and lanyards. The 
Coast Guard could not establish that the involved individuals had been trained on their use, storage, and limitations. 

The Coast Guard stated that persons owning and operating towing vessels are required to comply with OSHA regulations concerning 
personal protective equipment (PPE) and are subject to fines for noncompliance. Owners/operators were strongly encouraged to: 

• Visit the U.S. Department of Labor website to view Directive CPL 2-1.20 - OSHA / U.S. Coast Guard Authority Over Vessels at: http: 
//www.osha.gov 

• Develop, document and provide specialized crew training which includes demonstrations to ensure familiarity with use, storage, and 
limitations of Personal Protective Equipment. 
Comment: At the time of the accident, OSHA had very limited authority over workplace safety on uninspected towing vessels. Towing 
vessels are now inspected vessels. The Coast Guard must now enforce regulations previously enforced by OSHA. The Coast Guard 
must carefully evaluate its new role in many different areas and take a "pro-active" approach to protecting the occupational safety and 
health of the mariners it superintends. Our mariners should no longer have to suffer accidental injury or death because responsibility for 
checking personal protection equipment on towing vessels now is regulated by the Coast Guard on towing vessels (and other classes of 
inspected vessels). However, Coast Guard inspectors must be trained or re-trained to enforce OSHA regulations or draft comparable 
regulations. 

 59. PROVIDE ADEQUATE FEDERAL WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION FOR MARINERS 

http://www.osha.gov/
http://www.osha.gov/


[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103; 46 U.S. Code §2114 as amended; 46 U.S. Code §3315(a)(b);33 U.S. Code §1321(b)(5) 
(FWPCA). 
[Comparable Regulations: 33 CFR §160.215] 
A mariner should receive job protection under the law if he, in good conscience, reports violations of safety regulations to company 
officials, and then if not acted upon, reports the violations to appropriate authorities in a manner that is currently provided by regulations 
in other sectors of the transportation industry. 

Section 428 of the Maritime Transportation Security Act of 2002 amended existing 46 USC 2114 to provide mariners better protection 
than was previously available. However, our mariners still need additional protection to encourage reporting of the most egregious 
violations. 

Status: 46 USC 2114 was amended in 2002, but…. 
Action: GCMA requests that Congress modestly increase the limit from $1,000 to $5,000 to cover ordinary mariner (or employer) court 
costs and attorney fees necessary to resolve problems of this nature. 

 60. NON-COMPLIANCE WITH DRUG TESTING STANDARDS 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §7704.] 
[Existing Regulations: 46 CFR Part 16 and 49 CFR Part 40.] 
While a number of mariners fail DOT-mandated drug tests, there is evidence that some employers fail to comply with program 
standards. Employers hold a position of trust in the drug-testing system. It is disturbing that being a party to such violations erodes 
support for the safety standards established by the Department of Transportation and SAMSHA. 

Action: The Coast Guard needs to address the problem by providing sanctions against employers who violate the law as well as 
mariners. Our mariners believe that Coast Guard enforcement has been one-sided. If this is an incorrect appraisal, that also needs to 
be addressed. 

The drug abuse regulations (46 CFR Part 16 and 49 CFR Part 40) represent a partnership between the Federal government and 
employers to stamp out drug abuse in the transportation industry. GCMA fully supports the intent of these regulations and has sought 
opportunities to cooperate with the Coast Guard.(1) [(1)In the following reports we explain drug regulations to mariners that most may 
never have seen before. Examples: GCMA Report #R-315, Revision 1, Drug Testing: Urine Specimen Collection; #R-315A, Drug 
Testing Regulations: The Role of the Medical Review Officer. #R-315B, Drug Testing: Refusal to Test; #R-315C, Mariner Drug Cases.] 

On January 30, 2002 convincing evidence of "pre-screening" was brought to our attention. "Pre-screening" by using non-SAMSHA drug 
labs is illegal. Bending the law gives an unethical employer an opportunity to hide a positive drug test by quashing the report from a 
non-SAMSHA lab and not notifying the Coast Guard of a "positive" test. The employer can then exploit a "pre-screened" drug abuser by 
taking advantage of him monetarily or by placing all sorts of loyalty or other restrictive demands upon him. 

In addition, certain employers warn specific vessels in advance of a "random" drug test. By doing so, employers defeat the "random" 
nature of the test and can circumvent a growing shortage of available personnel to man their vessels. This allows them to continue to 
man their vessels with drug abusers while conducting business as usual. GCMA has provided the Coast Guard with detailed testimony 
on how violations take place not only on the Gulf Coast but also on the western rivers system. 

Our mariners, especially those in the towing industry, continue to report drug abuse all around them and protest risking their licenses 
and their jobs in an environment of drugs and supported by corporate corruption. Although the Coast Guard may handle hundreds of 
drug cases administratively each year, the problem persists. 

 61. MERCHANT MARINER IDENTIFICATION AND HOMELAND SECURITY 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §7502; 7503; 7505.] 
Coast Guard regulations do not require merchant mariner documents (MMD) for crewmembers on vessels of less than 100 gross tons 
working offshore or on vessels working on inland waters. Consequently, thousands of "deckhands", unlicensed engineers, and cooks 
employed on these vessels do not have any form of Coast Guard identification. 



In the past, the Coast Guard complained about the administrative burden of credentialing large numbers of "temporary" employees 
although the agency now receives adequate "user fees" for doing so. 

For budgetary reasons, the Coast Guard did not perform FBI background checks on many licensed and/or documented mariners in the 
past. The emphasis on homeland security issues since "9/11" brought these longstanding deficiencies and administrative shortcuts to 
light. 

Unless the Coast Guard has a credential to take away from a mariner, the agency has no leverage in controlling drug and alcohol abuse 
and other unacceptable conduct by unlicensed or undocumented personnel. For this reason, it is in the interest of national security to 
require EVERY mariner to carry a federal identity credential (e.g., a Z-card/ MMD) that requires an appropriate background check to 
reveal dangerous felons, illegal immigrants, mentally disturbed individuals, and drug and alcohol abusers both to protect the homeland 
as well as to help stabilize the workforce. 

Requiring every person working on a commercial vessel (including all towing vessels) to have a merchant mariner document (MMD) 
should identify the workforce and help secure our seaports. 

 62. RETRIEVING A MAN OVERBOARD. (Also see Items #10, #12, and #72 in this report.) 

[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §3306; 3307.] 
[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR §133.135, Rescue Boats (and rescue platforms). 46 CFR §133.140. 46 CFR §180.210. 46 CFR 
§31.36 and go to 46 CFR Table 199.10(a) that already applies to inspected tank barges.] 

Situation: The most common type of fatality in the towing industry is a fall overboard from either a barge or a towboat. 

The AWO/USCG Quality Action Team (QAT) Report on Deck Crew Safety in the Inland Towing Industry dated Dec. 30, 1996 states in 
part: "The study found that during the ten-year period, 1985-1994, the inland towing industry experienced an average annualized fatality 
rate of 68 deaths per 100,000 employees, with vessel employees classified as deck crew incurring the highest fatality rate. The study 
further found that nearly 71% of all inland sector fatalities resulted from falls overboard; that these falls occurred from both barges and 
towing vessels in roughly equal numbers; and that significantly higher fatality rates were found in the younger, less experienced 
population of workers." 

The QAT report included several appendices including Appendix E: Best Practices. While there was an emphasis on crewmembers 
wearing "safety apparel" such as work vests, 
Falls from towing vessels. Many towing vessels present difficult physical obstacles to retrieving a person overboard from the water. 
Time is of the essence especially when cold water is involved. Physical obstacles include but are not limited to: 

• high bulwarks and fenders hanging on the side of the towing vessel. 
• the lack of a requirement for a suitable boarding ladder or "rescue platform" comparable to those used on offshore supply vessels. 

• no requirements for a suitable rescue boat. (See Items #10 & #77). 
• the limited number of crewmembers available or physically fit to haul a man back over the gunwale, especially on smaller two-man 
boats. 
• the weight of the person who fell overboard 
• the inability to easily maneuver the boat restricted by its tow or to launch a small rescue boat quickly. 

• ring life buoys can only be thrown a relatively short distance and that need to be replaced by handier retrieval devices like the 
"personal retriever" invented by a former USCG Master Chief Boatswains Mate. 

To overcome many of these obstacles, a suitable mechanical means of recovery may need to be installed on certain towing vessels to 
assist with retrieval of a man overboard.. "Jacob’s Cradle" and "Life Sling" are two such devices assisted by block and tackle that are 
available commercially. 



Falls from uninspected barges. Installing throw-able lifesaving devices on barges never appeared on the USCG/AWO quality action 
team report. 
Unmanned cargo barges come in various sizes. However, the Coast Guard is not required to inspect most dry cargo and deck barges 
numbering in the thousands. 
As uninspected vessels, these barges are supposed to be "regulated" by OSHA but seldom if ever are inspected. However, OSHA’s 
existing regulations do not result in any meaningful oversight that protects our mariners against workplace hazards on these barges. 

If an accident occurs, it may be reportable to OSHA. Even a civil penalty for workplace hazards brings little comfort to a mariner or his 
loved ones after a serious or fatal accident occurs. 

By and large, the industry’s treatment of its injured mariners is often deplorable.  
There is currently no regulatory requirement for barge owners to maintain lifesaving equipment on an unmanned barge. In light of the 
fact that towing vessel crewmembers work on these barges, make and break tows, handle lines, pump and clear decks of debris, each 
barge owner should be required to install and maintain two throwable flotation lifesaving devices on each end of each uninspected, 
unmanned barge. One such device should be installed on each end of the barge available and ready for use at all times to retrieve a 
man overboard and the availability and condition of each device should be checked regularly. 

The most common size barge is 195 feet long by 35 feet wide. If a man falls overboard from a tow, the nearest throwable lifesaving 
device may be on the towboat itself and may be more than 200 feet away. 

Action: Carrying suitable approved devices of this nature should be required as part of every towing vessel and unmanned barge’s 
lifesaving equipment, especially in light of the number of falls overboard. The "approval process" may need adjustment so that the 
Coast Guard can bring innovative devices aboard commercial vessels to enhance the safety of our mariners. 

Captain Larry Brudnicki (USCG, Retired) brought a number of these devices to the attention of the Coast Guard, TSAC, AWO and 
Members of Congress. 

 63. PROVIDE WORKABLE LINE-HANDLING STANDARDS. 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §3306; 6101.] 
[Comparable Regulations: 46 CFR §131.920; §131.925.] 
Request industry consensus standards for mooring lines for barges and determine whether they are safe and reasonable. Draft 
regulations enforcing those standards that will (inter alia) determine: 

 who is responsible for providing a suitable number of mooring lines of sufficient quality when tying off barges to prevent 
breakaways. 

 how much line (or how many of these lines) each towing vessel must carry. 
To avoid mariner injuries, establish recognized mooring line and tow-line handling standards that are reasonable in terms of these 
factors among others: 

 the weight and handling characteristics of fiber line (both wet and dry) and wire, 
 the number of deck crewmembers assigned by the vessel’s Certificate of Inspection that are available to handle mooring lines 

or wires on each watch. Do not expect to utilize off-duty personnel (e.g., a "call watch") except in a bona fide emergency. 

 the vessel’s installed fittings, and 
 the presence or absence of suitable line handling equipment . 

Establish industry standards for mooring lines for barges as to who is responsible for providing a suitable number and the quality of the 
mooring lines when tying off barges to prevent breakaways. 

 64. CREW CHANGES WITHOUT VIOLATING THE 12-HOUR RULE. (Also see Item #67) 

[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §8104(a) & (h).] 
[Comparable Regulations: 49 CFR §228.7.] 
[Additional information on this topic is available in GCMA Report #R-346, Revision 3, Work-Hour Abuse, Whistleblower Protection 
and "Deadhead" Transportation on our internet website] 

http://gulfcoastmariners.org/r-documents/r346.htm
http://gulfcoastmariners.org/r-documents/r346.htm


Regulations must outlaw crew changes that require one of the licensed officers to work over 12-hours in any consecutive 24-hour period 
for any reason except a bona fide shipboard emergency. This practice is illegal and requires modification in the interest of safety for our 
mariners and the public. 

Example: Coast Guard investigators found the Master violated the 12-hour rule because he failed to obtain 6 hours of rest "off-duty" 
before taking control of the M/V ROBERT Y. LOVE that was involved in the accident the following morning.(1) The accident took 14 lives 
and cost taxpayers over $30,000,000. [(1)Refer to MISLE Activity #1635967: MISLE Case #156409, pgs. 47, 48. GCMA File #M-275)] 

USCG ignored complaints at the highest level. Other mariner associations attempted to inform the Coast Guard at the highest level 
about flaws in existing towing industry practices that force our mariners to work outside the protections of the law. Regrettably, the 
Coast Guard took no action on this matter for the past 10 years! 

Mariners explained the problem clearly. On October 22, 1996, the American Inland Mariners Association (AIM) wrote to Vice Admiral 
James Card and clearly explained the problem cited in this section fully expecting him to take corrective action. The practice cited in this 
letter continues today. Violation of the 12-hour rule, namely 46 U.S.Code § 8104(a) played a part in the Webber Falls I-40 bridge allision 
that claimed 14 lives in May 2002. 

 
Dear Admiral Card, 
In a recent conversation with a colleague, we discussed certain practices in the inland towing industry that I wanted to share with you. 
Since I do not know the depth of your personal knowledge of industry practices, please do not be offended if you already know about 
this practice. 

The practice I will explain deals with watchkeeping on uninspected towing vessels and how a Captain is relieved at the end of his tour of 
duty on a vessel. It is a widely used practice for owner/operators of towing vessels to crew their vessels on a "2 for 1" basis. This is 
simply a rotation such as 14 days on and 7 days off or possibly 30 days on and 15 days off. 

Rotating pilothouse crews in this manner involves using only three employees dedicated to the control of the vessel, (i.e, a Captain, a 
Relief Captain, and a Pilot). Only two are physically present on the vessel with the third on his time-off ashore. The Captain is the senior 
individual of the vessel and is so designated by the company. The Relief Captain performs the same duties as the Captain in his 
absence during time off. The Relief Captain fills the after-watch position and serves as Pilot when the Pilot is on time-off. The Pilot 
normally only fills the after-watch position and is usually the least experienced individual in control of the vessel. 

The main problem with this widely used system is that it clearly violates the law regulating maximum work-hour limitations for 
operators of uninspected towing vessels. 46 USC 8104(h) states that an individual licensed as OUTV(1) may not work (even 
voluntarily) more than 12 hours in a consecutive 24-hour period. [(1)OUTV = Operator of Uninspected Towing Vessel. New terminology 
now refers to Masters and Mates/Pilots of Towing Vessels.] 

Perhaps it is necessary to explain this system in greater depth. When the Captain and the Relief Captain are sailing on the vessel 
together, and the Captain gets off the vessel, the Relief Captain must change watches. This normally means that the Relief Captain 
must move from the after-watch to the forward-watch. Incidentally and traditionally, he moves his personal belonging to the Captain's 
quarters (with a bigger bed)! However, this means this individual inevitably has to work in excess of the regulatory 12-hour limit on the 
day of the crew change. This may happen once every 15 days. Considering that the Pilot normally only works the "after-watch" and the 
Captain works the "forward-watch" it is only the Relief Captain that violates the law. This clearly is an accident waiting to happen. 



As an example, the Captain of a towing vessel serves thirty days onboard the vessel. He is relieved by the regular Pilot of the vessel at 
0630 on a given morning. Considering the Captain only worked 30 minutes of the first watch of the day it is now necessary for the Relief 
Captain to change watches and assume the duties as Captain of the vessel. He will work 17½ hours in this 24-hour period: 6 hours from 
0001 to 0600 as the Pilot, 5½ hours from 0630 to 1200, and an additional 6 hours from 1800 to 2400 serving as the Captain of the 
vessel. 

I was told by a company representative that this work hour violation could be alleviated in several ways if the Captain split the additional 
5½ hours by "working over" before getting off the boat since he would no longer have to stand a watch, or he could stand all of the 
remaining 5½ hours. One of the two licensed operators of the towing vessel still would have to violate 46 USC 8104(h) in order to 
complete this crew change. 

Given the towing industry's deeply rooted premise that this system has always existed, why should they change their ways now? In 
searching for answers, we need to consider the safety aspects of operating a towing vessel for up to 18 hours a day without adequate 
relief and still comply with 46 USC 8104(a). I think it is also fair to assume the industry as a whole has always known this system 
violated the intent of the regulations governing watch keeping on uninspected towing vessels. 

I suggest that the industry as a whole needs to address this obvious snubbing of U.S. Code requirements, if it truly hopes to address the 
root causes of human error relative to fatigue as we move into the 21st century. Perhaps this topic should be reviewed by the National 
Steering Committee for PTP or as an issue in the "Licensing and Manning for Officers of Towing Vessels" as it relates to adequate 
manning issues. 

Very truly yours, 
Capt John R. Sutton, President 
American Inland Mariners Association 
 
Licensed mariners often have to travel long distances to meet their boat. Often, they are expected to take over the watch as soon as 
they arrive on location, and likely violate 46 U.S. Code §8104(a) requiring an officer to be "…off duty for at least 6 hours within the 12 
hours immediately before leaving." 

GCMA petitioned the Coast Guard on April 18, 2002 asking for a change in Coast Guard Policy Letter #G-MOC 04-00 that travel time 
en route to joining a vessel be counted as "on-duty" time rather than "neutral time" as is current policy. This would prevent the towing 
vessel from leaving port (or the dock) with a fatigued mariner in charge of the watch. This is a reasonable step, required by statute, for 
the safety of the licensed mariner, other crewmembers, the vessel, its tow, other users of the waterway, waterfront infrastructure, and to 
protect health and safety of the public. In this petition, we pointed out that "neutral time" was not defined anywhere in the policy letter. 
We pointed out that Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) regulations at 49 CFR §228.7 counted travel time en route to any movement 
connected with the train as "on duty" time and pointed out similarities between the modes of transportation. 

The Coast Guard established Docket #USCG-2002-13594zip. for our petition that can be viewed on the Internet at 
http://www.dms.dot.gov. They then assigned it to the Towing Safety Advisory Committee for further consideration. It still remains under 
consideration by a TSAC working group with no action being taken to date. 

Action: We request that the Coast Guard draft a regulation based upon our petition to suitably enforce this statute with the cited FRA 
regulation as a possible model. 

 65. WORK-HOUR LIMITATIONS FOR ALL UNLICENSED CREWMEMBERS. 
[Applicable Statutes: None.] 
In reviewing existing regulations, it is clear that the Coast Guard does not prescribe any work-hour limits for unlicensed individuals such 
as deckhands, tankermen and unlicensed engineers on inland towing vessels and other small commercial vessels. Nor does it appear 
that this issue was of enough concern to the Coast Guard over the past 32 years to initiate a Legislative Change Proposal. 

http://www.dms.dot.gov/


The American Waterways Operators’ Responsible Carrier Program (RCP) recommends that their member companies not work 
unlicensed individuals more than 15 hours a day – a figure GCMA finds unreasonable and unacceptable. Consequently, we petitioned 
the Coast Guard to prescribe a reasonable number of working hours for these mariners on all vessels, not only inland towing vessels. 
Details of our request appear in Docket #USCG-2002-12579zip. at http://www.dms.dot.gov. 

The Coast Guard replied on December 2, 2002 in part: "Research conducted by the Coast Guard Headquarters legal staff revealed that 
the Coast Guard lacks the requisite statutory authority to generate regulations addressing work hours for unlicensed mariners working 
aboard uninspected towing vessels. Based on this, the Coast Guard cannot initiate a rulemaking project." 

"Understanding that the Coast Guard lacks specific regulatory authority to carry out this rulemaking petition, you have requested that we 
seek a Legislative Change Proposal (LCP) to provide for work-hour restrictions for unlicensed crewmembers serving aboard 
uninspected towing vessels. During the normal course of our LCP evaluation cycle, we will consider whether to include your particular 
request. However, it must be mentioned that we need to be extremely selective in choosing the LCPs (to) go forward. We must consider 
the resource implications as well as other stakeholders and agencies and, frankly, the likelihood that our request will succeed. Please 
keep in mind that you may pursue such requests on your own..." 

The Coast Guard did NOT include our request in their Legislative Change Proposal. On December 11, 2002 we formally requested the 
U.S. Department of Labor to review their regulations to see if they had any work-hour limits in their regulations. On January 29, 2003 
they informed us no such regulations existed. 

Since unrestricted work-hours are unsafe and serve to abuse our working mariners, on February 14, 2003 GCMA formally petitioned 
Congress to look into this issue.(1) 
At the Towing Safety Advisory Committee meeting on March 16, 2005, a GCMA Director advised the Committee that, based on 
extensive contacts from mariners in the field, this policy contributed to the high turnover and increasing shortage of unlicensed 
personnel in the towing industry. [(1)Refer to GCMA Report #R-350, Issue #4.] 

Action: We hereby request that the Coast Guard have their counsel determine whether the Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation 
Act of 2004, and especially provisions of §415 to inspect towing vessels, now give them the authority to regulate hours of service and 
vessel manning for these mariners on towing vessels. If not, we ask the Coast Guard to include this in their next Legislative Proposal to 
Congress or formally notify our Association as to their reasons for not doing so. 

 66. Prevent The Coast Guard From Appealing An Adverse Decision By An Administrative Law Judge. 

Our petition and supporting documents appear in Docket #USCG-2002-12578 zip* filed on July 16, 2001 and accessible on the Internet 
at http://www.dms.dot.gov. 
On July 13, 2004 we received a reply from the Coast Guard (G-MOA-1) denying our request. 

Additional information appears in GCMA Report #R-315C (The "Captain Ken" case). 
Action: Case closed. We encourage concerned attorneys to reexamine this matter on behalf of their clients. 

 68. ADOPT UNIFORM NO SMOKING POLICIES 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103, marine safety and seaman’s welfare.] 
Many mariners serving on small commercial vessels report that they are deeply concerned about their health because they are 
surrounded by an atmosphere of second-hand cigarette smoke 24-hours per day, sometimes for weeks on end. 

Although most mariners on larger vessels have their own staterooms, central air conditioning systems often re-circulate the air 
throughout the boat. Consequently, second-hand tobacco smoke from the pilothouse, lounge and galley pervades the entire boat. 

http://www.dms.dot.gov/
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The Coast Guard enforce this policy in regulating their own personnel as follows: "Smoking in any Coast Guard floating unit, aircraft, or 
vehicle is prohibited except on weather decks of Coast Guard vessels (small boats and cutters)." 

In response to our inquiry they also stated that: "The Coast Guard does not currently regulate health-related smoking in the commercial 
industry and there are no plans to do so. The Coast Guard regulations regarding smoking on commercial vessels are generally for fire 
prevention purposes…" 

Our mariners live and work in confined and enclosed spaces 24-hours per day. Re-circulated and unfiltered air has the potential for 
creating an unhealthy environment. Our mariners are well informed about the dangers of second-hand smoke and the Surgeon 
General’s reports on smoking.(1) The policy the Coast Guard enforces on its own vessels contributes to the health and safety of their 
men and is a reasonable policy that accommodates both smokers and non-smokers. We seek a comparable policy backed by an 
appropriate regulation to protect our mariners. [(1)Refer to GCMA Report #R-341, Smoking and your Health Afloat.] 

Many employers have smoking policies that parallel the Coast Guard’s policy although mariners report that company enforcement is 
unpredictable and spotty at best with no opportunity provided for appeal. This is an area where employers should have taken the lead. It 
might have been helpful if the American Waterways Operators adopted a similar policy in the personnel section of its Responsible 
Carrier Program and used its member companies to enforce it. 

Since few lower-level mariners belong to a union and have no power to bring about change within the company they work for, this is 
now a workplace safety and health issue and lies in the domain of the Coast Guard to resolve. 

The Coast Guard clearly recognizes both the health and safety issues of smoking. To date, they have not assisted in resolving this 
issue. Local ordinances offer no protection to our mariners nor do many companies. We asked the 108th Congress(1) to require 
employers to protect the health of their workers in the maritime workplace that also serves as their living quarters – using the Coast 
Guard’s own policy that govern its own personnel as a guideline. [(1)Refer to GCMA Report #R-350, Revision 2, Item 11, Mariners Seek 
Help From Congress on Safety Related Problems.] 

Action: GCMA will redouble its efforts in the 109th Congress for statutory relief to improve the health and welfare of our mariners. 

 69. DISCRIMINATION AGAINST MARINERS 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §10320; Abuse of 15 U.S. Code §1681b of the Fair Credit Reporting Act.] 

Discrimination against mariners can take many forms: 
(1) .Sea Service Letters. Unfairly denying a mariner a discharge or sea service letter for time served on a vessel. 

Status: On December 1, 2004 the Coast Guard (G-MSO) stated that it was preparing a 2005 Legislative Change Proposal for 
Congress’ consideration that would "…mandate that all commercial vessels maintain accurate records of sea service, and to require 
that all commercial vessels make these sea service records available to the mariner and Coast Guard upon request. 

Action: An existing statute, 46 U.S. Code §10320 has loopholes that must be resolved. The Coast Guard (G-MSO) offered to add this 
to an upcoming Legislative Change Proposal that would apply to all mariners. On May 23, 2005 we learned that this was proposed as 
§208 of the Coast Guard Authorization Act of 2005. 

(2). Blacklisting Mariners. Unfairly blacklisting a mariner and destroying his career without just cause and without notifying him of this 
action. This impairs a mariner’s capacity to get another job. 

Status: GCMA requested minor modifications to a provision of the Fair Credit Reporting Act through letters to members of the House 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade and Consumer Protection in the 108th Congress. 

Action: We will pursue this issue again in the 109th Congress. 
(3). Denying Unemployment Compensation. Unfairly denying a mariner state unemployment compensation by making false 
allegations when his services are no longer required. 



 70. PILOTHOUSE VISIBILITY STANDARDS. 
[Applicable Statute: 46 U.S. Code §3306.] 
[Comparable regulations: The Coast Guard already promulgates pilothouse visibility regulations that pertain to each of these specific 
classes of vessels. 

 Tank Vessels (46 CFR §32.16). 
 Passenger Vessels (46 CFR §72.04). 
 Cargo and Miscellaneous Vessels (46 CFR §92.03). 
 Offshore Supply Vessels (46 CFR §127.410 – .430). 
 Small Passenger Vessels (46 CFR §§116.1030 & 177.1030).] 

Action Requested: Our mariners expect new towing vessel regulations to be drafted in this area reflecting upon the obvious need for 
adequate visibility to safely pilot towing vessels and their tows. 
The Coast Guard tells us: "…There is currently no regulatory standard in place defining a minimum forward visibility standard for 
uninspected towing vessels pushing barges which my office can readily enforce" according to LCDR P.E. Dittman, Commanding Officer, 
MSU Baton Rouge, LA, in a letter dated July 23, 2003. Our mariners expect that new regulatory standards will address these problems 
outlined below. 

Glazing materials. Since towing vessels are now inspected vessels, they must be required to meet recognized glazing standards(1) by 
using safety glazing materials in pilothouse windows that will not break into dangerous fragments if fractured. 

Standards for new and replacement windows must also require using untinted glass that does not distort the color of navigation lights 
on other vessels and aids to navigation. [(1)Refer to ANSI standard Z 26.1-1977 with 1980 supplement.] 

Transparency. There must also be a regulatory requirement to provide appropriate heaters, defrosters, clear-view screens and 
windshield wipers on towing vessels in addition the proper glazing material and windshield protection. 

General Visibility & Height of Eye. There are no enforceable general visibility, height of eye or forward visibility regulations for towing 
vessels although there have been a number of fatalities where tows have run over recreational boats and other vessels and fixed 
objects. 

Additional information is available in GCMA Report #R-275, Revision 3, Navigation Bridge Visibility. 

 71. Actively Enforce OSHA Requirements. (Consolidated with Item #58) 
 72. INSPECT DRY CARGO BARGES FOR WORKPLACE SAFETY. 

[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103. 12102; 12103.] 
[Comparable Regulations: 33 CFR §207.180; 46 CFR Parts 67 & 69.].] 
Each year a number of mariners fall overboard from or otherwise injure themselves while working on dry cargo and other barges that 
are not subject to USCG inspection. Our mariners report that the barge owners maintain some of these barges in deplorable condition. 
Many barges do not have basic lifesaving equipment such as ring buoys and retrieval lines in reasonable proximity to rescue a man 
overboard. 

Our mariners must work on these barges while they are in an unsafe condition and in need of repairs. Many of these barges pass 
unchallenged through U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ locks and other facilities in an unsafe condition. When the barges leak, our 
mariners often are required to enter rusted tanks, possibly deficient in oxygen, and perform emergency pumping and repairs to keep the 
barge afloat. 



GCMA is also concerned that these dilapidated barges threaten the waterway infrastructure funded with tax dollars when they break 
away from docks and fleeting facilities. They also threaten the flow of commerce through these facilities when they sink and block the 
waterway or are simply abandoned by their owners. Congress recognized that removing remains of discarded and sunken barges as a 
significant national problem.(1) [(1)Refer to the Abandoned Barge Act of 1992, 46 USC §§4701 to 4705 and Docket #USCG-1998-3798. 
The USCG has had a rulemaking project in the works since 1994 to "number" undocumented barges. That project made little headway. 
While the USCG regularly inspects tank barges, their regulatory inertia speaks volumes about their lack of concern about "uninspected" 
barges they are not required to inspect. This inertia directly and adversely affects our mariners.] 

Some barges used to haul pulpwood, wood chips, and rocks are in especially deplorable physical condition. Many of these barges 
previously were retired from the grain, coal or other dry-product trades. Many of these barges leak and, in some cases the cargo box is 
the only part of the barge that keeps these battered barges afloat. When the wing tanks, bow and stern voids fill with river and/or 
rainwater, the barge lists to one side or the bow or stern rides low in the water. 

On many barges, the hatch covers or manholes are left open or are entirely missing. Many manhole covers accessing wing tanks and 
void areas remain unsecured and give way when stepped on. Some hatch or manhole covers remain open and in plain view of 
lockmasters and Coast Guard patrol boats. Mariners often enter these tanks and make temporary repairs (i.e., "shingling") just to keep 
the barges afloat. They often work with primitive tools, inadequate lighting, and without reference to OSHA confined space entry 
procedures or other common workplace safety procedures. 
The lockmasters and other USACE personnel often do not emerge from their control houses to view the tows that transit their locks. 
However, USACE regulations at 33 CFR 207.180 reinforce our contention that vessels in a sinking condition shall not be permitted to 
enter locks and approach channels and that lockmasters have sufficient authority to monitor the situation and prevent this from 
happening – if encouraged by their supervisors to do so! 

There are a litany of unresolved and ineffectively regulated problems including: 
 Lack of maintenance; 

Open or unsecured hatches;  
•  Spilled cargo on deck; 
•  Absence of anti-skid deck coatings to provide secure footing; Ice and snow on deck in the winter months; and 
  

 The absence of construction standards to eliminate narrow walkways with tripping hazards that make it extremely dangerous for 
anyone walking along the sides of these barges. 

 Injuries and death from falls overboard occur while moving pumps, hoses, towing rigging, lights, depth sounders, etc. under 
these dangerous conditions. 

 A joint Coast Guard/AWO "Quality Action Team report in 1996 shows that falls overboard from barges are common. However, 
the "best practice" of painting deck surfaces with non-skid paint remains unfulfilled as long as the barges remain "uninspected." 

(1) [(1) One of the toothless "recommendations" of the 1996 USCG/AWO Quality Action Team Report. 

Slips and falls on barges cause death and gruesome crushing injuries that the victims’ families must deal with when the towing 
companies and barge lines are allowed to turn a deaf ear to these safety issues. 

Dry cargo barges, and even some manned barges, still remain as uninspected vessels. Although workplace safety on these 
uninspected vessels falls to the Occupational Safety and Health Administration under DOL Directive CPL2-1.20, the Coast Guard rather 
than OSHA has the waterborne transportation (e.g., patrol boats) and presence on the waterway necessary to board these vessels and 
check for workplace safety issues before our mariners are injured and killed. Consequently, GCMA maintains that workplace inspection, 
safety regulation, and proper maintenance of all barges must become a Coast Guard rather than an OSHA function. 

Congress must give the USCG authority to inspect and regulate all barges since the Coast Guard never sought this authority with a 
Legislative Change Proposal. 



In the meantime (as an interim measure), Title 33, U. S. Code §3315 requires a licensed officer to "point out defects and imperfections 
known to the individual in matters subject to regulation and inspection." It also protects the mariner’s name from disclosure. Licensed 
officers on inspected towing vessels should report dangerous workplace conditions on uninspected barges to the Coast Guard. The 
Coast Guard should either immediately investigate or have OSHA act on such conditions to protect our mariners. 

While OSHA’s regulatory compliance procedures can be applied to uninspected barges, the barges must be tracked and located before 
the first remedial steps can be taken. OSHA inspectors do not have boats to access these barges. Our experience shows that this 
process (as described below) is not capable of effectively protecting our mariners.  

"OSHA's complaint process allows for anonymous and formal notices of hazards. OSHA evaluates each complaint to determine how it 
can be handled best – an off site investigation or an on-site inspection. Workers who would like an on-site inspection must submit a 
written request. Workers who complain have the right to have their names withheld from their employers, and OSHA will not reveal this 
information. At least one of the following eight criteria must be met for OSHA to conduct an on-site inspection: 

1. A written, signed complaint by a current employee or employee representative with enough detail to enable OSHA to determine that a 
violation or danger likely exists that threatens physical harm or that an imminent danger exists; 

2. An allegation that physical harm has occurred as a result of the hazard and that it still exists; 
3. A report of an imminent danger; 

4. A complaint about a company in an industry covered by one of OSHA's local or national emphasis programs or a hazard targeted by 
one of these programs; 
5. Inadequate response from an employer who has received information on the hazard through a phone/fax investigation;. 

6. A complaint against an employer with a past history of egregious, willful or failure-to-abate OSHA citations within the past three 
years; 
7. Referral from a whistle blower investigator; or 
8. Complaint at a facility scheduled for or already undergoing an OSHA inspection. 
Status: Although uninspected barges remain an OSHA problem as far as worker safety is concerned, Congress assigned the 
uncompleted task of identifying abandoned barges to the Coast Guard. 

Action: GCMA believes it is reasonable for Congress to bring all barges under USCG numbering, identification and inspection to 
provide a safe workplace for the merchant mariners who must work on these barges in light of the many injuries and falls from 
uninspected barges, some of which are fatal. 

 73. HORSEPOWER CALCULATIONS 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103; 3205;3306; 3307.] 
[Comparable Regulations: 46 CFR Parts 126 & 176.] 
The Coast Guard never issued Certificates of Inspection (COI) to towing vessels in domestic service. Consequently, the Coast Guard 
currently has no control over the assertions that a boat owner may make concerning the horsepower of his vessel. Nevertheless, there 
are places and occasions where towing vessel horsepower is an important factor in regulating the size of tows both in specific locations 
(such as Vessel Traffic Centers) and under hazardous river conditions.(1) [(1)Refer to GCMA Report #R-340, Oversize and Overloaded 
Tows Cause Safety Problems.] 

Unfortunately, boat owners often use "horsepower" as a sales tool and adjust it upward to secure a job or a better day-rate for the 
vessel or to skirt safety restrictions imposed during high water on river routes. 

For safety reasons that affect the public, public works, and public policy, the towing industry needs effective regulations to report vessel 
horsepower with uniformity. These regulations must capture a vessel’s true horsepower to promulgate other effective and meaningful 
regulations where necessary to better match towing vessel size to the job the vessel must perform. Whatever the definition of true 
horsepower turns out to be, it must allow a fair comparison between the installed horsepower of different towing vessels. In this regard, 
the "voluntary" approach the Coast Guard uses to report vessel horsepower is doomed to failure in the towing industry. 



At the September 2004 TSAC meeting, GCMA presented this problem statement for consideration by TSAC: 

Background: The GCMA Towing Horsepower Committee submitted GCMA Report #R-400 on Towing Vessel Horsepower after one of 
its members presented a report titled Oversize and Overloaded Tows (GCMA Report #R-391) at the TSAC Spring 2004. GCMA 
distributed Report #R-400 to TSAC in advance of its fall 2004 meeting. 

Both reports (#R-391 & #R-400) provide factual background material discussing various aspects of the horsepower problem. TSAC 
previously addressed the problem in 1994-95. Report #R-400, pages 7 - 16 reproduce the original TSAC report and offer comments by 
experienced mariners of the GCMA Towing Horsepower Committee for consideration by TSAC. 

Action: Our mariners expect new towing vessel regulations to specify in detail the means of reporting vessel horsepower on a towing 
vessel’s Certificate of Inspection. 

 74. ELIMINATE THE "LONG LOOPHOLE" 
[Applicable Statute: 46 U.S. Code §8905(b). Congressional action is required to repeal this statute.] 

[Comparable Regulation: 46 U.S. Code §15.610(a).] 
46 U.S. Code §8904(a) requires towing vessels at least 26 feet in length to "…be operated by an individual licensed by the Secretary to 
operate that type of vessel in the particular geographic area, under prescribed regulations." New licensing regulations were put in place 
in 2001 and will be in full force by May 21, 2006. 

Unfortunately, 46 USC §8905(b) exists as a special interest "loophole" put in place over 30 years ago to relieve the offshore mineral and 
oil (M&O) industry from using licensed towing vessel masters. 

The "loophole" was a response to legitimate educational concerns existing in the mid-1970s. The industry trade association (OMSA) 
speculated that many tugboat captains would be unable to pass a written examination. That temporarily threatened to disrupt the 
offshore oil industry. 

Today the vast majority of towing vessel officers are properly licensed. The Coast Guard offered oral exams for the existing functionally 
illiterate candidates that were otherwise qualified to hold a license. 

The "loophole" is no longer necessary for the industry nor is it desirable. Allowing this "loophole" to continue to exist is unfair to a vast 
majority of mariners who worked within the licensing system for years. 

More important, however, is that this loophole allows certain employers to abuse the "12-hour rule." 

46 U.S. Code §8104(h) (i.e., the 12-hour rule) specifically applies to towing vessels. However, the "loophole" at 46 U.S. Code §8905(b) 
exempts towing vessels in the mineral and oil (M&O) industry. Therefore, the Coast Guard interprets that §8904 (i.e., the 12-hour rule) 
cannot not apply to this large group of M&O towing vessels either. 

Example(1): The M/V CROSBY STAR, a 105-foot tugboat proceeding at a speed of 10.5 knots on a clear night between two oilfield 
locations rammed a manned platform in the Gulf of Mexico at South Marsh Island Block 36A on March 18, 2003. The accident caused 
approximately $780,000 damage to the vessel and the platform and caused the pipeline to the platform to shut down. 

The mate operating the vessel had a valid license and was on duty between 13.5 and 15 hours within the preceding 24 hours. However, 
for the Coast Guard to have the jurisdiction to suspend or revoke the mate’s license for falling asleep on watch and endangering the 
lives of the crew of his vessel and those on the production platform the mate must first be operating under the authority of his license.(2). 
The "Long Loophole" at 46 USC §8905(b) prevented the Coast Guard’s MSO investigators from proceeding directly against the 
mariner’s license or seeking a civil penalty against the company. The mariner by his inattention had placed the lives of his fellow 
crewmembers and the workers on the platform in danger. [(1)Enforcement activity #1777070 (2)46 CFR 5.57] 



Apparently, the existing statutes do not protect a licensed officer serving on a towing vessel in the M&O industry from working beyond 
12 hours. Nor do the statutes and regulations protect the crewmembers on his vessel if the officer on watch falls asleep from fatigue 
and crashes into another vessel or fixed object. The fact that a towing vessel officer has a license or not does not matter since the 
current interpretation of the statutes for towing vessels engaged in the M&O industry does not require a licensed officer to be anywhere 
near the towing vessel. 

Another point to consider is that the freedom to use unlicensed towing vessel operators is an open invitation to persons with drug, 
alcohol, and criminal convictions who may (or may not) have previous experience on towing vessels to take charge of such a vessel 
and endanger its crew. This is both unreasonable in light of current homeland security concerns and unfair to mariners who work within 
the bounds of the licensing system. 

Action: GCMA urges the 109th Congress to repeal 46 USC §8905(b) and eliminate the "Long Loophole." 

 75. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE. 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103; 3306; 3307; 3308. §415 of the Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation Act of 2004 that 
amends by addition a new 46 U.S. Code §3306(j)] 
[Comparable Regulations: 46 CFR Part 8 (Safety Management Systems.] 
The Coast Guard has no specific regulations that require a preventive maintenance program for (towing vessels). Such a program 
belongs as a required part of a Safety Management System subject to Coast Guard oversight. 

In one of its accident reports,(1) the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) pointed out: "Because no authority other than the 
Coast Guard exercises oversight over (towing vessels)…the Coast Guard should require that companies operating (towing vessels) 
develop and implement a preventive maintenance program for all systems affecting the safe operation of their vessels, including the hull 
and the mechanical and electrical systems." 

"A requirement to develop and implement such (a) program should not be burdensome to vessel operators who already have them in 
place. Only substandard operators would not have such programs in place. Without an ongoing preventive maintenance program, 
substandard operators can continue to operate substandard vessels and in so doing, place the public at risk." [(1)NTSB/MAR-04/01, 
p.36,37. Recommendation #M-02-5. GCMA File #M-519.] 

The federal regulators of other transportation modes recognize the importance of preventive maintenance to the safety of their 
operations and require that operators have a systematic program for performing inspections and maintenance as follows: 

 The Federal Aviation Administration has promulgated for all airplane operators comprehensive maintenance requirements, 
which include provisions for inspections, repairs, and preventive maintenance. 

The federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration requires that every motor carrier systematically inspect, repair, and maintain…all 
motor vehicles subject to its control.  

•  The Federal Railroad Administration has extensive inspection and maintenance requirements for locomotives, train cars, crossing 
signals, and tracks. 
  

76. Over-Reliance On USCG Accident Statistics. (Consolidated with Item #56.) 
 77. RESCUE BOAT & TRAINING (Also see Item #10). 

[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103; 2104; 3306; 3307; 3703.] 
[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR §125.160; 46 CFR §133.135; 46 CFR §133.140; 46 CFR §133.160; 46 CFR §180.210. 46 CFR 
§160.056.] 
Most inland and river towing vessels already carry a small boat used for general purposes that range from painting to carrying lines 
ashore, to making crew changes. 
Our mariners believe that the small boat (called a skiff, yawl, jo-boat, rowboat, dinghy, rescue boat, pirogue, etc – henceforth: "boat") is 
taken for granted by both employers and mariners. Our mariners expect the Coast Guard to draft suitable regulations to ensure that our 
mariners are suitably protected when using this "boat." 

This boat must be adaptable to many different conditions and situations dependent upon the vessel’s route as it will appear on the 
vessel’s initial Certificate of Inspection. 



Purpose: The purpose of this boat is to prevent the loss of life from falls overboard and/or common "boating" accidents. A secondary 
purpose is to allow towing vessel crews to assist recreational boaters in emergency situations. 

The possible availability of a barge(s) in tow as an "evacuation site" for mariners fleeing a burning towboat should not be considered 
when outfitting a towing vessel. 
These factors must be considered when approving existing small boats as well as new boats purchased for use on any towing vessel: 

• The boat must be suitable for 3 people, e.g., 2 crewmembers plus one survivor. 
• The boat must be stable enough and so arranged as to make it possible to pull a survivor aboard without capsizing the boat. 

• The boat must be approved by the Coast Guard and have an approved nameplate. The nameplate must be readable and not painted 
over. Provision for testing and certifying replacement nameplates must be provided by regulation. 

• New and existing recreational boats may be "grandfathered" for use by towing vessels on inland waters if specifically accepted by the 
Officer in Charge, Marine Inspection on a case by case basis. 

• The boat must not be loaded beyond the nameplate weight limit with persons or supplies. 
• The boat must not be powered beyond the horsepower limit as shown on its nameplate. 
• In-place buoyancy must be tested on all boats at the time of initial inspection and re-checked annually at the same time as the towing 
vessel’s annual equipment inspection. 
• Suitable oars, oarlocks, and oarlock sockets must be provided for each boat and must be demonstrated to be both durable and 
functional. 
• One eyebolt, ring bolt or other fitting suitable for attaching a painter must be fitted to both the bow and stern. Suitable painters, one-
half inch in diameter and each at least 30 feet long (as per 46 CFR 160.056-3(b)(2)) must be attached to both the bow and stern 
respectively. 

• Oars must be carried and marked with the towing vessel’s name. 
• The boat must be operated in full accord with the navigation rules and, when in the water, would be treated as a recreational vessel 
for purposes of the navigation rules. Mariners operating the boat, including unlicensed crewmembers, must be trained in the navigation 
rules to the same extent as a proficient recreational boater. 

• The boat must carry appropriate lights for nighttime use and be equipped as a recreational vessel in all respects. 

• The boat must be equipped with a suitable outboard motor suitable for its intended service such as crew change and installed to the 
satisfaction of the OCMI. 
• The boat must have a launching appliance operable by one person alone and installed to the satisfaction of the OCMI except where 
demonstration shows this is not necessary. 
• The boat must be ready for immediate launching. A launching plan must cover all situations and detail the use of all equipment. The 
plan must detail necessary security measures for the boat and its equipment. 

• Fuel containers for outboard motors must be stowed safely. 
• The boat must be well maintained and fully equipped at all times the towing vessel is in service. 
• When the boat is dispatched from the towing vessel’s immediate area, it must carry a handheld radio tuned to the same channel being 
monitored on the towing vessel. 
• Man overboard drills must be conducted on a regular basis and whenever new crewmembers are assigned to the vessel. (See Item #s 
#12 & #62.) 
• Each crewmember must receive training in boating safety applicable to the operation of recreational boat. This training must be to the 
extent required by the state boating authorities if the boat operates only in one state or to the appropriate course conducted by the U.S. 
Coast Guard Auxiliary if the towing vessel operates in two or more states. No untrained mariner who has not proven to be proficient in 
small boat safety may be allowed to use or be transported in such a boat. 



• Every crewmember must receive specific training in the proper operation of the installed outboard motor and in the safe operation of 
outboard motors in general. In addition, each crewmember must be trained to both row and paddle the boat. The company must provide 
this training. These mariner skills must be demonstrated and signed off in each monthly man overboard drill using the boat. The Coast 
Guard must observe one man overboard drill annually to the satisfaction of the cognizant marine inspector. 

• The Master of the vessel must contact the OCMI at any time under provisions of 46 USC 3315 if he believes the boat provided him 
and approved by the OCMI is in any way unsafe, inadequate, or poorly maintained for the purpose intended. 

• The boat must be provided with a suitable watertight cover and a drain plug. If an inflatable boat is authorized, the cover must protect 
its fabric from the deleterious rays of the sun. 
• Mariners must wear at least a work vest (safety apparel) when working from the boat in the immediate vicinity of the towing vessel. If 
dispatched to pick up crew or supplies out of sight of the towing vessel, the mariner must wear a suitable Coast Guard-approved 
lifejacket. 

78. TRAINING CREWS IN FIREFIGHTING. 
[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §2103; 3306; 3307.] 
[Comparable regulations: 46 CFR §10.205(g); 46 CFR §27.209.] 
To enhance safety aboard all towing vessels, all licensed towing vessel officers including apprentice mates and steersmen as well as 
persons serving as towing vessel engineers should undergo formal fire training to Coast Guard standards. 

Raw data provided by the Coast Guard (G-MOA) show 494 towing vessel fires in the 13 years from 1992 through 2004 inclusive for an 
average of 38 events per year. 
While existing regulations at 46 CFR §27.209 call for formal participation in fire drills and "instruction," these are relatively new 
requirements as are most firefighting equipment regulations. 
These factors must be considered: 
• The raw data recently made available that shows the large number of towing vessel fires needs to be reviewed in depth and 
interpreted by the Coast Guard (G-MOA) and fire safety experts (G-MSE). 

• The new requirements for fire drills and on-board fire instruction need to be re-evaluated. 
• Regulations requiring attendance at a fire training course as evidenced by a completion certificate comparable to that required by IMO 
Resolution A.437 (XI) do not apply to most apprentice mate (steersmen) or towing vessel engineers. Yet the engineroom is the seat of 
many fires on towing vessels. 

 Considering the small crew size and the fact that the Master may have to remain in command in the pilothouse to maneuver the 
vessel, an engineer trained in fire prevention, activating the vessels fire main system including fire pump and knowledgeable in 
firefighting techniques is required. An apprentice mate (steersman) should attend fire school before advancing to Pilot. 

• Until new regulations effective in April 2005 are enforced effectively, most towing vessels remain equipped with only hand-portable fire 
extinguishers. 
• Previous rulemaking revealed that many towing vessels were constructed in such a way that the spread of fire could not be stopped 
by sealing the engineroom or other space where the fire is burning thereby defeating the purpose of a fixed fire suppression system. 

 Meaningful training is necessary to avoid the danger of being overcome by smoke or fire on such a vessel. 

• Portable fire pumps and hoses now required on some vessels may not provide effective fire protection. Ineffective fire protection may 
place crewmembers at risk. 
• Regulations now require towing vessel officers to train their own crewmembers although most have never received Coast Guard-
approved fire training. The blind leading the blind is inexcusable when adequate training facilities exist. 

• The absence of formal training by towing vessel officers places themselves and their unlicensed crewmembers at risk in a fire 
emergency. 



• The installation of new fire detection devices, the new requirements for fire pumps, hose lines, nozzles, semi-portable fire 
extinguishers and new fire suppression systems on some vessels call for effective fire training to meet Coast Guard standards. 

80. REQUIRE TASK BRIEFING BEFORE TOWING.(1) 
[Applicable Statute: 46 U.S. Code §2103; 3306; 6101.] 
[Comparable Regulations: 33 CFR Parts 131 & 185.] 
Towing is a unique and dangerous occupation as confirmed in a Coast Guard (G-MVI) report titled Towing Vessel Industry Personnel 
Exposure Data dated May 12, 1994.(2) [(1) Refer to MISLE Activity #1699939, MSO Louisville. (2)Available as GCMA Report #R-351] 

Before engaging in any towing evolution (including normal fleet work), a briefing must take place between the Master, Mate, or Pilot 
(hereinafter, "officer") in charge of the towing vessel’s navigation watch. That briefing must discuss in detail the planned evolution that 
will take place including but not limited to: 

• The role of each person involved in the task. 
• The lines, wires, fittings, tools, and heaving lines that will be used, their condition, suitability and availability. 

• Any vessel maneuvering that is anticipated to take place. 
• Any reasonable deviations from the plan that may take place if plans change after the vessel is committed to the evolution. (aka "Plan 
B") 
• Safety procedures and positions the seamen must take to avoid all anticipated hazards. 
• Require an instantaneous means of communication between the seamen on deck and the officer at the vessel’s control station. 

• When a handheld radio is used to communicate, the radio must provide for hands-free operation since both of the seaman’s hands 
may be engaged in line-handling. 
• If a loudhailer or public address system is used for communications, it must be fitted with a talkback system usable from all deck 
locations on the boat normally utilized by the deck crew (e.g., cavels, capstans, towing winches). 

• If hand signals are used, the exact nature and meaning of each hand signal must be specified. 
• Deck and pilothouse speakers must produce clear and audible sounds and must be energized during the evolution. 

• The officer in charge must understand that his first responsibility is to monitor his crewmembers whom are at risk during the entire 
evolution. 
• If the officer is unable to manage distractions, he must call off the evolution and have his deck crew stand down until such time as the 
evolution can proceed safely. 
• If a new ("green") deckhand is assigned to the vessel, the officer must determine the extent of his training (if any). The officer then 
must take the time to assess this deckhand’s knowledge of the vessel, his aptitude for the tasks he must perform, his understanding of 
the dangers involved, and the individual’s capability to serve as a useful crewmember before placing him at risk. 

• If an officer anticipates a problem using a "green" deckhand he should not expose him to danger without first bringing the matter to the 
attention of the office and logging the resolution and have his deckhand sign the entry. 

• Any task that cannot be performed safely by any of the persons assigned to perform it or with the equipment available must not be 
attempted. In making this determination, a towing vessel officer must consider the physical condition of his crewmembers including 
fatigue factors. 
• On inland towing vessels, officers must ensure that all safety chains are in place to guard against a man overboard situation. Safety 
chains are lowered only with the knowledge and consent of the officer in charge. In general, safety chains should come down only when 
the towing vessel is tied to its tow. 

• Heavy items must not be passed from boat to boat or boat to barge unless the two vessels firmly secured to each other and there is 
no appreciable gap between them. 
• Consideration should be given to using a ramp between the 2nd deck of a towboat ("Texas Deck") and the deck of an empty barge 
firmly secured alongside to facilitate moving gear between boat and barge. 



 

• Before undertaking any task, the officer must be certain that all participants have donned any/all personal protective gear properly and 
that suitable lifesaving devices and personnel are available and immediately on hand to retrieve and recover a man overboard. 

• The licensed officer must have the authority to stop any towing evolution that cannot be performed safely. This "responsibility" is 
detailed in Rule 2 of the Navigation Rules. 
• There are times such as during high water or in bad weather where circumstances do not permit an evolution to take place with safety. 
The officer must be able to exercise his prerogative in those cases to avoid the possibility of an accident that would put his crew at risk. 

 81. Protection Against Carbon Monoxide Poisoning. (Consolidated with Item #8) 
 82. STREAMLINED INSPECTION PROGRAM. 

[Applicable Statutes: 46 U.S. Code §3103; 3306; 3316; 3703.] 
[Comparable Regulations: 46 CFR Part 8, Subpart E.] 
The Streamlined Inspection Program is a voluntary alternative inspection program for U.S. documented or registered vessels. Since 
Congress classifies towing vessels as inspected vessels, this program should be open to these vessels. A recent submission under 
OMB Control #1625-0085, if approved, would continue the Coast Guard’s authority to utilize the optional SIP program in force since 
1998. 

The Streamlined Inspection Program (SIP) was first developed for use in the offshore oil industry. The program emphasizes crew 
involvement not only in the inspection process but also in maintaining the vessel in a good state of repair between annual inspections. 

The SIP alternative reduced the inspection workload for the Coast Guard and, at the same time, often proved less intrusive in company 
operations. One positive result was that the mariners who were involved in the program became more knowledgeable of the regulations 
that govern the industry. These mariners, as well as company management, became directly involved in maintaining their vessel on a 
daily basis to meet all formal Coast Guard regulatory standards." 

It would be reasonable to poll towing companies during regulatory development to determine their intentions to utilize this program in 
the future. 


